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MAINE.
The (HevfrDot nnd Council.
Augusta, 0«o. 30.—The Governor and
Council wero in session today. The committee
on redaction
of the State valuation of the
towns of
Sherman, 0edliam, E»6t Brook,

average catch of tho shore fleet has been 1670
barrels, and that of the bay fleet 231 barrels to
each vessel.
The expense of the outfit, supplies, etc., is $127,517, and addiog the wages ot
men at the rate they wonld be
paid as sailwe
find
ors—$80,552—and
$208,369 is
spent to secure $86,859 worth of mackerel
in the Gnlf of
St. Lawrence, and
onty
$18,190 iD tho limits ol that fishery; for outunclaimed
and
side, 814,500,000
$5,500,000 paid
in addition to this the United States remits in
duties, $624,000 each year to Canada, making
during the twelve years of the treaty a total
of $7,488,000, which with
the $5,500,000,
equals a total of 812 988.000, or nearly the
amount first claimed, $14,500 000.
This is for
the privilege of taking a few mackerel. From
the month of Jniy, 1873, to the present time,
daring the total fishing seasons throughout
the treaty our
vessels took from St.
Lawrence
barrels
of
286,435
Gulf,
and
of
these S5 486 .barrels
mackerel,
were caught inside of the three-mile limit, the
total value of which was $2 100 802. The value
of the inside catch was $100,320; 1160 ve-s*>ls
at a cost on the average
of
$2,801,122
were
and
baremployed,
190,955
rels were caught outside
of
the
three
mile limit, estimated to be worth $1,400,472, making a difference in amount of expense
against the whole product of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence mackerel fishing of $800,000, against
the inshore fishery of $2,000 000 additional.
The actual earnings of the fishermen on the
average does not exceed $300 per day.

ALLEGED SWINDLING.

Faiilield, Kiueo, Blaine, 8. E. Township, No.
31, Webster and Long Island plantations, reported adversely
ation in each

to

any reduction of the valu-

case.

Today

a hearing was given on
the pardon
of Hannah Thorndike cf Rockland, under life sentence in State prison for innrder.
Mr. Mortlaud appeared as her counsel.
H. 8.
Mitchell, Eq., of Bangor, also went before the
Council and pleaded for the pardon of John
Lawrence, in Slate prison for life. He shot
a d killed a woman, his
mistress, in Bangor,
iu 1870, while drank and was convicted tor
murder in the fim degree. He is GO years of
age and Mr. Mitchell held that he had been
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Rnnerriher this find bear in mind it is Not a Quack
Medicine but a, reliable lamily remedy. As’/ lur
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COLLARS

The Council seilled with the agents of the
ani Penobscot tribes of Indians.
murderers Sentenced.
John S. Baker, convicted cf murder in the
second degree, was sentenced to State prison
for life in the Superior Conrt today, for the
murder of Mrs. Tuck. Harry Burns, for killing Rufus R Lisbnese, he being convicted of
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Desirable Farui and Timber

A petition for his
punished severely enough.
pardon, signed by a large number of prominent
Bangor citizens, was presented.
Both cases
w-re laid on the table.
The Blaney pardon
case will probably be taken up tomorrow.

Laud

for

Sale.
Homestead Farm of the late Elbridge Randall with meadow lands on Muddy River, also
two lots of timber laud belonging to said estate in
Topsliam. 1 he farm is one of the best in Sagadahoc C -unty, and the timber lands are heavily covered with pine and other valuable growth.
Will be sold at auc»ion at the Homestead of said
Randall on the 20th of January next, r 10 o’clock
a. in.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Admr.
dec23
eodtd
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manslaughter, was given a sentence of seven
jears in tho State prison.
Charles Morgan
Wallace was not sentenced, his counsel filing
a motion for a new trial.
A Decoy Lelirr Ij-ads to the Detection of
n ITouthfiit Criutiuul.
Bangor, Dec. 30.—A son, fifteen years old,
of Postmaster H. B. Rice of Unity has beeu
arrested lor stealing letters from the mails.
He was detected by means of a decoy letter
sent from West Troy, containing marked
bills.
The letter was stolen and th«
mtfhey found on
the Rice-boy. He has
borne a
always

reputation.

WEATHER

Washington, Dec. 31.
The indications for New England to-day are
slightly warmer weather, followed by increasing clondiness and local rains, southwesterly winds and lower barometer.
[11.27 P. M.]
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Freight Stealers Caught in Aroostook.
Presque Isns, Dec. 30.—Fcr some time
goods have mystericusly disappeared from the
between Fort Fairfield and this point.
were broken open and rifled. Suspicion pointed to the Cochrane family, living
cars

Packages

Caribou for thefts there. One of their schemes
was for one to board a train at Fort Fairfield,

||

g

Unity

near Caribou, and on
Saturday Sheriff Burns
searched their premises aud found a large
quantity of stolen goods. He was assaulted,
but arrested three. They were examined
at
Fort Fairfield for assaulting the officer and for
the thefts at Fort Fairfield, aud on Monday at
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The First Cargo of Herring.
Gloucester, Mass., Dec. 30.—Schooner E
R. Nickerson of Bootbbay arrived at this port
yesterday rrom Alonhegan with 175,000 frozen
herring. This is the first receipt of frozen herring at Gloucester this Beason and the first
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received from that locality.
They are
being sc Id to tho Georges fleet fcr bait at ©1.50
per hundred.

ever

BRUNSWICK.

Mr. Richard L. Swstt, a graduate of Bowdof ’80, died at his home in Brunswick las; Frid. y. He had studied medicine
and received his diploma last June. Too close
application to his studies is said to have been
the cause of his death.

doin, class

Fall.

HAMFBBN.

THE EWEN BROI. 1VANTED.EN NEW
SOUK.

New York, Dec. 40 —It is said that the
Ewen Brothers, cotton brokers, who were expelled from the exchange a lew days since for
alleged fraudulent transactions, have fled to
Canada.
The New York Morning Journal says this
the
morning that
general
opinion is
that the Ewour have decamped becanse they
feared to face
criminal proceedings which
John R. DospaSROs has or intends to institute
against them. It is stated that Mr. Dospassos
represents claims against Ewen Brothers for
$120,000 which had been deposited by infatuated speculators who thought to make a forvuuw

vuv
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Review of the Trade.

Boston, Dec. 30.—In its yearly review of the
floor aud grain trade, the Advertiser will tomorrow publish the following as connected
with the recent sharp advance iu floor;
“The prices of wheat have advanced about ei^ht

per bushel on account of bad weather within
the past tew weeks, while the lack of water at Minneapolis has caused the output of flour at this great
milling point 10 be greatly reduced. Millers linding
that they had the vantHge in their own hands at
once stopped their ruinous competition aud ai ied
by an export demand they hive advanced the price
of flour fully 25 to 35 con’s, the present quotations
being $5.25 to $5.40, while some favorite brauds
c .uld not be
bought in round lots at less than
.5U. Jobbers are awakeuiug io the fact that
are
going higher aud that tbe hand to mouth
prices
policy bicli they have mostly pursued during tue
is
year
being discarded aud tuey are now iu the
market as free buyers. Tbe rapid advance of the
few
days checks the demand to some extent
past
but buyers are not entirely confident it will be
maintained. The strong tone aud rapid advance in
spring wheats has also carried winter wheats along
Lower grades
but the advance is not so marked.
of flour are also starting up but in a more quiet
way.
cents

..
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A MODEST DEMAND.
Claimeut tot the Trinity Church Estate
Mew York
will
Compromise for

in

$4,00«,00$.
K
v

Yoke, Dec. 20.—In the course of the past
brought to eject the
Trinity Church corporation from the vast estate
which It holds iu this city. The plaintiffs in each
century, 11 suits have been

they

asserted that
were the heirs of Anueke
Jaue. The twelfth suit has now been began by
Mrs Emma H. Wallace, ouo of the descendants,
who says she is entitled to one-thirtieth of the estate. She asserts that Cornelius Brower, her gr atgreat great-grandfaier, sold the larger part of the
eignth aud ninth wards to a certain Tyler Lalitto,
and iu part payment took a mortgage of some
870 ju. This was belore the year 1733, when
The property was afterwards
Cornelius died.
transferred to Trinity Church. The mortgage, the
has
never
oeeu paid, and, as oue of the
asserts,
heirs, ebe is entitled to foreclose and seize the propjunker
asserts th*t Nicholas « rower,
eriy. She
the father of Cornelius, in 1760 leased 2000 acres
the
to
twenty-third and twenty-loui th warns for
roars. This lease expired iu
1840, aud Mrs.
WaliJoCe’s father, Cornelius D. Thorne, at once
brought emit to eject the Trinity Church Corporation, which had come into possession of the land,
lie spent some $00,000 in pressing his suit, but
Mrs Wallace now brings a simwhs unsuccessful.
8be says her
ilar suit on much the same grounds.
She says the
case
on
a technicality.
lather lost his
heirs of \uneke Jat s are not only entitled io the
but
also
to
$260,000,000
Trinity Church property
now held
by the Holland government. This, she
gays, will be paid to tbe persons the United States
She says
courts shall declare to be ihe legal heirs.
the property illegally held by
Trinity Church
Thin little sum, with
amounts to $600,000,000.
the lump of mo »ey held iu Holland, she proposes to
ilistribuie aino >g her friends. Sue would Jratlier
£Otfcjnromi»e. however, than press the suit, and says
.she is willing to stop proceedings for $4,000,0u0
case

GENERAL. NEWS.
The government lias sent troops to remove all unauth rized persons from Oklahoma and other points
in Indian Tenitory.
Pierre, Dakota, was visited.by a $75,000 fire yesterday. Tbe Stebbius House was destroyed,
A man supposed to bo James Greenwood of Chippewa, Ont., while crossing Niagara river iu a row
boat yesterday from Chippewa to Port Day about a
mile above the falls lost control of his boat and was
drawn into the rapids, where he was seen to upset
and go over the fails.
At Cincinnati, O., yesterday. Judge Sage, ia the
United States District Court, sentenced the pr sonars who bad been convicted of violation of the election laws to terms of imprisonment from Go days
te 6 months.
Kentland, Newton county, Indiana, was visited
in
It oiiginated
a disastrous tire Monday.
tbe business section, and nearly every shop and
is
from
loss
The
was
burned
out.
$40,store room
DOO to $5o,000, mostly covered by insurance. The
tire was of incendiary origin, and was the second
serious fire within two years.
Au Oregon spiritualist named William Pearson,
'ving that he ha t been commanded by a higher
a kamuier, and he and
nower killed his ebild with
They will
ife tk en cut tljc*r own throats.
bis

by

O,

pr'?h6*Comptn;1Jer

ot the

Currency ha? called for

a
at

national banks
statement of the Condition of the
the 20th of Decern*
the close of busiuess Saturday
uitXSOs
ber
printed a lac
The Chicago Daily News
the eighteenth
simile of the forged tally sheet
of W. J.
ward, and f*c simiks of the hand wr.D«g to do me
Gallagter, charging that it shows him

yesterday

The Evening Kegister and Evening Uuion of Ne>T
Haven, Conn., have each been sued for $1,000 for

libel iu

the authority of the
hackmau had ill-treated his

pri. iiug Dec. 23.

police, that
horses

a

Tbe wi'e of
Oxtord, Miss

local

on

Senator Lamar died Monday night

UilUU

WASHINGTON.
Christum* Club Dinner.
30 —The ChristmaB Club,
a benevolent an 1 charitable association of this
city, of which Miss Kellie Arthur is president,
gave a Christmas dinner to GOO poor children
of the second disirict, today, iu the National
Rifles’ Hall.
Miss Arthur was assisted by
Miss Waite, daughter of the Chief Justice,and
a large number of other members of the club
and ladies well known in Washington social
circles.
The hall and tables were decorated
with evergreens and plauts sent by President
Arthur from tbe executive mansion.
After
dinner the children were entertained In the
where
a
upper hail,
handsomely decorated
Christmas tree had been placed, aud many
presents were distributed.
President Arthur,
and W. W. Concoran were among the guests.
Society of Naturalists.
The Societv of Naturalists held its final see"
nioa at the National Museum today, and adjourned to meet in Boston, Dec. 29, 1885
Ttiese officers were elected: President, C. KGilDert, of the United States Geological Survey; Vice Presidents, Prof. H. N. Martin, or
Baltimore; Prof. E, D. Cole and Prof. Harrison Allen of Philadelphia;
Secretary, 0. 8.
Minot of Boston; Treasurer, Charles A. ABhburner of Philadelphia.
The Cotton Crop.
The December report of the Department of
Agricnlture indicates a smaller yield of cotton
than the returns of its condition in October.
The October average was 74 against 68 in 1883,
88 in the great harvest of 1882. and 66 in the
disastrous season of 1881.
The comparison
with last year indicates a product of 398,(100
bales in North Carolina, 502,000 in South Carolina, 760,000 in Georgia. 60,000 in Florida, 661,000 in Alabama, 847,000 iu Mississippi, 480,000
iu Louisiana, 995,000 in Texas, 513,000 in Arkansas, and 314,000 iu Tennessee. The remaining territory will probably give about 50,000
bales.
This makes an aggregate of 5,580 000
bales.
These figures are provisional and may
be slightly modified by future returns.
It is

Washington,Dec.

uioappuiuiitoai

ail

ILIO
Major L. H. Sawyer, who 1 died at Amboy,' outcome of tho middle and top crop have made
III December 23d, was born at Hampdeu. He
the December returns unusually conservative,
was promoted on the field for bravery. He had
but it is certain that the rate of yield will be

FLOUR AND GRAIN.

A

iiquiunitu

to which the Eweus were so partial.
It is said that a prominent attorney who
acted for several ladies before the cotton exchange, said yesterday that all told there were
bow 83 cases, 12 of them for ladies
against the
firm, charging them with swindling transactions. The total amount of claims of the attorney's clients was $68,000 He farther said
that two brothers in Pittsfield had been taken
in for $100,000 and were now penniless.
It was learned yesterday at the cotton exchange that an old gen deman had called to
make enquiries regarding E ven Brothers. He
waotsd to know where they could be found
and stated he bad a little matter of $80,000
which he wouici like to have them settle. He
was informed that the
Ewens oould not be
found and that it was reported that they had
been compelled to borrow sufficient f'lgls to
loave town.

1--

Yearly

^IftUlUUS

pools

at

Sylvester Marsh, inventor, projector and president
of the Mount Washington Kail road,died in Concord,
H. H., yesterday, aged SI years.

been iu the frontier service and was in command of a detachment sent to rescue General
Ouster. At the time of his death he had com*
uiauu ui

u

xjiuuiuii

iu

much below the average.

THE

i/itnuia .Lerriiory.

TELEPHONE.

OLDTOWN.

Major J. L. Smith and wife and Mr. B.
Mitchell of Oidtown were
driving across

Moosebead Lake last Friday aud the horse
broke through the ice. Mr. Mitchell went a
mile and a half for assistance, Mr. Smith iu
the mean time keening the horse’s head above
the ice.
Help arrived and the horse w»9
taken ont bat was so chilled that he died
shortly afterward.
BUCKFIKLD,

Mr. Stephen ^'hilds of Bnckfield died at the
residence of his son, John Lewis Childs, at
Qaeens, LoDg Island, N. V., last week, aged
77 years. Mr. Childs was born in Turner, Me.,
Oct. 30,1807. In early life be was connected
for a lew years with the Ames Iron Works of
He afterwards retorned to
Ealtan, Mass.
North Jay, Me., where he resided until 1867,
when he settled in Bnckfield. Mr. Childs was
well known as a devoted advocate of temperance.
He was on a visit to his son at the time
of his death.
OLD ORCHARD.

Through Mr. S. M. Blake, president of the
local organization, negotiations have been entered into with a Boston shoe manufacturing
firm known as the Globe Lasting Company.
They will require the local company to erect a
medimjr-sized building, loan them a sum of
money, for which they will give security, paving interest at regular rates and make their

entire business free of taxation. If satisfactory arrangements can he made, a building will
be erected at once near the B. & M. track, opposite the Electric Light Works, on the lot
made vacant by the burning of Goodwin’s
saloon, several weeks ago.

A DEAF RACE.
Prof.

Bell

g

Theory

on

Formation of

New Variety.
Washington, D*c. 30.—Among

n

number of
memoirs transmitted to Congress by the National Academy of Sciences is a paper prepared
by Prof. Alex. Graham Bell, upon the “Formation of a Deaf Variety of the Homan Race.”
In discussing marriages of the deaf, Prof. Boll
says it is evident from the records that there is
a tendency among
deaf mutes lo select deaf
mutee as their partners in marriage; that this
tendency has been continuously exhibited
during the past 40 or 50 years, and there is
every probability that the selection of deaf by
the deaf in marriage will coutinne iu the
future.
While we cannot at present arrive
at any percentage,” he continues, “it is certain
that the proportion of deaf mute offspring bom
to deaf mutes is mauy times greater than the
proportion born io the people at large.”
After discussing the various schemes proposed
in part for the establishment of exclusively
deaf mute communities, all of which proved
abortive, or at least were never fairly started,
the Professor says in conclusion: “The immediate cause of inter-marriage is undoubtedly a
nroference that adult

companionship ol deaf

deaf

mntea

a

erhiLIt

motion for review of the decision of the board
of examiners in chief in the telephone case of
Bell vs. McDonough vs. Troy vs. Edison. The
board rejected McDonough's application on
the ground that bis device was inoperative
aud his motive is to secure permission to show
that the instruments issued by him are of
practical utility. The effect of the decision of the
supreme court in the Hoe patent case (where
it was held that appeal did not lie from the
commissioner of patents to the secretary of the
interior) upon similar cases parsed upon by the
secretary is now being tested in the motion
pending before the commissioner of patents.
In February last the secretary reversed a decision of the commissioner in the patent telephonic interference case of Blake ve. Drawbaugh vs. Edison and restored Edison to his
position in the interference from which he had
been displaced by tho commissioner. Dra*bangh’s counsel now assert that the secietarv’s decision in the oase was nullified by the
decision of the court, and that Edison is barred
from interference proceedings. Koscoe ConkliDg representing Edison today made argument before
the commissioner taking the
ground that the secretary was de facto judge
at the time aud sound practice
required the
Commissioners to support his decision.

POISONED TOMATOES.
Important Suit Against a New York
CSroeery Firm.
New York, Dec. 30.—Thurber, Whyland
& Co., grocers of this city, are defendants in
a sait in the Kings
county Supreme Court,
An

which is watched with great interest. Some
time ago Thomas Kolyer of Brooklyn purchased a can of tomatoes from a grocer, who
had purchased them from Thnrber, Whylaud
& Co. Mr. Kolyer’s family ate of the tomatoes
and his daughter Theodora was made
very
sick. She began a suit against Thnrber,
Wbjland & Co., to recover $50,000 damages,
alleging that her health had been permanently injured. In her complaint she claimed that the
firm in soldering the can had used a muriate
o! zinc flux, and that the flux had fallen into
the tomatoes aud poisoned them. The defendants demarr-d to the complaint.
There was
an argument on the demurrer
before Judge
Brown some weeks ago, aud yesterday he rendered a decision overruling the demurrer. The
gravamen of this cause of action is negiigeuce
on the part of the defendant in
the preparation and sale of ao article of food whereby the
plaintiff was injured in health. Any person
suffering special injury or damage by reason of
that negligent act has a right of action. The
defendant will carry the case to the general
term

on

appeal.

t,,-

rather than that
of hearing persous.
The grand central principle that should guide us in our search for
preventive measures should be the retention of
a normal environment
daring the period ot
education
Segregation of deaf mntfs, use of the fign
language and employment ot deaf teachers
produces an environment unfavorable to the
cultivation of articulation and speech reading,
and that Eometimes causes the disuse of speeen
by speaking pupils who are only deaf. Prof.
Bell commends the whole subject to the attention of scientific men.
mates

CANADA HAS THE BEST OF IT
Figurts

luspersaut Case Argued in Washiugington.
Washington, Dec. 30—Counsel for McDonough have filed with the patent office, a
An

on ifae Fisheries Given by Collector Hobson of Gloucester.
Gloucester, Dec 30.—In an interview with
Mr. Babson, the collector of lhis port, some
facts and figures relative to the fishing interests intimately connected with the
Washing,
ton treaty were obtained.
During the season
just past the Maine end Massachusetts fleets
have in all laken nearly 499 391 barrels ot
mackerel, and ont of this lotal only 21.393 barrels have been caught In the Gulf of St. Law.
reuce, while Canada takes
from
109,000
to 150,000 barrels yearly. American fleets,
numbering about sixty of the best equipped
veegg's, have taken 15,299 barrels, and out of
this number 12,101 barrels have been taken
outside the (hrtj rpile limit, and 3138 barrels
tu-ide. Mr. Babaon fwgijpates the value of the
outside catch at $08,062, and she inside at $18.There have been off onr shores 267
190.
The
American vessels patching mackerel.

meteorological Observations.

Philadelphia,

Dec. 30.- The Press of today Bays that Prof. Samuel A. King, the well
known aeronaut of this city, has made a contract with Gen. Hazen, of the United States
Signal Service, to make five balloon ascensions
in
the
interests
of
remeteorological
search.
Two of these ascensions will take
piece in Philadelphia, from the grounds of Girard College, while the other three will be
made from Washington.
Oa each of these
trips, Prof. King will be accompanied by an
experienced officer of the signal service corps,
who will make observations at varioas altitudes, and who will take with him the instruments necessary for recording the different
meteorological mauifestations.
The balloon
has been prepared for the purpose, and now
lies in readiness at Girard College.
Mr. Randall in Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn., Deo. 30.—Hon. Samuel

J. Randall aud party arrived here this morning. An immense crowd wa« present to welcome the distinguished visitor.
When Mr.
Randall alighted from the car, Gen. W. H.
Jackson delivered a brie! address ol welcome,
to wbicb Mr, Randall approDriately
responded.
Mayor Phillips then welcomed him aud tendered him the freedom of the city.
Mr, Randall and party drove to the residence of Mrs.
Polk, where they were received and entertained royally. Mrs. Polk received her gnesis
s'auding, and seemed bnt little fatigued by the
many introductions.
Tonight Mr. Randall
spoke to the largest audience ever assembled
in the Grand Opera House, which was
packed
to the walls oa every floor.

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.

John Brown

Coyle.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

THE STATE’S LAW BEHINESS

The

well known gentleman whose name
stands above, and who died early yesterday
Comments Upon Gov. Cleveland’s
morning, was born near Norwich, Connecticut,
Letter.
j October 6th, 1806. His youth was spent at the
place of his birth. Fulton’s early boats were
DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSMEN AP- ; then in existence, and others of not mack
| later build bad become the packets in place of
PROVE III* ACTION.
j the sailing vessels formerly running to New
York. On one of these boats the yonng man
Washington, Dec. 30.—Hon. Dorman B. commenced bis career, which afterward!
Eaton, president of the civil service commis- identified
his name with steam navigation in
sion, said to-day to a representative of thtrAsall the Eastern waters.
sociated Press in regard to Gov. Cleveland’s
letter: "I regard the letter as a
The Legislature of New York had granted
deliberate,
significant and timely utterance of a man
great privileges to the Livingston & Fulton
who comprehends the situation and has the
Btesm Navigation Company. No steam vessel
courage of his convictions and his dnties. It
is a platform on the subject to which it relates.
could navigate Nets York Bay, the North
The policy disclosed io the letter is that
by
River, Long Island Sound, or any of the lakee
which alone his party can retain power 01 the
or rivers of New Yark without their license.
escape
aud
it
country
shows plainly
decoy,
that we are to have no mixed oabiuet and no
Thereupon in 1822 the Connecticut Legislature
timid or compromising policy bnt a strong,
enacted a law that no vessel having such
positive, honest, courageous and absoletey license should enter
any waters within that
Democratic administration. It will be one of
8 ate. The steamboat Connecticut was then
convictions and principles, In broad contrast to
the last Democratic administration which was
running between New York and New Haven.
weak, cowardly, evasive and scornful of a This, 1 think, was the boat on which young
noble aud growing seuliment, aud was conMr. Coyle was employed. The effect of this
sequently ruinous to the party aud diegiacelul
to the country.
Place holders of his party
prohibitory law was to drive the Fulton Commay yet give him much tronble, and perhaps
pany’s steamers out of Connecticut waters,
may bring their party near to ruin by their
aBd they commenced to run to Providence,
The Democratic party now
greed for office.
touching at Newport, which brought oar Mr.
stands as it did when Buchat an was elected;
where two roadB separate, one leading to h-mor
Coyle, then only 17 years old, ou to a longer
and victory and the other to shame and defeat.
and seagoing route. In 1830 the Connecticut
Its fate depends on its choice of roads and
was purchased by Portland parties.
leaders.
Mr Covle continued oo the Sound boats
Under the new civil service law the Kepnbuntil 1834, when he became chief engineer of
iican administration with a magnanimity uthe McDonough. She was built in 1825 to ran
precedented in onr hiHtory has given o&cial
from New York to Hartford. She was of 360
places to from 800 to 1,000 of its political oppoShe had been
tons, and had a copper boiler.
nents.
Will the Democratic aimiuistration
employed during the Bummer of 1833 between
have the patriotism aud courage needed to folPortland and Boston. The following Winter
low that example? These are the vital qn-\
she was hanled np on the marine railway at
tions which that letter suggests, aud whig! mSalem
and had a new bow built on, which
part to it a profound significance.
lifted ber forward, increased ber speed, and
The Evening Star to-night prints brief intermade her a rnoch drier sea boat. In the Spring
views with a number of Democratic members
of 1834 the McDonough returned to the Portof
Congress upon Governor Cleveland's land
and Boston route in charge of Captain
letter. Representative Gills of Louisiana said:
Sidney K. Howard. The newspaper notion of
"Cleveland has proved himself to be a statesthe resumption of her route said: “An exman of a high order.
He will trample out this
nerien led engineer is engaged from one of the
accursed spoils system, and I pray that every
Providence boats.” This experienced engineer
Democratic Senator and Representative may
i was John B.
and this wae bis first visit
gather around him and hold up his hands as to Portland. Coyle,
About this time Amos H.
;
Aaron held up the hands of Moses."
with
the assistance of Corof
Cross,
Portland,
Representative Hetman thnm.lit tt.a I...nelius Vanderbilt of New York, purchased the
“timely, manly and proper.” "I believe,” he
old steamer Cbancelor Livingston,
a^ded, "Governor Cleveland is entirely honest splendid
built in New York iu 1815, under the personal
and sincere, and that be will faithfully ca.ry
! superintendence of Robert Fulton, but hs died
out tbe civil service law.”
before ber launching.
She was much larger
Representative Buckner of Missouri said than
an; previous boat that had oome to Maine
Governor Cleveland had done risrht iu spread500 tons, and having a topper
of
about
being
ing his views upon civil service reform before boiler. Sbe had three smoke stacks, three
tbe couutry at this time.
masts, a bowsprit auu jibboom, with yards on
Representatives Springer, Hopkins, Brower
the foremast to the royal, and was a formidaof Pennsylvania, Nicholls, Buchanan and
ble looking vessel for a coasting steamer.
Dibrell also expressed their approval of tbe
There was music in her name. It was the
letter.
name of Fnlton’s early
friend, whose capita]
President-elect Cleveland’s letter in regard
and influence enabled him to show his inventto civil service was very generally discussed
ive genins. After awhile the Livingston came
by department clerks to-day. Tbe general im- into the bands of the old Porter
Company, bnt
pression among them was that but few clerks on
examination was tonnd rotten anu unsafe.
will come under Governor Cleveland's
dg£.v'.
Mr. Coyle suggested utilizing the engine and
tion of “non-partisan
'eie
of the fixtures of the old boat in a new
few wqqiiofc eiiifer contributed to cam- I some
one. His advice was taken, and a comnany
paign funds, made speeches or taken active
formed, which built the "Portland" at the
part in politics, and it is argued by thos6 infoot of Park street daring the years 1834-5.
terested that the letter means that all such
the hall was building, Mr. Coyle had a
While
persons must go.
crew of machinists under him overhauling the
engine, which was the third one which had
been in the Livingston.
The cylinder was ol
NEW YORK.
40 inches diameter, and the stroke five feet.
Mr. Coyle pat the engine into the new boat,
The Alleged Frauds iu New York City.
and on her commencement of her trips to BosNew York, Dec. 30.—Mayor Ed son was
ton, in August, 1835. he was appointed chief
served with an injunction today,
restraining
engineer, and finally was promoted to the
him from making any nominations, and at the
Capt. Coyle was the fonnder ol
| command.
same time Alderman Kirk,
the present "Steam Packet Company," and
president of the
board of aldermen, was served with an
the
executive and building agent
has
been
injunction restraining the board from
since. Of the boats which have come under
acting on any
nominations sent in by the mayor. Tbe inhis supervision I can recollect the names of
junction was issued by Judge Beach at tbe inthe following:
Commodore Preble and Gen.
stance of Theodore Roosevelt on the ground of
The first was launched
Warren, propellers.
alleged fraud and corruption.
in 1845. St. Lawrence, Montreal, Lewiston,
Forest City, John Brooks and Tremont. There
are others whose names I do not now recall.
THE DOMINION.
He has also directed the repairs and refitting
of the eajly boats of the International line.
The Oldest Kiahop
Besides steam navigation Captain Coyle took
Dying.
an interest in most of the enterprises
Montreal, Dec. 30.—Archbishop Bourget
projected
said to be dying, is the oldest
the benefit of the city, and it is a satisfacfor
in
Amerbishop
tion to know that be leaves a son of experience
ica, and made himself famous by his opposition to the burial of Guibord in consecrated
and of similar tastes and talents to the father
to fill the place made vacant.
ground.
It was not business enterprises alone that ocTogan’s Chance* in Illinois.
cupied Captain Coyle’s thoughts- He favored
Chicago, Dec. 30.—The Tribuue has made all reforms and most of the charitable movements of the city.
a canvass of members of the Illinois
Especially was he a practiLegislature on tbe senatorial question, and finds that ! cal and outspoken temperance advocate, and
the Republicans for flrtt choice stand 100 for ; required his emoloyes to practice abstinence.
Logan, a»»d 2 for Farwell; the Dement; fer He expelled the liquor bar from his company’s
first'oboice stand Harrisou 29, Black \ f Mor- ! boats which caused their patrons to feel more
safe at sea
rison 24, Palmer 11, Allen 9, Marsh
3, unknown 1.
Capt. Coyle was the first to succeed in horning anthracite coal in a steam vessel. Up to
1836 all the steamboa's ef the United States
WORLD.
had burnt wood only.
The “Novelty” burnt
forty cords on each passage between New York
The great consumption of wood
and Albany.
caused steamboat men to look about for a subNews by Cable from Different stitute. A boat running from New York to
Charleston had attempted to U6e coal without
While Captain Coyle was engineer of
soccers
Countries.
the Portland he tried
experiments with
bitnminons coal, bnt it covered everything
He
then
soot.
with
conceived the plan to
Record of mortality from the Recent
barn anthracite with a blower driven by gearEarthquake.
ing from the main abaft, bnt the spasmodic acMadrid, Dec. 30.—At Granada today the tion of the wheels in rough weather broke the
of the gear wheels; a belt on pulleys was
Te
Dentil was sung and prayers offered for the cogs
next tried with success, and anthracite coal
cessation of earthquakes.
At Prieeo, iu the
luaiiuo UUUOIC, V_/r* Ji C
province of Cordova, the shocks came while laum -unu goiician
the theatre was crowded with people. A terriCovle’s blower and gearing was constructed bjr
who
then
a machine
ble panic followed.
bn
bad
J.
Sparrow,
shop
Many persons jumped
from the galleries ai d from the windows apou
on Union street.
the crowd below.
An accident is recollected which happened
Two were killed outright
to the McDonough in the fall of 1834, while
and forty were more or less injured.
Mr. Coyle was engineer. The late E. C. AnAlhania and Santa Crnz were completely
destroyed. Soldiers are at work clearing up drews was baggage master of the McDonough
and related to me the particulars of the mishap
the ruins in search of bodies, which are found
The boat left Portland
in large numbers, many being horriblv disfigwithin three years.
at 5 o'clock p.
ured. The number of persons killed ig still
m., and when off
Cape
Ann the next morning, she was overtaken by
unknown.
No doubt, however, the report
and very soon broke her
an easterly storm
which fixed the number at 900, is an exaggeramain shaft. The jib was then hoisted, which
tion. There is much distress among the surcarried away her only mast; in its fall it sevivors, and the people are asking re ief.
At
The boat now
Aibnnuelas 200 persons received injnries more
verely Injured a passenger.
drove unmanageable towards the shore. E nor less serious.
From ruined houses 100 bodies
was
to
the
have so far been recovered.
gineer Coyle
At Zaffaraya, a
equal
requirement
and disengaged the broken end of the shaft,
town not far from Loja, 50 persons perished.
enabled him to work one wheel. With
which
Madrid, Dec. 30.—Several houses in Cauil- this wheel the boat was
got under the lee of a
las were destroyed and many persons killed.
small island. In getting her head to the sea,
Five persons were killed and several others
two anchors were lost, which left only one.
at Mods. Sixteen houses were destroyed at
This was let go and the whole chain paid out,
Lanjaron, and numerous nouses were de- which
brought the craft to, but the anchor
molished and lives lost in other villages. Fifty
wonld net bold her a moment withoat the
corpses have been found at Vientas de Tain
assistance of the engine.
Mr. Coyle stood all
Arran z*.
that long day with his hand on the starting
Terrible Explosion ef Powder.
the
strain
on
the
anchor in the
bar, easing
VieiTIna Dec. 30.—An explosion of gun- gnsls, and holding his steam in the lulls, to
powder occurred today in a gunsmith’s shop at
save fuel, which
was furnished for the last
Kralnp, in Bohemia, destroying three houses, hours from the woodwork of the boat for lack
All hands watched the
killing three persons and injaring many more. of other material.
overstrained cable, expecting it to give way
Collapae of a Theatre.
London, Dec. 30.—A portion of the roof ef like the others, which wonld have caused the
destruction of the boat and probably all hands
a theatre at Chalettown, in France, collapsed
on board, but it held
until the gale abated,
There
during the performance last night.
when the boat was got safely into Salem.
were about 1000 persons in the audience.
The
Capt. Coyle was by birth and education an
lights were extinguished and screams and
Episcopalian, and when be first came here as
About 150 persons were
groans filled the air.
en gineer cf the McDonough in
1834, he snent
wounded, some of ihem it is feared fatally.
Sundays in Portland. He had a fine bass
The theatre was a temporary structure which
and
liked
use it.
voice
to
He
was a constant
bad been strained by a recent storm.
attendant at the old brick chnrch of St. Paal’a,
Itninora of Renewed Fighting in Chinese
which stood on Pearl street, where Newbury
Waters.
street crosses it.
Having been un all night at
Dec.
30.—An
his
official
Paris,
duties, he often came in daring the singdespatch from
and
the
Admiral Courbet, received here this afternoon
choir
at
one".
ing
joined
states that French men-of-war have for the
His voice was very noticeable and many iuvol.
looked
to
several
the
days been fighting the Chinese pi- natarily
past
up
organ gallery, alrates in Hong-Hai bay, and that 300 of the
tbrongh they knew the source of the improvelatter were killed.
Nothing official has yet ment io the choir’s performance. The gifted
been received of the reported sinking of a
son inherited bis tine voice from the father.
When Mr. Covle came to have nermanent
French transport by Cbiuese cruisers, while
6he was conveying reinforcements between
business here, he brought hit family, which
included hie good mother, who became a comSingapore and Saigon.
municant of this same old church of blessed
Cable Nolen.
Twenty-six persons were injured in a railway memory.
A musical incident which ahows the Capcollision near Wigan, Eng yesterday.
tain’s kindness df heart comes to my mind at
Henry George, who has been lecturing in I write. It was related to me
by himself. Afthe Island of Skye, will sail for America in
ter the Portland railroad had reached Portsthe steamer Alaska, Jan.24th.
mouth
Cornelias
Vanderbilt
eent Capt. Coyle
Four citizens of Hamburg have offered
with one of bis boats (I think the Express) to
Prince Bismarck $15,000 toward gthe creation
take passengers from the railroad to Boston,
of an assistant chancellorship.
She was bought off the line and finished the
season by running from Boston to Provincetown, Cape Cod, staying over Sunday at the
Sugar and Molaun.
latter place. That ssnsib'e town had expended
We have received from E. Churchill & Co.,
their share of the surplus revenue of 1839 in
the following imnortatinns of sngar and mnbuilding a plank walk of a mile in length oyer
the
sand. When night came on Capt. Coyle
lasses into the port of Portland for 1884:
got homesick and got on this plank walk for a
SUGARpromenade. Before he reaobed the end, he
Hhds. Tcs. Bbls. Bags
heard load singing, as if by many voices at a
From Cuba.3 948
5,335 distance. When
he reached the end of the
Porto Rico.6,102
70
21
walk he stepped off into the loose sapd to find
3 508
Martinique.3,098
the meeting as he supposed. He traced the
English Islands. 019 14 160
singing to a house with open doors which seem
Total sugar.14,067
38 734 6,336
ed to be filled with "singing men ana singing
M0LASSK8.
women.’’ He Knocked and asked to be admits
ted which was readily granted, It proved to
Hhds. Tcs. Bbls.
Front Cuba.6,869 561
be a meeting of yonng people for mutual enPorto Rico.1,743 143
2
None
joyment and improvement In singing.
131
English Islands.1.977 172
could read music, but all snog from memory
with all their might. Some whispered to othTotal molasses.9,679 866
133
ers, "that is the captain of the steamboat,"
bat the singing went on with perfect confiKeal Estate Transfer*.
dence
When they came to a duet or solo, the
fall
choir weDt on to the end. as if there had
The following transfers of real estate in this
been
none there.
The Captain comprehendooanty have been recorded at the Registry of
ing the situation, held np his hand and stopped
Deeds:
them iu one of these performances and set
Portland—May Chapman to L. E. Cram, land, $1.
them right which they were very thankful for.
May Chapman to H. 1). Curtis, land, $1.
8everai of them had good voices,and by invita
Martha J. Flanders and husband to M. .J. Flandtion Capt. Coyle met them every Sunday eveers. laud and buildings. $900.
ning and gave them gratnltons instruction.
Elias Thomas to W'. H. Wyman, land, $130.
He was no longer lonely when Sunday night
Cape Eliiabeth—Rebecea M. Strout at al. to A.
came.
At
the end of the season he had
Deering, land, $1.
William Burnett to William Strout, land, $15.
a creditable choir who knew their parts.
Gorbant—Harriet Roberts to J. D. Roberts, land
G.
_

arj

THE OLD

uou

and

buildings.

^Yarmouth

_W.

C. Mahoney to C. W. Jordan, land,

Scbago—J. William

to

H, Witham, laud, $300.

Beacon Lodge, No. 07, I. 0. 0. F.
At the session held last evening, the follow
lng officers were elected for the ensuing term:
N. G.—James E. Goode.
V. G.—Charb s Gateley.
Sec.—Cli-

iwi

ton

H

Cheeley.

Treas.—William H Ollier.
Trustees—O. B Whitten, George Trefethen, Joseph H. Wentworth
Ageut—0. B. Whitten.

Knight* of Pylhia*.
Ivanhoe Lodge, No. 25, last evening elected
the following ofi; tors;
C. C.—W. P. Stearns.
Y. 0.—Ernest True.
Prelate—H. D. \Jarr.
K. of K. & S.—F. W. FreDcb.
If. of F.—F. L. Stiaw.
M. of K.—G. O. Kicker.
M, at A K. H. Verrill.
Representative* to the Grand Grand Lodge—R.
M. Libby. F. I,. Shaw.
Represeuiallve to Pythian Hall Auoeiation—G.
C. Ricker.
—

Trustee for three years

H. W, Gage.

Annual

Report

of
Alleruey
Eleatu.

General

Attorney General H. B. Cleaves, in his
annual report to the Governor and Council,
says:
TAXATION OF RAILROAD CORPORATIONS.

At the date of the last annual report the suit
against the Grand Trank Railway Company to
recover the taxes assessed against tbe corporation in behalf of the State was pending in the
United States Cironit Court.
The action was
originally commenced in tbe State Conrt, but
the defendant beiDg a foreign corporation the
United States statute authorized its transfer to
the U. 8. Circuit Court for trial.
The case
was so transferred
on
motion of defendant’s
counsel. A hearing was bad before tbe Circuit Court, Judge Webb presiding, on the 22-1
No decision has yet been
day of December.
rendered.
A suit has been commenced daring tbe past
year agaiust the Knox & Lincoln Railroad
Company to recover a tax assessment levied by
the Governor and Council against the corporation under the statute of 1881.
The Knox &
Lincoln Railroad was originally chartered under the name of the Penobscot & Kennebec
Railroad Company.
Section It of Its charter
provides that all real and personal estate purchased bv the corporation for tbe nse of the
same shall be deemed personal estate, and the
shares owned by the respective stockholders in
the corporation may be taxed to the owners
thereof. That whenever the net income of the
corporation shall amount to 12 per cent per
annum upon the cost of the road, one
moiety of
the same, or such other portion as the legislature may from time to time determine, over
and aoove twelve percent per anonm, first to
be paid to the stockholders, shall be paid to the
State, and that no other tax shall be levied or
assessed on the corporation.
There can be no question as to the power of
the legislature when this charter was
granted
to establish a particular method of taxation
applicable to this corporation, and the courts
have repeatedly held that charters of
this
character granted by the State create a contract between the State and the corporation,
and Within the provisions of the constitution
prohibiting legislation impairing the obligation of contracts.
The constitution of Maine,
however, was amended in 1875, and it now provides that the legislature shall never in any
manner suspend or surrender
the power of
taxation.
It is claimed by the railroad comthat
the
assessment
pany
is in violation of the
chartered rights of tbe corporation.
This suit
is brought in order that there may be a judic
ial determination of the question.
All State assessments agaiust railroad corporations are now made under the provisions
of chapter 6, Revised Statutes of Maine. 1883.
The law declares that every corporation,
person or association operating any railroad
In t.hd

aliall

nan

an

nnnnnl

awa!..

>

for the privilege of exercising its franchises
within its limits. The tax is based upon the
average gross transportation receipts par mile,
apd the amonnt of the same is to be determined by tbe Governor and Council
and
levied on or before the first day of April of
each year, and paya^'e, ou« W' on the first
day oi ou.y uJIt aUer the levy is made, and
the other half on the firBt day of October following. Interest at the rate of ten per cons,
per annum attaches, if the corporation neglects
to pay the same when doe.
In addition to this special tax levied upon
railroad corporations, in return for the privileges granted, all buildings, whether within
or without the
located rignt of way, and all
lands and flxtares outside of such located
right, are subject to taxation by the several
towns and cities in which the property is
situated.
The existing statnte authorizes towns and
cities to levy upon all buildings of such corporations, and upon all laDde and fixtures
without the limits of its right of way, an
equal and proportionate assessment for State,
connty and municipal purposes.
In 1879, tbe entire amount of State tax assessed against railroad corporations was less
than $36,00#.
It was believed that a more
uniform distribution of the public burdens
was required, that corporate property of this
character should contribute a greater proportion of the revenues of the Stats, and to that
extent modify the burden placed upon those
whose property was open to inspection and assessed at its value. The laws recommended to
aDd passed by the Legislature have had that
object fn view.
Though tbe State during the past five years,
has been engaged in (poch litigation, involving the construction and constitutionality of
the various tax acts, applicabla to this class of
property,-and intended to equalize the revenues required for the support of the State
government, it has been sjccesafnl thus far in
maintaining its claims in all suits brought before the courts. The litigation is comparatively at an end, and the only real question to be
determined in pending suits, relates to a special exemption clanse in the chattels of some
corporations granted previous to the amendment of the constitution, and before it bad become the settled policy of the State to
require
of railroad corporations a fair return tn the
nature of an excise or franchise tax on account
of the Dowers, irnmnnltipn Anri nri viloivau 1

granted.
The coarts have determined that the
legislature is invested with the power of
raising revenue for pnblio pnrpo.es.
It judges of the
propriety of taxation, and defines the sources
as the exigencies of the case
require, subject
to constitutional restrictions.
The general
power of taxation “for the defence and benefit of the people,” is left with that
body, and
while absolute uniformity and equality
may
not always be attained, that system has been
declared the beat which comes the nearest to
The object should be to place the burden so
that it will bear as nearly as possible
equally
upon all; such was the purpose in creating the
various tax acts applicable to railroad corporations, and it is believed that the system adopted will yield to Jhe State the amount of revenue anticipated from such sources.
(A list of
assessments on railroad corporations,
already
published in the Pbb*s is appended.)
TAXATION OP TELEGBAPH COMPANIES.
The statute providing for the taxation of
telegraph companies was passed in 1880. it
subjeots every telegraph corporation, company
or person, doing a telegraphic
business within
the limits ol the State, to a State tax of 2\ per
centnm on the vaine of the line, including ail
poles, wires, insulators, office furniture, batteries and instruments, and any circumstances
or conditions which
affect the value of the
property. Nearly the entire telegraphic system of the State, by virtue of leases from and
contracts with other chartered telegraph companies is controlled and operated bv the Western Union Telegraph Company.
It was believed that there was a disregard of the obligations of uniformity in permitting telegraph
corporations to escape tbe machinery of taxation, and that equality could be attained in its
truest and best sense by a special tax act imposing upon these corporations a tax upon the
use (of the property, engaged in this particular business. The enforcement of the law was
resisted in the various suits brought for the
collection of assessments, bnt without success.
The position of the State was sustained by the
courts, and this principle of taxation declared
to be within the proper exercise ol
power
granted to tbe Legislature.
It is evident from tbe practical operation of
tbe act, that no injustice has been done to corporations of this character.
fHere follows the list of assessments already

published.]
TAXATION OK TELEPHONE

COMPANIES.

Since the passage of the act relating to the
taxation of telegraph lines the telephone system has been extensively introdnoed in the
State, and the service is constantly iucreas’ng.
Numerous charters have hewn orantarl
poratioDS endowed with extensive powers by
legislative enactment.
The tax act applicable to telegraph corporations could not bo invoked against telephone
companies without additional legislation. A
recommendation was accordingly made to the
last Legislature and an act passed authorizing
the taxation of these companies at the rate of
2-J per cent, upon the value of the line. There
can be no question as to the ustness of the aot.
j
The following assessments have been made:
National Bell Telephone
Company.$1,875.00
American Bell Telephone Company.
200.00
Btedy & Linscott’s Telephone.
11.20
EXPRESS COMPANIES,
The amount of assessments against express
companies for the preseut year is $1,501.60.
The principal portion of the same is against
the Amerioan Express Company, a corporation
existing under the laws of New York and
doing business within this State.
INSURANCE TAXATION.

The legal proceedings
with the Home
Insurance Company of New York, reto
the
tax
lating
assessed
by the
State
against the corporation, have bean
adjusted by the payment to the State of the
sum of three hundred thirty-six dollars and
fifty cents ($336 50.) The suit against the Androscoggin Railroad Company, brought upon
complaint that the corporation had neglected
to file with the Secretary of State the returns
required by law, is pending in the Supreme
Court for Cumberland county. The writ of
error before
the
Supreme Court of the
United States at Washington, to reverse the
judgment rendered by the State Court in favor
of the State
against the Cumberland and
Oxford Canal, has been dismissed.
CAPITAL CASES.
a

Ufider this head the ..^ttoruoy General gives
history of the murder trials of the past year,

which maybe summarized as follows:
Daniel Wilkinson was tried and convicted
of murder iu the first degree fop the
killing of
Policeman Lawrence of Bath. The law court
fia* overruled the exceptions, and Wilkinson is
now awaiting execution.
Lorenzo H. Turner and Lewis E. Hopkins
were convicted of
manslaughter iu killing Jos-

eph Denney, an Indian living at Richmond,
and both senteuped to eight years imprisonment.
Mary E Barrows was convicted of murder
qt the first degree in killing Thomas E. Bar-

Ktttery,

the full court overruled the
exceptions and she is awaiting execution. Oscar E. Blaney plead guilty .to murder in the
rows

at

first degree and was Rent enoed to be hang. A
petition (or the commutation o( bis sentence
to imprisonment for life is now pending before
the Governor and Council.
Carman Santore and Raffaelle Cadone, two
Italian laborers, were convicted of mnrder of
the first degree in killing Pasguda Coscio and

awaiting execution.
Dennis Kelley was indicted for the mnrder
of Francis A. Smith at Fort Popham, bat the
Supreme Coart decided that the case belonged
are

to the United
over to them.

States coarts and it

was

tarned
,

J. F. Walker of Embden was indicted for
mnrder in killing Albert R. Daggett.
The

jnrv disagreed.
Robert Grindle, iudioted in Hancock county
for mnrder has been Bent to the insane asylam

for observation.
Charles Moigan Wallace was convicted of
mnrder in the second degree for killing Thomas F. Malloy at Togua.
John F. Baker was convicted of mnrder in
the second degree for killing Julia F. Tack on
the fifth day of last September at A Iblon.
Harry Burns waB convicted of manslaughter
before the Superior Court of Kennebec county
at the December term.
Thomas J. Libby of Soarboro is now under
indictment for the mnrder ot Lydia S. Snow
at Ponland on the Cth of September last. The
trial will probably take place at the January
term of the Superior Court in Cumberland

county.

“The convictions for murder in the first degree daring the year 1884,” says the Attorney
General, "are in excess of previous years. The
crime is one of the gravest recognized by the
criminal law. and it was the deliberate judgment of the Legislature that the good of society required that the highest punishment
should be imposed. There may be exceptional
cases where jurors will hesitate to apply the
extreme penalty of the statutes, bat such instances have been exceedingly rare.
UISCBLLANB' US.

Under this head the Attorney General says;
“The Legislature of 1877 passed a statute entitled 'An act to prevent incompetent persons
from conducting the bnsinesa of apothecaries.’
Commissioners of pharmacy are appointed by
the Governor, and they are authorized to examine persons who desire to engage in the
apothecary bnsiuess, and npon satisfactory evidence being presented that the applicant is
competent, may issue a certificate of the fact.
The law farther provides that if any person
shall hereafter engage in the business contrary to tho provisions of the act he shall be subject to a penalty of $50 for each week be shall
so continue in each
business, which may be
recovered by an action of debt to the nse of
the prosecotor.
Under the act many suits ol a
private character have been brought against
citizens of the State engaged in the basinets of
apothecaries, for the reoovery of large sums of
money in the nature ot penalties, for an alleged non-compliance with the terms of the
ant relating to registration.
Suits to recover peualties have also been
commenced by private prosecutors against
treasurers ot business corporations under a
Statute formerly existing, requiring the nnblication of semi-annual statements relating to
the amount of assessments paid to the corporation, the existing capital stock, and the
amount invested in real estate.
Thev we-without notloe to
such officers. No actual dam^" C-u be shown
to such private prosecutors; and the proceedings are not within the control of the prosecuting officers of the State under the statute
applicable to the same, and must be left to the
legislative branch of the government to grant
whatever relief may be deemed necessary. It
is to be presnmed that the legislature did not
attach the peualties for the purpose of enriching private individuals, who have no interest
in the enforcement ot the statnte beyond the
pecuniary gain that may result to them by instituting suits for the recovery of the penalties. A law of this character, permitting private prosecutors, with no
responsibility to the
State, aud who have suffered no damage, to
engage in unlimited and indiscriminate prosecutions for private gain, is vicious in its tendencies and serves to bring reproach upon wise
and beneficial statutes enacted for the pnbiio
good. It is believed that the existing statute
should be amended, aud all penalties aud forfeitures thereuuder should enure to the State
or oounty where the forfeitures
occur, and that
the prosecution should be left with tho
county
attorneys of the several counties.
In retiring from the performance of the public trusts that have been confided to my care
for the paBt five years, I avail myself of this
opportunity to pay a deserved tribute to the
prosecuting officers of the various counties, for
their faithful and efficient discharge of pnblto
duties, and fully appreciate the nniform.cour•esy and kind consideration that has been extended to me by the executive, the
legislative,
and judicial brandies of the Stats goverument
and the people of the State.
The whole nnmber of prosecutions in all the
oonnties daring the veer was 1,445. as follows:

Homicide...........
Arron...
Perjury..
Forgery and counterfeiting." .'
Compound larceny.

Larceny.
intent.'

Burglary.

Assault with felonious
Assault and battery.
Affrays aud riots

.....

Big

The

Konrur’t

68
7
15
84
14

and conspiracies.........
8
Violations of the liquor law.818
Sen ei eed to State prison.... 50
Sentenced to jail.
117
Sentenced to reform school.
3
Sentenced to pay tines.
401
Sentenced to be hanged.
5
.....

Number of cases carried to the Law Court
in which judgment has been rendered for the
State, 198.
Bawdoiuham K. P.’i Celebrate.
officers and members of Keunebeck
Jjtxige, xL. oi if., jio. 42, of Richmond, celtbrated their first anniversary in their Castle
Hall on Monday evening, the 29th iust. The
The

filled
to repletion
with brother
and invited guests, in fact meny of
the best citizens of the town graced tho occasion with their presence.
Tbe exercises were
opened by Chancetlor Commander J. E. Cornish in a few well-chosen remarks, in which
was

Knights

he outlined the success of the lodge
during the
year, congratulated the members and welcomed the visitors. P. C. J. L. Browne followed in a happy manner.
Some of his remarks produced no little merriment.
The

prelate, as lodge historian, was a success. The
points made were duly appreciated, the black
bean ballot in particular. Next, P. C. Thomas
G. Loriog of Longfellow Lodge, Portland,
delivered an address on tbe subject of “The
Order of Knights of Pythias.”
He gave a

they kept constantly increasing in number
and variety, it was found impossible to receive them there, and so a kind of anion depot was opened in the barn. It keeps one
man busy receiving, arranging and
shipping
back the packages addressed to tbe Presi-

dent-elect. In spite of the fact that the
greatest care is exercised in finding out who
sends tbe stuff, and his address, many of the
packages remain unidentified. The Governor’s orders are that ail presents shall be
returned to the sender at ouee. Bat, as
about half of the gifts come
anonymously,
it is not so easy to carry out the instructions.
A clerk was busy marking and
sending
away packages when your correspondent
called to make a toor of the place. The colleciion of bald eagles, bicycles, chairs, desks,
brushes and othef bric-a-brac wonld have
put a junk shop to the blush. Yet there was
one marked difference between the stock in
the Governor’s bam and the junk
shop_
here every article was brand new. Tbe
eagle
his
In
his
flapped
wings dolefully
woeden
cage with an air that tolu plainly it was the
first time that he had ever been made a show
of, and two owls stared In a wonderfully
knowing way at the expressman who was
Not a spec* of
lasing mu mingy away.
dust dimmed the brightness of the
glittering
bicycle that was promptly going back to Bosand
the
red
ton,
plush of a comfortable armchair showed its newness through the thin
over
It.
covering
The only thing that bore traces of wear
was a barrel covered with
country mad, and
with a number of openings cut in the staves,
through which the red and mellow golden of
New York apples showed. A second expressman was unloading a half barrel of
cider that had just arrived, when the clerk
caught him and told him to wait. A careful
examination showed it to have come from
Kinhampton, tf. Y,., and, without taking it
bl" ot .>»ulnC
Horn the
a

relnd

wagon,

made out, and the stuff
shipped J1C».
So it went all day. As fast as one
thing was
returned another came to take its
place, and
the clerk considered himself
If
two arlucky
ticles did not come In place of every one sent
were

back.
It Is easy to understand how
simple country folks take pleasure in sending little tokens of affection to the man
they honor and
respect, and in whose good fortune they have
had a part. But why these otkens so often
lake the form of animals is a
question that
sadly perplexes the poor clerk. One man In

Brooklyn

sends a dog, another in Maine
sends two owls, a third forwards an
eagle, •
fourth believes that nothing less than a Maltese cat will make the President
happy,
while a fifth hopes to win favor by the presentation of a fawn.
II this sort of thing continues tne barn attached to the executive mansion will soon
contain a menagerie which will make our
Barnum hang bis head In shame
The
President-elect takes it good-naturedly and
as a huge joke.
Said he odcc, laughing over
the matter: “Somebody out
West, I don’t
remember bis name just now, sent me an
eagle the other day. What am I to do with
au eagle? I presume
they will be sending
me

elephant next;”

au

“He

would be just

theo, musingly,

useful

as

as an

though.”

eagle,

ON THE BOLLLEBS.

the order from its infancy to the
present time and forcibly portrayed the benefits which the order confers upon its members
and earnestly urged upon the oitizsns that it

was a duty to encourage the
growth and prosperity of this lodge in their midst.
A quartette composed of Miss Gussie Donnell, Mrs. M. H. Hiukley, Mr. Frank Given,

and W. W.

Brown as
organist, discoursed most excellent music during the evening. At the close of the exercises
a banquet was served.
Thus closed this, the
first anniversary of Kanuebeck Lodge, It was
indeed a grand success.
Governor Dingle) Views.
A special despatch to the Springfield
Republic an says Governor Dingley of Maine has

W. H.

T.’S TO-NIGHT.

To-night, providing tho question of referee oaa
be sottled eatiefactorily to both
clubs, the Bijous
will play the W. H. T.’s a
leagne game at the Bijou.
Mr. Thomas objects to Mr. Barnes ae
referee, for
what reason nobody knows. This comes In bad
grace from him, as he is the only rink manager in

the league who has refereed the
games In the home
rink. Due thing is certain—the decision of Mr.
Barnes so fai have been as much
against as in favor
of the home club, and his method of
quelling rough
play is the best yet advanced. There will be a game
played anyway, and Mr. Thomas will probably tee
bow f< olish he ie acting and let hie club
play.
EXHIBITION AT PORTLAND RINK TO-NIGHT.
at
Portland
rink
there will be a double
To.night

eshibltion of fancy and burlesque sketing. Prof.
Fuller of Providence, formerly of this
city,
will give an exhibition of fancy
skating, and Prof
Buruham will give the burlesque Prof. Fuller’s
fancy movemeute are said to be very fine, especially
the loe movements, and the exhibition by Prof
Burnham will be something ditferent from those he
has lately given.
In addlllou to skating on the
large skates, he will skate on a pair with only two
large wheels each. It will be worth seeing. There
was a ladies’ party at the rink last
night.
BIDDEFORDS, 3; GRANITE CITTS, 2.
Last night the Biddeforde went to Augusta and
played the Granite Citye. The game occupied forty
minutes, and was won by the former elnb they
•ecuring three goals to their opponents,two. It
was a good game.
©. C.

NOTES.
tv

pl

__

the

management of that rink'on the 1st davol
In place of .Manager
Hadley.
The Ney and Croary combination ot
gymnasia,
acrobate, contortionists and club swingers will appear at the Bijou New Year's afternoon and evenThe
members are nearly all home talent.
ing.
In the Androscoggin and Kennebec
polo league
tournament, at the City rink In Lew ston last night
the Lewistona detested the Falrlielda, 3 to O.
Tima
of game, 26 minutes;
playing time, 18 minutes.

January

Mtlftic AND DRAJ1A.

history of

Blanchard,

with Uilu Iran* ihs
Admirer*.

The queerest place in the estate is Got.
Cleveland’s barn, or storeroom, says the Albany Times-Star. Your correspondent was
permitted to visit these quarters to-day, and
a stranger collection of old junk Ii would b«
impossible to find anywhere. The barn Is a
substantial structu e, built just back of the
executive mansion, and daring the administration of more wealthy Governors it wsa
used for the carriages and horses of these
worthies. Gov. Cleveland, however, doesn’t
keep a team, and since his election to the
presidency, the vacant barn has been used to
store tbe vast collection of miscellaneous
presents that come pouring in from every
quarter of the Union.
formerly these packages were delivered it
tbe executive chamber on the bill, bat ss

BIJOUS VS.
4
] fi
45

Offeuces against chastity, etc...! *.20
Malicious mischief.
7

Mr. Lowell

Barn Filled

13

Cheating

hall

Cleveland's Presents.

KATE FIELD.

Kate

Mis*

as
repute
acquaintance

is

Field
well

as

so

well

by

the

known by
personal

of

our
many of
readers
than necessary to call attention to the fact that she lectures on “The
Mor-

that

man

it

is

hardly

Monster” in

Hall,

tomorrow

more

the

night,

Stoekbridge
and such

an

City
impression has

course, at

lecture made wherever it has been delivered
that in many cases the lady has been Induced
to repeat it, almost immediately. In Salt Lake City It is
universally conceded that Miss Field is probably the
b*^t posted person, ou side the high Mormon church
officials, and others who have been in the church
on tbe institution of Mormonism in
ihe world, ani
its effect
this

With

upon men, women and governments.
a fixedness of purpose which
nothing could swerve,
and with an energy which neither
storm, mud,§now.
cold looks, the persuasions nor even the
loss of
friends, could for a luomant dumnan lIi. i>.. k.m

very little confidence In any genuine civil service reform under a Democratic administration. He expects to see all the officers dis-

placed by President Cleveland. His prediction of the way the civil service law will be
evaded in regard t o the clerks in the departments is this: Soon after the new order of
tbffigs is established he expects to see an order
promulgated that a hundred or two clerks can
be spared without detriment to the public service. Those discharged will atl be RepubliThen as the business increases their
places will hive to be supplied and, as for
every vacanoy the commissioners are obliged
to certify four names, a Democrat can
always
be bad.
In this way after a moderate peri od,
cans.

NOTES.

comparison wi'b Mme. Ue'r.ter’V.’and her "volc.^described as uncommonly flexible and brilliant In
the
upper register.
Miss Finuer came forth under lb.
nom de theatre of Signora Bessone.
Mr. Henry Irving has uttered a
protect agaiast
the Btar system, and thinks that the
formation of
permanent companies will soon replace tbe stock
companies of six or eight years aeo.

he expects to see the force of clerks changed,
under the letter nf the civil .a.vice la. k„,
none the less
satisfactory to the hungry Democrats.
A. O. H. Recrytitn.
The Anoient Order of Hibernians of this
city tendered a handsome reception to their
lady friends at Gilbert’s Hall last evening.
About sixty couples enjoyed an order of fourteen dances, to music by Gilbert’s
orohestra,
after which the entire company adjourned to a
banquet at the United States Hotel. The extension tables were rrettily decorated with
Sowers, and ample justice was done to Proprietor McDonald's
bountiful menu.
James

Cunningham, E-q
dent J.

was

toastmaster.

Presi-

E.

Feeney, O. G., Vice President
Eraak Byan, N. M., Corresponding Secretary
M. Meehan, W. 8., Financial Secretary B. J.
McCafferiy, J, S. II., and Treasurer James
White, N. D., were the c.cmwittee of arrangements, and y. H. Coney, Cr-nk O. G., supervisor of committee.

Watch meeting at the G«>ye| minion.
The following
programme has been ar-

tanged for the watch meeting service at the
Mission this eveuiug.
At T.30 o’clock,
youth’s temperance concert; 915, Bible reading by 8. E- Pearson; subject, “Work”; 10 to
11, temperance meeting; 11 to 11.45, prayer
and testimony meeting; 11.45, consecration

Gospel

service.

All are iuvited to oome aud watch at
the Mission.

HBIBBAA NE1V*.
Bowery Bench.
The regular correspondent of the Pbess in makt
of
(he entertainmentjat Bowery Beach
ing hjs|repoi

church, on Friday evening, was evidently prevented
by his extreme modesty from giving credit due to
parties who took an active part in providing
rich and varied repast” on that occasion. No

Some

"a

mention is made of a poem which was written
and
read by the said Pbess corvesponent. It
was a
wi ty production fail of local hits, and was
dulv
1
appreciated and enjoyed by all present.

Gnrhnns.
The Congregational Sabbath eohool held their annnal Christmas concert on Sunday
evening. Tba
cxeeriaee oonslsted of musio bv the choir,
together
with recitations and musio by the
children, after
which very intereetlng remarka were made
by Mr.
W. W. Curtis, Principal of the High sohool, on the
in
which
Christmas
has
way
been observed by dlif.
erent people through the centuries. All the
cxer.
eises were attentively listened to, and well
appreciated by the large audience preeent.
The High school Lyceum club held a publio meeting at the school-house on Monday evening. A
large number of the people of the village manifeeted their interest by being preeent.
The exercise*
opened with musio and readings by several of the
young ladles,and a declamation by one of the vounw
gentlemen. The quest ion discussed was: “Retolvect
bat intemperance causes mure evil than
’•
war
Ihe arguments on either si te wer
unusually Debited and

weighty, and

we were

most

agreeably*

sur-

prised at the amount of ability shown.
These
meetings are held on Monday evening of each week
apdjwe can but hope that the interest will continue

THE

PRESS.

ing
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Wa do not read anonymous letters and commnnl
•atiocs. The name and address of the writer are in
all

Indispensable,

oases

neoessarily
good faith.

not

tion but as a guaranleo of
Wo cannot undertake to return
munications that are not need.

or

for

publica-

in New Mexico.

But as his friends have been kindly notified
of the fact it is probable that before any defective can reach him he wlil be spirited
away to

place

a

of

safety.

The public meeting which the Rockland
Democrats were getting up to distribute the
offices will quite likely be turned by Gov.
Cleveland’s letter into an indigualion meet-

ing.

_

begins to look as if the mugwumps and
hungry and thirsty Democracy were
going to run the next administration. What
a walling and gnashing of teeth there will be
It

not the

if it

so

turns out.

Those who are acquainted with the peculiar syntax and orthography of Gov. Begole
of Michigan have long been of the impression that Michigan provided for its ignoramuses by putting them into the offices. The
Governor now tells us that the State takes
care of its poor by putting them into jail.
Evidently Michigan is a hard place. And
yet for several years past the Hon. F. M.
Fogg, formerly of Maine, has been in that
State preaching reform.
Boston Is a city in which evening newspapers have loDg been popular and prosperous ; but It never had a brighter one than
the new one-cent paper, called the Evening
Record which is issued from the Daily Advertiser Office and is half the size of the
ci&UL-i/dgc

uiui

mug

papci.

uao

xi<

opcviai

despatches from the important news centres
its editorials are crisp and sparkling, and its
correspondence and miscellany are always interesting. There is not a dull or unwholefeature abont it, and it is the best paper
in this country to be bad for one cent so far
some

knowledge of American newspapers
us to form a judgment.

as our

enables

The prison commissioners say that intemperance is not the cause of the majority of
the State prison crimes. This, we have no
doubt, is the truth, anil it ssfifemS --nre

fiUtpffirrnfn"~Thr~Fim"

effect made by the
Pbess some time ago, to which exception
•was taken by a good many temperance workers.
Undoubtedly the majority of all offences against the law can be traced to rum
but the majority of the graver offences are
not committed by drunken men. If the
fact were otherwise, and it were true as a

good many temperance reformers are fond
of contending, that the majority of the deliberate murders, of the burglaries, of forgeries and of other high crimes were due to
rum, the increase of this grade of crime in
our State for a number of years past, would
pretty effectively negative the other claim of
these very same reformers that rum selling
and rum drinking are on the decline here.

Much interest attaches to the contest

for

the House in the Maine

assembles next week.
There are two candidates for the position,
Gen. Charles P. Mattocks of this city and
Gen. Charles Hamlin of Bangor, and the
friends of each have prosecuted a lively campaign for success, but a campaign wh'ch we
are glad to know has been characterized by
good feeling and courtesy. It could not well
have been otherwise for both candidates are
gentleman of high character and honorable
record, by whom the public interests would
be well served, and against whom nothing
evil can justly be alleged. The success of
either will not be in any sense a reflection
upon me personal

political standing or
both cannot be elected

or

the other; but as
their associates in

the House

are

under

a

making a choice between them.
We hope and confidently expect, that

necessity

of

General Mattocks will be chosen. On the
as we regard the conditions, looking
to the prompt and prudent conduct of legislative business, this result would be preferable. In the transaction of the business
of the legislature with comfort and satisfaction to the members, as well as with advantage to the State, much depends upon
the Speaker of the House, not only in the
matter of the appointment of the committees which formulate legislation—although
this requires a large knowledge of men and
interests and much firmness In judgment,—
but also in the points of quick intelligence,

whole,

discretion, good nature, and above all
trained facility in the rapid despatch of
business. Without in any degree disparaging the qualifications of General Hamlin,
we believe that General Mattocks possesses
the combination of traits which enable one
to discharge the duties of presiding officer of
such a body not only with credit but with
sound

distinction.
He has had an uncommon and

an

extra-

ordinary discipline of experience and responsibility for so young a man, and in every
one of the various high and arduous duties
imposed upon him he has acquitted himAs a soldier
devotion and galsuperior
lantry. He was almost the youngest officer
commanding a regiment in the Army of the
Potomac, and won his several promotions
from 1st Lieutenant to Brevet BrigadierGeneral by brave fighting In bloody battles. Returning home he entered up n the
practice of the law in which be has been
very successful. During his term as Couuty
Attorney he gained a high reputation for
vigorous and efficient prosecutions. To his

self in an admirable manner.

From Pulpit to Gridiron.

law business he has added the

management

the State
widely known throughout the country. And

of one of the best stock farms in

recently has engaged in the production
of canned goods on a large scale, showing in
this, as in everything which he has undertaken, the judgment, energy and capacity
wh ch have already placed him in the front

Adirondack Murray Cooking Oyster* in
IHontreal Cafe.

a

luu^ue auu pun liu out a lew
years ago eel
staid aud critical old Boston in a ferment.
The oyster cooking is done in an open brick
range in the fionl part of the cafe, and as
Mr. Murray in his shirt sleeves, proceeded
with the cooking the reporter had an opportunity of noting the changes which time had
wrought in him since he was the idol of the
Park street church. He is heavier than he
was, aud his hair and moustache are more
gray than brown; but his eye is as bright as
ever, and his face slill beams with kindly
good nature.
Mr. Murray arrived in Montreal about a
year ago iu search of health, suffering at the
time from a disordered liver. The preparations for the carnival of 1884 were then in
full blast. He saw a great deal of Canadian
sports aud became interested in them. He
did some literary work for the press daring
the carnival, and in the early summer conceived the idea of starting a cafe. In this
undertaking he was assisted by a married
sister from New England. The plan was to
furnish a first-class cafe where well-cooked
and wholesome meals could be bad by ladies
and gentlemen without the baneful associations of spirituous liquors.
But while the
merits of the new cafe were speedily adthe
mitted,
prices were high, and the number of its patrons has necessarily remained
limited.

It i.° understood Mr. Murray intends before long to get vigorously at work again,
either on the platform or in the press, aud it
is hinted that there will be a raking up and
settling of old scores. It is said some Amercan capitalists have offered to equip him
with a daily paper, to be published in Montreal, for the purpose of bringing about the

annexation of Canada to the United States.
Mr. Murray is said to live in a very quiet
and unassuming way, and he goes very little
into society. His careless notions as to
dress, and his unconventional ways cause
some comment, and the story is
told that
last summer he electrified his friends by appearing in the street at high noon dressed
only in boots, trousers and a gray flannel
shirt, without coat or vest, and with a Texan sombrero with
a brim folly eighteen
inches in width on his head. His explanation was that he wanted to keep cool.

A Very Serious Game of Poker.
“I’ll never forgot the first time that I saw
General Grant,” said William Ramson recently to a number of men in the Foot
Guard’s equipment room. “I was first sergeant in Compauy 0 of the Seventh C. V.,
commanded by Gen. Hawley. At that time
we were lying before Richmond.
Day after
day we had nothing to do but He about the
camp. On this never-forgotten day that I
refer to I was sergeant of the guard, a detail
of eight men being under my charge. Some
(
of the boys had swapped papers with the
Rebs, whose picket line was not far from
ours, and had given me the Richmond Gazette. I leaned my musket against the
trunk of a tree, and sitting on the ground
braced my back against the tree and read.
It was not long before I became deeply in-

are

tvf U

J

cat □

ago

UVV.OU

U

I1VU1

this city iu the Legislature where be at once
made his mark and exerted a commanding
influence. As chairmau of the committee
on legal affairB he matured and guided
through the Legislature several important
measnres while he kept himself well informed concerning all the business coming
before that body and secured high respect
for his opinions whenever they were ex-

He is true to himself

or on

Bankers and Railroad

tial was held, and I was sentenced to be shot
at sunrise. In the few hours that I was in
the guard-house I seemed to live over my
life again. Through the efforts of Gen.
Hawley, the sentence was not carried into
effect. I was disrated, however, and for
three days carried a knapsack filled with
sand about the camp. When Gen. Grant
visited this city I eabed upon him. He recas I left he said, ‘Always
ognized me, and
do your duty.’ ”

Margin. Agents
Companies.

for

cent 40 year gold bonds, interest
Baltimore & Obio, and Pittsburg &

guaranteed by
Western

Rail-

These
Cos., payable April and October 1st.
are offered as a strictly first class investment
on their own merits, having in addition thereto the
interest guaranteed by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co., the reputation and financial standing of
road

bonds

company is unsurpassed by any railroad in
the country.
nol9eod3m

which

BONDS.
Portland Municipal
Saco Municipal

6’s.
4’s.
6’s.

Androscoggin &

Kennebec R. R.
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.

6’s.
6’s.
6’s.

No, Pacific R. R.
Ohio County
FOR SALE BY

—

J. B. Brown & Sons,
Sterling

and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.
Traveling and commercial letters] of
credii issued, available hi all the
principal cities of Enrope.
Investment seenrities bought and sold.
jan31

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
1
IKK!
lael.lM

.7a v

BONDS!
in

to 6 per cent in-

terest.
FOB SALE

BY

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
augtt—

eodtf

—

Vigo County,
INDIANA,

COURT

HOUSE

J. C. ARENTRUE.

KNOW IT* VALUE.

TWELVE to TWENTY-FOUR years to
run, without an option of redemption,
before maturity.
PRINCIPAL and INTEREST payable
in New fork City.

Assessed Valuation
Actual Valuation
Total Debt

«

$26,000,000
40,000,000
187,500
50,000

Population
Price 97 1-2 and Interest,
Subject to advance.
-----

This is the third largest and richest
County in Indiana- The city of Terre
Uante is the county seat. We recom-

mend these bonds
ment.

WOODBURY

as

a

desirable invest-

MOULTON.

Cor. Exchange & Middle Sts.

eodtf

dec30

GraMRwlt!
An Invaluable rem-

edy for all Fains and
Aches, in any part
of the body.

DLIlIlTIS
1MB
VITAL 1
POSITIVE

SPINE
CONTAINS

AND LIMBS.

NEITHER TURPENTINE NOR
ALCQIIQL,

WILL NOT EXPLODE OR TAKE FIRE.

Through

home-returned Norwegian. I have
learned to know your Cuticura, which has in a
short time cured me of an Eczema that my physician’s medicines could not heal.
a

Ageiiturforrctning.

H. N.

J,

H.

^

Drug

I

ai CROSS ST., CHARLESTOWN DISTRICT.
eod&wlynrm

Great Reduction
LOOK! ~LOOK!

COAL!
$5.50 Dellyerefl. $5.50
No Elevator! No Dust!

exquisite Toilet,
JfCURA and
Bath,
Nursery Sanative.
an

WS&w2~

dec! 7

DR. E. B.
Clairvoyant

and

592

CHAS. H. O’BRIQN,

COAL DEALER

Hours, 9 to IB, and 1 to 9,
he is prepared to treat all diseases of

the
Acute and Chronic. Examination at a
Consultation and
distance the fee will be $2.00.
examination free at the office until further notice.

Blood, both
augl4

dtjanl4

J. F.

on

Premiums

on

Total

instead

63
=

$12,972.312.47.
Six Per Cent interest on amount Outstanding Scrip Paid On and After I'eb. 5, 1884.
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1883

40 PEIS, CEIT.
Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Days

J. Is. JONES. President,
QUARLES DENNIS, Vico President
W. H. H. MOOSE, 2d Viee President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vie* President.
J. E. Ohafmas, Secretary.

«J. W.

JAMES

SINKINSON
Hi Aim.

PORTLAND,
»pr5

eodtf

Catarrh Wliat is Catarrh?
It is

EwPBFik t

a

disease of the

membrane, generally originating in the
mucus

Bf/V?XAm On^SI^I nasal

■V

passage and
ClIPrcOO'^71
%..*** I maintaining its strong-

w

■■

_

HAY FEVER jfljlSf
•*

feaL..

^
^^8

/
y

^

Optij

^

C&^oP

the membranous linings
and through the digeslive organs, corrupting
the blood and producing
her troublesome ana

WHo1

/

mhB dangerous symptoms.

Cream Unlm is a
i remedy based upon a
1 cor rect diagnosis of this
I? 8?i? S3 disease and can be de?
■* mm. w & 1* pended upop.
(Sire it a trial.
v

Lfl

‘ItAnl bold i'l the bead. From
ura this point it sends forth
^ jH a poisonous virus along
£>JRA

U.SA.

Ely’s Cream Balm Causes
Relief at

once.

no

pain. Gives

A Thorough Treatment

:

19 1-2

Exchange St.

dlmteodllm&w6wt5

As a general beTerage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of
Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
Other alcoholic preparation.
A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of oar country of Udolpho Wolfe's
its unsolicited endorsement by
Schnapps,
the mealeal faculty and a sale uuequaleo
by sbj other alcoholic distillation have
insured for It the reputatiou of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocer*.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.
18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW Y0R5C.

*

cts. Dy

FOR

FINE,

—

Hartford

Chemical

SAWYER, manufacturer's

OYSTERS,
should send their orders to

ATWOOD’S OYSTER HOUSE,
117,121 &123 Center St., Portland, Me.
Always

on

hand the

prices.

best oysters at the lowest
octRUdtjayl

who
over
now

for so many years located
H. H. Hay’s Apothecary Store,
has his office at his house,

SHOES

Wo have made a specialty of this
excellent .SHOE for BOYS’
WEAK for years.
We make
nothing else, and produce perfection of fit, comfort, good
and
the
best
wearing
style,
boot that is made. Cost no more
than is generally charged for ordinary shoes, and will save 60
per cent, in wear. No corns, no
bunions. Auy dealer content with a fair profit will
confirm what we say. Give them a trial, ana you will
be a permanent friend of THE SOLAR TIP.
Beware of Imitation* called by names so nearly
like Solar Tip as to deceive. Trade-mark and “John
ip full, is on sole of euch pain
Mundell & Co.

CALL AND EXAMINE OCR GOODS BEFORE PURCHASING.

FRANK B.

ROBERT

B.SWIFT
OPTICIAN,

116 Winter Street

—

REMOVABLE

AND

—

CALKS.

CALK* ALWAYS SHARP.
An entire set can be changed in tive minutes,
Costs less than the old style of shoeing. Send for
The N. S. Wrench,
circulars and testimonials.
used for removing and inserting these Calks, will
be found especially useful for household and stable.

THE NEVERSLIP HORSE SHOE CO.,

513 Congress Street.

36 India Wharf, Bontou.

eod2m

Street.

Congress

499

eodtjanS

talent:

LECTURE.

a

“The Castle ami Crags of the Old V
World” Is tue title of the lecture to be
delivered by (he Rev. K. M. SMITH, A.
M., President of Kent’s Hill Seminary,
in Pine SU Church nest Saturday evening, January 3d, commencing at 7.46.
Admission 25 cents.
This lecture was prepared after a visit
to the Old World by President Smith.
Advertiser

dec31d4t*

copy.

CHECKS, IO (EATS.
The management reserve the right to
objectionable parties.

dec3Idtt_C. KNOWLTON, Manager.
BIJOU SKATING PARLOR,

STUDLEY,

Manager.

Congress Street,

E

and

WHITTIER, Manager.

BERT C.

Portland Encampment No. 19, 1.
O. O. F.
with their
its twelfth anniversary,
THEfriends will observe eucampment
members of

this

Monday Evening, January 5,1885, by a
the Preble House. Vocal music will be
by a select quartette and sLort speeches
bers of the encampment. Supper will be

supper at
furnished

by

dtf

closing ont

the

entire Bankrupt Stock of

a

Boston

ONE

mem-

WINTER KEMORTM.

PALMETTO HOTEL,
TAMPA, FLOUIDA,
Entirely

_

ja

Handsomely fitted

new.

wenuoauig

“P*

me

great rampa

Accommodations for two
jg.s.ft
J hnndrod. Passengers by notifying
»i^Jg^fcL*_the conductor will be lauded at the
door of cue bouse.
G. T# Bacon, Cashier.
dec23d3m
XI. Ij. McrantoH, Prrp’r.
»J

Yt.

Bay.

cloud hotel,

SANFORD, FLORIDA.

Wholesale Jewelry House at less than

PRICE !

above Florida Hotel, for the season
For rates, etc., address by mail or tel-

--—

of

1884*83.

dec23d6w

~h7b.

dtf

FURNITURE!

hotelT

plant

TAMPA, FLORIDA.
Just completed.
First-class in
appointment. Baggage and
carnage free. Location unequaled. Kates $4.00 per day.
every

dec23d3m

J. T. ANDI.RNON, Prop’r.
JttV7*INEM* ( AIU)N.

TENNEY &
—

This stock is first-class and not cheap gilt goods, such as are usually offered at so-called
Bankrupt Sales,
and enables ns to show much the largest assortment in the city, and will be sold lest than half
price, and
less than any dealer can buy the same at manufacturers* prices.

WON,

Proprietors of the Bay View House,
Ferry Beach, Me., have taken the

egraph.

Corner Brown.

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, GOED AND SILVER JEWELRY, EEC.
are

CTS.,

veniag, Polo Nights, Attraction
Holidays excepted.
N. B.—The management reserve the right to refuse
admission or skates to parties deemed objectionable.
or

Nights

GREAT BANKRUPT SALE!!!
We

Only First-Class Rink In Portland.

Afternoon

Dec. 23d,

-

re-

H.

served at
i> o’clock. Tickets one dollar each to be obtained
of the following committee of arrangements.
SIM EON M A LO NE,
FRED E. HASKrLL.
decSOdlw
GEORGE S. WINN*

dec23

LEIGHTON

DEALERS IN

—

Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces
—AXD—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
No. 12 Exchange St., Portland, Me;
no3

d2m

C'ltas. Ij. Jluustou,
PROFESSIONAL
—

ACCOUNTANT

AND

—

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Books and accounts audited, and financial
ments made. Address

BOX 1915,

state-

Portland, Me.
eodlm*

dec 19

Herbert €r.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Immense Stock I

OF

—

Lowest Bottom Prices I
AT TI1E

—

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

GEO. E. B. JACKSON,

Old Stand M18:] & 185 Middle Street.

AT

COUNSELLOR

LAW.

Room 2$) First IYal’1 Hank Huilding,

PORTLAND, ME,

MAM] BROS. & SAWYER
having bought

the interest of W. H.

Novelties to

Special attention will
corporation business.

be

given to Railroad ami
dec22dt(

our

large stock,

Sanborn,

and added

we are now

prepared

■Tr,,rr^r,1TflrM.r

AH.—Are you auffering from
Cough, Cold, Asthma. Bronchitis, or any of the

To One. and

pulmonary troubles that so often end in
Consumption? If so, use WilboPa Pure Cod-Liver
Oil and Lime,” a safe and sure remedy.
This is no
quack preparation, but is regularly prescribed by
tho medical faculty. Manufactured only by A. B.
Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
eod&wlm
dec24
various

tlAWVER’hj STABLE,
Streets.

corner

Federal and Mardec20d2w

a

great

many

to sell

COWER THAN THE CO WEST.
50 Black Walnut Chamber Sets will be sold at cost for the NEXT 60
DAYS, ranging from $38.00 mid upwards.
50 Parlor Suits of our own manufacture, finished in first class
shape
and warranted to be just what we represent, for $35.00 and upand
ward,
everything else in the same proportion.

HOLIDAY
We have

GrOODS.

STEPHEN BERRY,
Book, Card and Job Printer
No. 37 Plum Street

IMPORTED

WIFES &

large
willing to

assortment of the latest designs that we, to close
sell at cost, and we mean what we say. We quote
out, are
prices of few of our many Novelties:

“

ket

following

MRS.
MAUD
E. LORD,
the celebrated Medium of Boston, woo will give
tests of spirit presence, Mrs. T. P. Baals, Elocutionist, Geo. Thomas, Esq
Mrs. Ella Littlefield. Miss
Lelia Farrell, Annie Libby, Cora Woodman, Vocalists. Exercises to commence at 7.45. Single Octets 20 cents, or 3 for 50 cents.
dec3od3t

declSdtf

COMMENCE

a

elegant
Ebony Towel Rack for $1.00
“

Boot Box for
“
Ebony Easel for
“
Camp Rocker for
Fancy Easy Chair, former price
7.00, we shall sell for
-

►O

Portland Spiritual Temple have engaged the

MBS. E. TliNNON A

N. H.

“

HOUSE CLIPPING.
Glass Eyos Inserted and Warranted a Perfect
Match.
OPTICAL GOODS REPAIRED,
eodlj

CLARK,

And offer every Cloak in onr store at the very lowest
price that will be given oh
them this season. This is a genuine mark down sale, and we mean just what we
advertise. Onr experience iu the business has always been to mark our Cloaks
down early in the season and give customers a chance to bny what they always
have to wait nutil very late in thej Spring and then have to
pay same prices we
in this sale. This sale means our $8.50 Dolman for $5.50,
nffLTe
Sn
911-00 for $7.50, and so on in that line. Then we have a fine Newmarket we start
at $5 50, former price $10.00, and also Russian Circulars at $5*50. These are
bargains that you can see at first sight that will be appreciated as the goods the
garments are made of are worth more than we ask for the garments ail ready for
use. Remember the place.

“

a

—

ADMISSION IO

greATreduction on cloaks.

An

2d

0b5

515

THE

HORSE SHOES.

decl5

The

the

——

was

house from Pine street, where he would be
pleased to receive calls from bis former patrons and
others who need theservices of an experienced Den
oo21eodtf
tist.

SHOULD USE

DQlfT fUBOET THE PLACE.

—

Jan. I.

Ihursday,

AT

—

SKATE

NEVERSLIP

;oi ir f jp

]sr x>

New year’s Night,

IT.7?
Agent

HORSE OWSERS

dtf

a- zt.

d&wlr

Low Prices.

jftn22

—

American A Foreign Patents

Company,

mar;r

C.O. HUDSON

“The Mormon Monster, or Eight Months
in Salt Lake City
Evening tickets, reserved, 60
now on sale at Stock bridge's Music Store.
7th Kutc'rtninmcut, Wednesday, .Jan. 7, Hungarian Court Band: 4 Soloists and Huncr«»,ian^trrt-''——
caltsts. Tickets 50 and 75 cents? now
Nth, Wednesdav, Jan. 21. Lecture by John B.
Gough. Tickets 50 cents; now on sale.
BiH, Wednesday, Feb. 4.
Fichburg Ladies’ Orchestro, 16 performers; 4 Soloists and Vocalists.
Tickets 50 and 75 cents; now on sale.
dec29tt

cents;

P. S.
fuse all

BY

YOUR OKOCER KEEPS

Goods,
Freshly Made,

MISS KATE FIELD.
Subject:

GREAT SAGE OF

HAKTFOBD, CONN.

A. II.

—

LECTURE BY

Velvet Frames, Plush Jewel and Handkerchief Boxes, Brush and Comb Sets, Pocket PORTLAND SKATING ItlNK,
Mtorer Bros.’ Block, .Tlidille Ml.
Books, Card Cases, Shopping Bags, Gold Ol^KJN' EVERY EVENING.
Pens and Pencils, and a great variety of
ADIISSIDN
SKBfc.
1S?S5?S:
Fancy Goods too numerous to mention.

USE LAV1ISE

Square,

WHERE YOU WILL FIND

iintil.Christinas, Great Bargains in

Books, Stationery, Christmas Cards, Card Albums, Photograph Albums, Writing Desks,

For Washing Clothes, Dishes, Faint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor.
Grocers Sell Lavine.

HUDSON’S,

now

deed_

WASHING,
SCRUBBING,

MANUFACTURED

lo. 13 Market

I shall offer from

Excel* Everything For

PURE

CANDIES
C. 0.

GRAND CHRISTMAS SALE.

B. MORRISON, Manager,
LAVINE ARTHUR
NO. 565 CONGRESS STREET, (‘SKSTSSLE-)

Price SOcts.at ilruKKiets;60
mail, registered. Sample bottle by mail 10c.
ELY BROTHERS, Druggists, Owego, N. Y.
WFM&w
ja n25

a

dtf

__apr

LaHne makes easy work*
Marine makes the hardest water soft,
laavine does not injure the finest clothes.
I*ayine does not burn or chap the hands

Not

CO„

Junction of Middle Street.

22
aecJJ

Tuesday Morning,

HOUSE CLEANING.

Liquid.

to

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

WE SHALL

Snuff.

Not A

will Cure.

Slipper Pockets, $1.00

W. H. SANBORN &

deo8

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

Local Agenti

All in Want
of

STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.
dill Entertainment, at City Hall,
New Year’s Nittlit, Thursday
Evening, Jan. 1, 1885.

Thatcher Post, G. A. R. Hall,

(HUNGER.

f©b2

50 cents admits Gentleman with Ladies.
C'Iiibm Monday Evening)*.
dSt

Waltzing

dec27

CALL AND SEE.

COKHEHFONBENT,

PORTLAND

GILB3DRTS.

ENTERTAINMENT,

1,639,232 63

*6,708,186

Marine Premiums.'...

Dec. 31,)

for the Benefit of the “Old TOeu’* Home.’’ A
special feature will be the ••OourtilMlnuet.” The
Voting Ladies of the Annex will have cba: ge of the
refreshment rooms. The Drill Squad of the Portland Wheel Club have kindly volunteered their services. Floor tickets 60c.
Gallery and Children

Don’t fail before purchasing to examine. It will give us pleasure to
show our goods, confident that in the large variety and elegant assortment of all that pertains to our line of business WE LEAD in the
choicest selections and most reasonable prices.

Policies not marked off

ASSETS.

FERRIS,

PORTLAND, ME.

Brown’s Wharf.
—

Sale of Holiday Goods !

Karine Risks from lit

Lasses

HALL, NEW YEAR’S EVE,

NEW YEAR’S NIGHT

Walnut Chamber Sets, Marble Top, ID pieces,
$35.00 and upwards.
Book Cases, Secretaries and Desks, $10.00 to

January 1883, to 31st December,
1883 .*4,168,963 10

Manager fcr Maine & N. n. Agencies,

dec!7dtt

St.

where

Premiums

Best

Physician,

Congress

water-borne.

character,

Now is the time to make your
friends a Present that will keep
them warm. Call and see me before purchasing.

PERMANENTLY LOCATED AT

No-

This Company will take risks at their office, New
on vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as

York,
open

Boon as

—

Waltzing and The “German’'

in

ever

AT

COR. ELM AND CONUREM8 NTk.

202% Commercial Street. Portland. Maine.

REED7

Botanic

which you understand

STATE ARE MORE LIBERAL AND EQUITABLE
THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER STATE.
The
Maine Nonforfeiture Law protects all policies from
after
three
have
been
forfeiture,
premiums
paid, by
reason of failure to pay
any subsequent premium.
Such policies are continued in force for their full
amount until the policy-holders has received in
such continued insurance the value c the payment
ho has made.
EVERY POLICY ISSUED BY THE UNION
MUTUAL IS SUBJECT TO THIS LAW. Its practical working is shown by this illustration: If a
person, aged 35, pays three premiums on a 25 year
endowment policy, aud tails to pay the fourth premium, the policy by virtue of this law and entirely
independejt of any action or violation of the company, will continur in force live years and 342 days
longer. The extensions vary with the class of policy and number of premiums paid, but are fixed by
law for each aud every ease.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE UNION MUTUAL IS BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS ALMOST
WHOLLY COMPOSED OF WELL-KNOWN AND
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF YOUR OWN STATE.
Their names are a guaranty of an honest, laitbful
and efficient conduct of its affairs.
The vaiue of
your insurance depends entirely upon the certaina
that
will
out
its
contracts
company
carry
ty
fairly,
reasonably aud promptly; and, in this respect, your
pergonal knowledge of tbe character and standing
of the persons who control it is of great importance
and significance.
THE CONDITION OF THE UNION MUTUAL
AS TO ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND FINANCIAL
STANDING IS ANNUALLY INVESTIGATED BY
YOUR OWN COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE.
The results of his examination are Btated in detail
in his annual report, which you can easily consult.
You have, therefore, in this regard, the guaranty of
the endorsement of an official of whoso
capacity and fidelity you have personal knowledge.
If, therefore, the Union Mutual possessed no advantages peculiar to iteelf, as distinguished from
other companies, it would be to your advantage to
insure in it. It is certainly very much so when you
consider the many inducements it presents iu addition to these considerations.

Coal Screened by Hand!

Chemical Co., Boston.

SOAP,

principles

Apply into nostrils.

POWERS, Bridgeport, Conn.

and

anticipated.
THE INSURANCE LAWS OF MAINE ARE
FEW AND SIMPLE. You can easily obtain precise information respecting their meaning and effect. You maybe certain, therefore, if yon insure
in the Union Mutual that you get exactly what
you want; that if any question arises, regarding tho
disposition of your policy,orjyour rights underi it, it
can be
easily and speedily deiermined accordng to

M. D.,

PORTER,

•

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

or

DAYS, WITHOUT DETENTION

FROM BUSINESS. ADDRESS,

For sale everywhere. Price Cuticura, the great
Skin Cure, 50c.
Cuticura Soap, an exquisite
Skin Beau titter, 25c. Cuticura Resolvent, the
new Blood Puritier, $1.
Potter

desired

PERMANENTLY CURED IN FROM GO TO
150

INSURE

gen-N —-Jlt-January, 1883.

r
ru«B

THE POET POWER*.
A feeling of gratitude impels me to
acknowledge
the great merits of your Cuticura, and I cordially
recommend it to the public as a very valuable rem-

edy.

The reasons
you—a resident of Maineshould insure in this company, in preference to any
are
obvious.
other,
IT IS A MAINE INSTITUTION. Its business is
conducted and its policies are framed according to
the laws of Maine, to which you have access, and in
respect to which you are generally informed.
I HE LAWS OF THE STATE REGARDING INSURANCE ARE, IN A GREAT MANY CASES,
INTRICATE AND UNINTELLIGIBLE, to the avIf yon insure in some ether State comerage man
pany, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN YOTJR EX ACT RIGHTS UNDER YOUR
POLICY. Few lawyers, even, understand the'
eral laws, and fewer still the insurance laws
of
other States; and you may discover, when you come
to the test, that the actual position and results of
your insurance are quite different from what you

BiBsSTEfl/T**

RUPTURE

Elegant

OF MEW YORK

JOHN E. Dew ITT, President.

A

-Gc.__dec24dtd

Furniture and Drapery
offered
Portland.

$3.00.

Mutual Insurance Co.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

BOSTON

CO.,

WILL GIVE

(Wednesday,

But everything recently purchased at the lowest cash
prices, and now
offered for sale at prices that admit of NO COMPETITION.
Call and examine the latest designs and richest
display of

$3.50.
Towel racks, 75 cents.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. i ATLANTIC

CIRCULAR, FULL OF HOME TESTIMONIALS, SENT FREE. ADDRESS,

VITAL OIL
BOSTON, MASS.

CITY

Nos. 4 and 6 Free Street,

,uf

CURE

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, SCIATICA,
DIPHTHERIA, LUNG AND CHEST
DISEASE, LIVER AND KIDNEY COMPLAINT, WEAKNESS OF THE

deSudlw

We H. Sanborn & Co. Fancy Dress Party!

$50.00.

IMY MUTUAL

y

THE LITTLE WOMEN

NOTE THE LOW PRICES.

STUBBS’, No. 593 Congress Street.

no2'J'

FOB

All of your Cuticura Remedies give very good
satisfaction. The Cuticura I especially recommend for the diseases for which it is used.
1 know
from experience its value.
Dr. H. J. PRATT, Montello, Wis.

CUTICURA ABROAD.

J. T.

—

Tickets GO cents.

—

Library and Center Tables, $3.00 to $25.00.
Easy and Smoking Chairs, $3.75, $4.50 to $30.00.
Etchings, Engravings, Photographs and Artists’ Proofs Rattan Chairs and Rockers, $2.50 to $15.00.
Sofas and Lounges, $3.75 to $65.50.
a specialty. The most choice ine of Artistic Frames
Easels, Footrests, $3.00. Boot Boxes, $2.00 to
can be found at

of being governed and controlled by laws and decisions of which you have no knowledge.
THE INSURANCE LAWS
OF YOUR OWN

3s«

AT THE NEW STORE OF

Especial

choice line of

RALE

—

KNIGHTLY SiX,
AT
—

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND JAPANESE CHINA.

laws and

CUBED BY CUTICURA.
My skin disease, which resisted several popular
remedies and other remedies advised by physicians,
has been cured by your Cuticura Remedies.
They surpassed my most saDguine expectations and
rapidly effected a cure.

new and

why

Yielding from 4

18.00

d3t

denominations of

5100,1200,5500 and 81000,

10.00
17.00

CONGRESS SQUARE ART STORE.

Rockland. ?.6s & 4s.
Bath.6b & 4s
No. Pacific Gold. 6s
Waldoboro
6s
4s.
Maine Central. .7s & 58
Anson.
Portland & Ogdensburg.6s.

COMMENDED.

Chas. Brady, Somerville, Mass., who refers to Dr.
J. J. Wood, druggist, of that city, certilics to a
wonderful cure of running sores on the neck which
had been treated by hospital physicians without
cure, and which yielded completely to the CutiuuitA Remedies.

dec2U_

SALE!

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

—BY TOE

Army and Navy Hall, Wednesday
Evening, Dec. 31.

Worn Goods

Shop

5,00

MILLETT & LITTLE.

eodtf

BOMBS FOR

from £30,00.

86.75

Silk Kcillian Newmarkets at
25.00
Silk Sciliiau Circulars at
>.....
13 00
Squirrel and Sable Lined Circulars at
Reduced Prices.
Ixtra Quality Seal Plush Garments at
.....
41.00
'-! * Elegant Silk Dolmans at
Reduced Prices.
25 Children’s Newmarkets at
Cost.

A

Street.

Wm.

SORE* ON NECK.

Marked

10
25
10
8

BANKERS,

218 Middle

STOCK

YEW YEAR’S

—

15 all Wool Black Newmarkets at
10 Black Newmarkets at........
25 all Wool Diagonal Cloth Newmarkets, in Black and Brown, Astrachan
Plush 1 rimmed at
10 Heavy all Wool Black Beaver Newmarkets at
....
itinrketl from §45.00.
10 Silk Sciliiau Dolmans, Fur Trimmed, at
....

186 middle St., Portland, me.

THE ONLY REMEDIES FOR THE SKIN
AND BLOOD UNIVERSALLY
T. Totlen, 072 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia, reportg that one of his customers stated to
him incidentally that he was feeling so well and had
gained twenty-seven pounds in the last year, all of
which he attributed to a systematic course of the
Cuticura Resolvent, wbich has proved effectual
when all other remedies failed.

SALE TO COMMENCE MONDAY AT 8 O'CLK.

Swan & Barrett
aug20eud

Little,

will offer their Entire Stock of Winter Garments at
25 per cent discount.

—

BOSTON, MASS.

Vincennes, Ind.

IWtiUett &

Banks,

offer for sale a limited amount of Pittsburg,
Cleveland & Toledo Railroad Co.’s 1st mtge. 6 per-

ang20

yiiKura

OLD
OR

We

CHR. UELTZEN, Bergen, Norway.

campaigns waged by the Republican party
in this part of the state, and particularly
during the last one. He obtains attention
and confidence as much by the earnestness
and sturdy sincerity of his convictions as
by the clearness and force with which he
makes them known.

Bonds for Cash

KNTE KTAIN.UENTM.

HOLLINS.

BANKER* AND BROKER*,

your men?’

‘Oh, over there playing poker,’ I said, nodding my head in their direction.
I thought that he was a correspondent for
some paper, and answered him saucily. Asking my name, regiment and company, he
rode away.
I flung a parting shot at him as
he did so, asking it he was not inquisitive.
When we were relieved, I was called to the
captain’s quarters, where I was informed
that General Grant had preferred charges
against me. It was he to whom I had been
impudent. When the captain told me that I
was under arrest and liable to be shot, 1 felt
like sinking into the ground. A court-mar-

pressed.
The salient traits ef General Mattocks’s
character are self reliance, energy, industry
and friendliness. He does his own thinking, and a great deal of it, and while he is
always ready to respect the judgment of others he is not apt to yield to it out of pure deference without being convinced. He knows
how to advocate and defend his opinions
with skill and power, whether in the court
room, the legislative hall, or popular gatherings of men of all conditions. We have few
public speakers who are more gladly heard
or more influential with their audiences.
This has been demonstrated often in the hot

F. C.

tt.IIOUJ.MCO, 6 REAT CLOAK SALE. NO

H.

terested in a story, and forgot about pickets,
duty, and even such a thing as the war.
Suddenly I heard the tramp of a squadron of
cavalry, and looking up, saw a number of
horsemen approaching. I saw that my men
were engaged with some of the Johnnies in
a game of poker.
The officers did not stop,
but quietly rode past, not without looking at
me in a peculiar manner.
Soon after, a single horseman rode up. He had on a slouched
an
old
and
his
hat,
breeches were
blouse,
stuck in a pair of old boots.
me
to
he
Riding up
said, ‘Sergeant, what
are you doing here?’
‘On picket duty,’ I replied.

‘Where

miMVBLLANKOIIR.

YZKAGA,

Dealers in first-class investment securities.
Buy
on commission all classes of Stocks and

(Montreal Correspondence of the New York Sun.)
In Notre Dame street, in this city, under
the shadow of Notre Dame Cathedral, the
visitors can find a delightful bit of transplanted New England. Its presiding genius
is the Rev. W. H. H. Murray, the hero of the
Adirondack tales, and the once popular pastor of the Park street church in Boston. In
the window are displayed doughnuts and
pitiS, brown bread and beans of the genuine
New England style, but at the door a pair of
crossed snow-shoes and a sigD, “Snow Shoe
Cafe,” are very suggestive of Canada.
Learning that the proprietor was once the
noted pastor of a fasbionble Boston church,
a reporter took a seat at oue of the tables.
The cafe is about 60x15 feet. It walls are
decorated with toboggans, snow shoes, and
lacrosse slicks. The back portion Is raised
about three steps, and is divided from the
rest of the room by fresh mnslin curtains,
tied back with bright ribbons. This portion
is reserved for ladies. The table linen is
choice, the cbina unique, and the great tea
and coffee kettles of polished brass on the
counter complete a picture which is {esthetic
and suggestive of comfort. Mr. Murray
brought the resources of his intellect to a serious consideration of the problem of oyster
fries, and the result not only did him credit,
but made the cafe famous. The reporter in
consequence ordered a fry, aud had the distinguished honor of seeing his oysters
cooked by the man whose eloquence of

more

rank of the able men of business of this com
munity, and of the State. Haviug a thorough knowledge of men and affairs, gained
by participation in large enterprises, he was

A.

and sell

in

he had no

F.

No, 74 Broadway, New York.
Members New York Stock Exchange.

[New Haven News.]

The Speakership.
the Speakership of
Legislature which

EINANE1AL.
HOLLINS,

H. B.

tion.

preserve com-

The enthusiastic reception tendered the
Hon. Sarnnel J. Randall by the citizens of
Louisville must have been gall and wormwood to Col. Watterson of the CourierJournal.
seen

but

____

The countenances of the Democratic
claimants wore an unusually
gajint look yesterday. They had been reading Gov. Cleveland’s civil service reform letter,

Howgale has been

all, and he wins friends not by fawnby deserving.
if he shall be chosen Speaker, as it now
seems probable ho will be, we venture to
predict that he will be one of the most popular
and efficient officers that eTer held the posi-

and to

and

1.50
2.50
2.50
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5.00

great
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DEANE BROS. & SAWYER,
183

«fe

185

LIQUORS

biuda,

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

—VO* SAL*

R. STANLEY

iKc

:a

BY

&SGN, Importers

NO. 410 POKE NTRSET.
Portland, me.
Also, General Managers (or New England,
POKTHE IELEBRATEU

Sum in it

Mineral Spring Water,

FKOTI RtHKIWin

many other goods too numerous to mention. Do not fail to
call.
Remember the old stand and do not be deceived.

give

of all

Middle St.

HAINK.

POTfEft'S CATARRH CORE.
fur

Catarrh

has
tliscoveretl by a regular
anti
'hoiisantls
have
Physician,
bceu perfectly cured this year.
Not one in t» e.iiy fulls lo he made
•
well in a few weeks.
-All druggists keep it.”
E. 1. « IAMWOOD A CO.,
U hoIfNiiie 2%gpu«M,
S3 Market St., Portia ad.
dec27
d2w
A

sure

been

cure

>

PRESS.

■THE

WEDNESDAY MORNING. DEC. 81.
TIIE PHEW*
May bo obtained at me Periodical Depot* of N. G.
Fe*aenden, Mar quip, Armstrong, Hods con, Robert
Oootello, Gllpatrlek, 47 Middle street and 221
Spring street, .Jewett, McFarland, Merrill, strange.
Gould, Lauagan, Boston & Maine Depot, ana
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the

city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.

Augusta, J. K. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J! O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellorsofc,
q
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verriil.
Dam&rtiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryoburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorb&m, Jas. 11. Irish & Co,
liallowell, C. L, Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandier & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

When a young man is fingering the cash lei t
him by his grandfather, can it be said he i I
reveling in his ancestral hauls?
Catarrh and Deafness.
Ih avs been deaf in one ear ten years, am 1
partially deaf in the other for two months ;
have been treated by ear specialty doctors am t
received no benefit. Haying used Ely’s Crean
Balm for about a mouth I find myself great!;
improved, and can hear well and consider it:
I had also nasal ca
most valuable remedy.
tarrb, with dropping of mncnous into m;
threat and pain oyer my eyes, whioh trouble
also have entirely disappeared.—D. B. Yates

expected to
dose of Kidney-Wort helped

troubles

and

not

was

recover
■

Keep away from the pawnbrokers, youn:
mao.
The wise man said, “Qo to the ant >
thou sluggard.” He didn’t say, "Go to th •
uncle.”

ETMPKIN LOAF.
For two loaves, take two cups of buttermilk, three cups each of wheat flour and

oorn meal, one cup stewed pumpkin, one
cup molasses, half cup butter, two eggs, one
tablespoonful soda. Steam 11 hours, then
bake half an hour.

LUNCH.

Hard-boiled eggs witn mustard sauce are
nice for lunch. Melt half a tabiespoonful of
butler iu a saucepan, add a tabiespoonful of
flour, mixing thoroughly and browning
Blightly; add a little gravy or broth; or tailing these, a little water, thiee tablespoonfuis
of viuegar, three tablespoonfuis of French or
German mustard, and salt to taste; boil for
five minutes, stirring constantly. Pour the
sauce over the eggs, which are cut in quarters lengthwise, and Berve hot. If liked,
some finely minced shallot or onion may be
cooked with the sauce.
CAKE.

Half cup of butter, one cup of sugar, two
eggs, half cup of milk, 1| cups of flour, two
teaspoonluls of bakiug powder, one cup of
currants stirred in the last thing.
CUBE FOB FELON'S.

Saturate a bit of wild turnip the size of a
bean with spirits ol turpeutine and apply to
the affected part. A sufferer who has tried
the above plan says it telieved the pain at
ouce.
In twelve hours there was a hole to
the bone and the felon was destroyed. The
turnip was removed, the wound dressed

be-

well.

came

A GOOD CEMENT.

Asgcod
made

as

a

cement

follows:

bo

as can

Dissolve

one

wished is
pound of

India rubber iu five gallons of coal naptha.
Add an equal weight of gum shellac, aud

stir over a low fire until the shellac is tliorougbly dissolved. The gum shellac iu naptha or iu water makes a stronger mucilage
than gum arabic. The addition of the India rubber makes a glue that will uot be af-

lected by

water.
I’lF CBUST.

Four cups of flour, oue cup of butter, half
a cup of lard, half a teaspoonful of baking
powder. Sift flour with powder; rub in lard
and butter, and add one cup of cold water.
COFFEE CAKES.

Three cups of bread sponge, II cups of
butter, one tablespoonful of sugar, two eggs.
Roll thin, cut with a cake tin, sprinkle over
with cinnamon, sugar aud butter aud bake.
baked lobsteb.
Baked lobster makes a good relish. Boil
one pint of sweet milk aud thicken it with
rubbed
cornstarch
one tablespoonIul of
smooth in little cold milk; season with salt
and a little cayenne pepper. Pick the lobster quite fine, put it into a baking dish and
pour tbe milk over it; cover it on the top
with a layer of fine bread crumbs, aud put
little lumps of butter over it. Put this into
the oven, and when hot and brown serve it.

Wit and Wisdom.

(n

tha nnrtarfn

ffAr

J

“Immediate Belief.'*
To be relieved at all of such an abominable
pest as neuralgia ia gratifying, but imagine the
great delight of Mr. J. George Rieff, of No. 47
Bank street, Newark, New Jersey, who writes,
after suffering eight years with neuralgia in
the head:

“I have used

one

bottle of Brown’s

Bitters, which gave me immediate relief, and I am regaining my health daily.”
No wonder he adds. "I cheerfully recommend
it to all.” All similar ills are cured by it.
Iron

Faith without works is no good.
so with clocks.

It is just

These twin diseases have a cause, as all others
have. They are in and of the blood. The
acid poisons of the system get into the circulation. They then determine toward muscle
and joint, causing pain, swellings, inflamma-

tions, and all the phenomena of neuralgias,
rheumatisms, gout.
There are hundreds of

indirect treatments,
mere
Athlophoros is a direct
palliatives.
agent. It goes to the cause, the blood. It
don’t poke about in the system like potashes
and colchicums and other stomach destroyers,
but like electricity cl,ng9 to its mission and
Pain is immediately relieved. That is more than half the victory.
Without pain one can rest and sleep. Nature
Dread is removed.
can work, can co-operate.
The remedy triumphs. Says Charles Northrop, Woodmont, Conn.; "Had been a victim
of rheumatism for years. Saw nothing but suf-

V

to

the

point.

fering for the balance of my days. AthlophoWith
ros relieved my pain almost instantly.
your remedy at band my former dread is all
taken away. I feel that I can keep the enemy
at bay.
I do not believe in patent medicines,
bat this I know to be a specific and the best
cure

ever

discovered for the terrible disease of

gheumatism.”
Mr. Northrop’s

tf stimony

ia a'

le stronger
jlligent in-

quirer. Athlophoros only nee -j— trial. It
and jury.
conducts its own case before c
Mr. Geo. Uaden, Fair Haven, ^*h., writes:
"Have suffered with neuralgia for years. It
attacked me when least expected, and forced
give up all work. A friend advised me
Had no faith, but after
me to try Athlophoros.
In three
a second dose felt it all through me.

me to

I

not had

was
a

able to resume work, and have

return

of the disease.”

A volume
lately been published on
Now what we want is a se•'What to wear
quel, entitled ‘‘flow to procure It.”
has

Record of Ihe Fair*.
The superiority of Wells, Richardson & Co.S
Improved Batter Color over ali others made is
The

again demonstrated by its record at the Autumnal Fairs. The test of practical nse is what tells
the story, and the great value of the premiums
given by the Agricultural Fairs lies in the fact
that the judges in these cases are regular farmers, who know what their needs are and what
will supply them. Wells, Richardson & Co.'s
Improved Batter Color, which has taken first

premium at all fairs where exhibited is put up
in a vegetable oil so prepared that it cannot
become rancid, a most important property, the
,’jLCk of which is fatal to so many of the Batter
Colors offered for sale. It doss not color the
butter-mli£; it imparts a bright natural color,
which is uuatlaSned by many others; and being
the strongest is the eU?»pest Color in the market,

p
>

UUB1UCCB.

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver On
with Hyperphosphitks—is more reliable a }
an agent in the care of Consumption, Chroni

Coughs an I Throat Affections, than
remedy known to medical science.
Owed to beautiful

snow—sleigh

any othei

rides.

Public speakers and singers find B. H
Douglass & Sons’ Capsicum Cough Drops i >
sure remedy for hoarseness.
Good resolutions, like Christmas toys, can’
always stand the strain of too much exuber
ance.

No adul'eration in the Congress Yeast Pow
der, K is a perfectly pure Cream Tartar bak

of stocks

are

received

iraw voUK STOCKS.
Missouri Pel..; SO Vs
Northern Pacfio preferred. 38%
Omaha common... 23 Vs
S3 Vi
Omaha preferred..

ing powder.

It was never known
batch of flour.

to

spoil

_

Bicycles have worked a revolution among
messenger boys in Washington. The boys
caunot go slow without tailing off.
gfT“A Thing of beauty. The most brilliant shades possible, on all fabrics are made
by the Diamond Dyes. Unequalled for briiiucy and durability. 10 cents at druggists,
rfend 2c. for 32 Sample Colors. Weils, Richardson & Co., Burlington,Vt.
The latest freak is shirta made of paper.
We should: think a shirt made of blotting paper
would be a good thing on a hot day.

New York Block and maney market.
(By Telegraph.)
New Y0BK,|Dec. 30 —Money easy at 1@1% per
cent on call: prune mercantile paper 4%ta6. Foreign Exchange steady at 4 80% for long and 4 84%
for short sight. Goverumeuts strong. State bonds
steady. Kailroadboud are firm. Stocks declined
alter midday, and then advanced sharply. Near 2
o'clock selling was renewed |and Western Union,
Union Pacific, Northern Hacific comrncn and pref
and Oregon Trans, developed weakuess.The market
closed weak.
The transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregate
ed 314 34S shares.
iue following are ttwlay’s closing quotations of

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.
101%
do
do
do
4%s, reg.113Vs
do

do
do
do

do

i

MARRIAGES.

4%s,conp.113%

do
do
4s, reg.121%
do
do
4s, coup.122%
Pacific 6s. ’96.124
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Ohoago ft Alton
.a.126
Ghioago ft Alton pref.146
...,.,..114%
Ohioago’Burr ftjjulncy...
Erie. 13%
Erie pref. 26
116%
lilinoiSiOentral...
Bake! Shore...-. 61 Vi
64%
Michigan Central.
New Jersey {Central. 38%
Northwestern. 83%

M. White.
In Bath. Dec. 25, William H. Henneasy and Mis; 1
Clara E. White.
In Norway, Dec. 25, S. H. Hayden and Grace M
Clement.
In Kumford Center, Dec. 21, Albert W. Robbini
of Koxbury and Miss Effie M. Wortliley of Mexleo

I

DEATHS.

Northwestemjpref.120%

Central..86%
Rock island...
104%
St. Paui.
70%
New York

St. Pauipref..102
Union Pacific Stock........... 46%
Western Union Tel... *.54%
Adams Ex. Co.125
American Ex. Co.
Alton & Terre Haute...
do preferred.
Boston Air Line.
Bur. & Cedar Rapids...
uanaaa Soutnem.
Central Pacific...
Del. A Hudson Canal Co.
Del. & Lackawanna.
Denver & K. G.
E. Teun., Vir. & Ga.
E. Tenn., Va., & Ga. pref...
Kansas & Texas.
Houston & Texas.
Hannibal & St. Je.

80
19
70
87
65
29

33%
69

91%
8%
3
6

15%
32%
38%
88%

ao preferred.
Hartford & Erie 7s. 10
L&ke Erie & West.
83
Louis & Nash....
25%
Missouri Pacific.
90%
Morns & Essex.108
Mobile & Ohio.
7
Metropolitan Elevated. 88
Manhattan Elevated. 65%
New York Elevated.115
Northern Pacific common...
16%
71
Oregon Nav.
126
Pittsburg & Ft Wayne.
133
Pittsburg.
Pacific Mail.....
55%
Pullman Car.106
Richmond* Danville. 45
Reading. 18
St Paul & Omaha. 24
do preferred.
83%
Union'Pacittc 6s.113%
do L. G. 7s.106%
do sink fund 8s.....117

California lllining
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Dec. 30.—The following are the
•losing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Bodie. 2
Con. Pacific.
1%
Betel
Helcher. 1%
Crown Point.
Eureka
1%
Gould & Curry. 1%
Hale & Nororosa.
3%
* locks,

—

..

—

Savage...... 1%

The funeral servico of the late Lena N
Watson will take place this Wednesday afternooi
at 2 otclock, at No. 48 Monument street.
The funeral service of the late Mary E. Cole
man will take
place this Wednesday afternaoi
at 2 o’clock, at her late residence, 33 Cotton st.

\
J

1

Daily Wholesale JVIarhct*
POKTLAND, Dec. 30.
Flour is very firm and tlie late advance is lieli l
with confidence. In Provisions w® note a decline o p
bbl on pork. Lard is steady and unchanged
60c
The Grain markets are strong and prices advancing
At Chicago to-day December Corn advanced full

covering shores, closing

with

r

actio:

1

better

higher

opened firm, but closed %@%c lower wit) 1
doing. Sugar i3 unchanged with an easier £ten

others
less

deucy.
following are to-day’s c osing quotations
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
The

o

E

New H MxdCorn 5 4 @51
Superfine and
low grades. .2 50®3 00 li.M.Oorn.car iots57®5!
No2 do, car lots. 6t>@6‘
X Spring {fcnd
XX Spring. .4 50@4 75 Corn, bag lots,
67@6:
Patent Spring
Oats, car lots..
37®3!
Wheats,....5 C0®6 75 Oats, bag lots.... 38@4'
Meal
55(a.5'
Michigan Winter etraights4 25® 4 60 Cottonseed,car lots 28 O
I>o roller....4 75®6 00 Cottonseed,bag lots30 (X
SackedBran oar lot.
St. Lonis Winter straight.4 50@4 75
17 76@18 21
do

baglotalB 00@20 (X

Scedfi.

Top.2 26®2 5 )
Timothy.1 06@1 7 >
Clover.
9*4@10V

Creamery.28,330
Gilt Edge Ver....26328o
Choice..20@22c
Good.16®I fie
St jre.10®12c

Bed

CJheene.

Vermont ....10%®14

Faot*y..lOMi@14

ttaiuuft.
Muscatel. 2 75
London Lay'r.2 60@

35/
2

j Ondora. 10@13v

\

j Valencia.6V2®10V 1

a

Apples

8 00

bbl 1 00@2 0 %
75®22 6 Green,
25 1 Evaporated ^ ib
8al L
lDried Apples.... 4 (a
Herring,
Seal
14®18
Sliced
pbex'
4V2@ 3
Oil.
No. 1.
12@16
Kerosene.....
Mackerel, $>bbi.
@
Bay No. 1.18 00@20 00 Port. Ref.P’tr
@6^
83/ Jk
Bay ** 0. 2. 9 00@10 50 I Water White
Shore > ^ 1.18 00 a 2 L 00 Devoe Brill't.
@14^ a
9 60® 10 50 | Pratt’ Astral.
Wo. *4
@13
Large 3.... 8 00® 9 60 Ligonia.
9^
3 50® 4 50 I Silver White Oil
Medium
81? *
2 50®3 60 Centenial.
Small
9V k
FREIGHTS—The following charters have bee Q
reported for the week ending December 30:
Nor. Bark llaabet, Portland to River Plate, ltu
ber $12.
Schr Charles E. Gibson, Boothbay to Savannal
supArphosphate $1.60 ^ ton.
Bark John E. Chase, Portland to River Plat
lumber $12.
Schr Congress, New York to Portland, coal 8< v
1

Chicago Live Stock market.
(By Telegraph.)
Ohio ago, Dec. 30—Hogs—Receipts 34,000 head;
shipments 4,000 head; 6c higher; rough packing at
4 00@4 20; packing ana shipping 2 4U@3 80; light
4 00@4 26; skips 3 30@4 00; closed weak.
Cattle—Receipts 7600 nd; shipments 2600 head:
steady; exports 6 00@6 25; good to choice at 6 60
@6 00; common to fair at 4 20@5 00; inferior to
fair cows 3 00@3 90; bulls 2 40®3 50; Stockers at
3 40@3 90; feeders at 4 00@4 30.
Sheep—receipts 2400 head; shipments 800 steady;
low grades weak; common to fair at 2 20®3 00;
medium to good 3 10®3 60; choice to extra sheep at
4 0U®4 26. Lambs 4 00@6 00.
Watertown Cattle market.

(By Telegraph.)

Oranges.
6 60@7 6 )
Granulated 3? tfo ....6% Valencia
Ex large cs 7 00@8 6 j
Extra U.5%
Piah*
Florida.4 frUfajo 0 ^
Oed. per qta.,
Messina.3 60@4 0 }
L’ge Shore...3 2 5® 3 60 Palermo.3 00@3 5 3
Lemook.
L’geBanknew2 50®3|00
Oman........2 2n 32 75
sina.4 00@4 6 j
English Cod, 4 6036 00 Palermo.3 76@4 5
75

176&2

Watertown,
unchanged.

...

_

discharged.
Schr a. J. York, New York to Salem, coal $1.
Schr Stella Lee, Wiscasset to Gloucester, shoo]

and

t.
Sclir Emma, Portland to Matanzas, ebooks

...
kl

p.

ai

Domestic

SAILING

*r

terms.

Foreign Km port*.
LIVERPOOL .Steamship Polynesian—124yj chs

tea to Twitched, Champlin &
R Stanley & Son.

Co,

Foreign Export*.
CARDENAS. Schr A R Weeks—4886 shooks ai
heads I860 box shocks.
SAGUA. Schr John H Converse—6000 shoo
and heads.
Railroad

lQ
iS

Receipts

POKTLAND, Dec. 3C
Reoeived by Maine Central Railroad, for Portlai >d
30 cars miscellaneous merchandise; forjoonneetii g
roads, 05 oars miscellaneous merchandise.
Tallow.
Portland quotations

Hide* and

The following are
on Hid
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides 90 tbs weight and over71
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 tbs.6%o|*
Cow Hides, all weights... 6%cP
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights.
Calf Skins.
10 e£

4%cl>

Sheep Skins. 75c@ ea
Lamb Skins.
5<>e ea
Light and Deacon Skins.25 to 40c ea
Rendered Tallow. 6%@6%cp

ee

ft
ft
lb
ft
ft
sh
jh
*h
it

Dry floods Wholesale Market.
TLo followtcg quotations are wholesale prices ot
Woolens and Fancy Good*, corrected dally by De< >rIng, Millikan & Co., 158 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED GOSTOMh
Fine 7-4.... 18% @1,8
Heavy 38 in. 7 @ 8
Med. 36 in. 6%@ 7% Fine 8-4...
...18@21
6
Fine 9-4.22@27 /a
Light 36 1n.
Fine 40 in. 7
(g? 8% Fine 10-4....25 @80
DLBACtmn COTTONS.

Boat 4-4.... 10%@12
Med. 4-4.... 7 Vs @10
Light 4-4... 6 (fi 7

|Fine6-4.16 @18
(Fine 7-4.18 @22 /a
Fine 8-4.20
@25
| Fine 9-4.22y2@27 /a
Fine 10-4.... 25

@32

t%

Ocean Insurance Company.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the

Insurance Company for the choice of
THEOceanand
the transaction of such other busi-

Directors,

ir<ay legally come before them, will be held
at the office of the Company, on Wednesday, the
seventh day of January, 1885, a 3 o’clock p. m.
CHAS. F. FLAGG, Sec’y.
Portland, December 17 th, 1884.
dtd
decl7
ness as

«*akihc

FOR

FROM

of

Jan 3
York. .Havana
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MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
National
Stockholders of the Merchants
Portland are hereby notified that
annual meeting will be held at the Bank,
Tuesday, January 13, 1885, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
for the following purposes.
1st.—To choose directors for the ensuing year.
2nd.—To decide whether they will amend the
sixth article of association and extend the corporate
existence of the bank twenty years.
3rd.—The transaction of any other business that
may legally be brought before them.

THEBank of
their

Absolutely Pure,
This Powder never varies, A marvel of purity
trength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and eannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh alum or phosphate powders.
Hold only in cam.
Koval Bakikq Powdeb CO.. lOtt Wall St., N. Y,
mart
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National Traders Bank.
meeting will be held at their banking room,
Tuesday, the 13th day of January next, at

nual

} ;;;g g l a

NEWS.

The First National Bank of Portland, Maine.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of this
Bank will be held on Tuesday, January 13,
1885, at the Bank, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
for the choice of Directors and for any other legal

generally

markets.

A. V

u

Lons, Deo. 30.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
higher; No 2 lied at 84c. Corn Blow 33%@33yac.
Data stronger at 26yac bid.
Lard 6 Via asked.
Detroit, Dec. 30.—Wheat is strong, No 1 White
at81%c; No2 1ied82%c; No 3 Red 70c asked:
Michigan soft Red 82%c.
Wheat—Receipt* 23,000 bu; shipment* 00 bu.
St.

bnsiness.

WILLIAM E.

THE

BEST THING KNOWN

of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their Banking House, on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of January, 1885, at 11
o’clock a. m.
B. C. SOMERBY,
Dec. 12,1884
Cashier.
4eol2
dtd

Cumberland National Bank.

THE

day

year.

2d. To decide whether they will amend the Sixth
Article of Association and extend the corporate
existence of the Bank, in accordance with the NaJ
tionai Banking laws.
3d. The transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them
WILLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier,
decl3dtd
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1884.

RYE

WHISKEY.
July 1,1883, we introduced to the tradeeenerally, our now celebrated brand of 6 year old Whis
key, widely known as
On

Annual Heeling:.
Stockholders of the Eagle Sugar Refinery
are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting

THE
for choice of

TUB

IHGITIORANDA.
Sch Bedabec, from Port Morant for Philadelphia,
before reported ashore at Chincoteague. has been
floated. Eigty-six thousand cocoanuts saved.
Sch Wm Todd, Wood, which arrived at Fall River
29th from Calais, struck on a rock in Narraganset
Bay, in a fog, and started a leak which required tho
She
use of both pumps to keep her from sinking.
had three feet water in her hold when she arrive
The captain was thrown over the wheei when the
vessel struck
Sch Pancbita. from Portland for Matanzaa, ashore
on Peaked Hill Bar, was moved 100 feet off shore
kyth, and wae expected to float next day.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Sid 27th, ahips Bel'e of Bath,
Niohola, New York; Iroquois, Nichols, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 2Bth, sch Nautasket, Richardeon, Bath.
FORT EADS—Ar 27th, ech Laura, Lamson, from
SAN

OXFORD

Baltimore.

FERNANDINA—Ar 29th, barque! Elba. Reed,

Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 29th, schs M L Wood, Spaulding. Bootbbay; Lizzie B Morse, Hale, Washington.
Cld 29th, sch C A White, Tripp, Providence.
Sid 26th, barque J R Lopez, for Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA-Cid 27th, sch Lizzie Young,
Shaw, Boston.
Cld 29th, schs Mary A Hall, McDonald, Malaga;
Jennie Beazley, Dow. Barbadoes.
NEW YORK—Ar 29th, schs Ariadne, Colby, from
Sagua; Geo Sbattuck, Lincolnville; Henry Whitney, St John, NB,
Uld 29th, barque Adam W Spies, Field. Sydney.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 28tb, sch T A Stewart, Kelley. Jonesport for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27ih- schs Sardinian,
Hatch, Kondoutfor Salem; Ralph Sinnett, Pinkham, Baltimore for Portland.
Sailed, brig Rabboni; schs Annie T Bailey, Cbas
E Moody, Lunet. Lugano, Luoy Jones, E H King,
Bertna Dean, urace k. vireen, Jieien a ueueaict,
Hose Estebrook, E L Richardson, Jas Warren, Hope
Haynes, Thayer Kimbali, M L Newton. A J Yora,
Cora Etta, Ira D Sturgis, Maud Malloeb, Jenuie M
Carter, Addio Fuller. Elizabeth DeHart.
EDGABTOWN—'Sailed 27tb, schs Ella Frances,
Torrey, New York for Portsmouth; Addie Wessela,

Gross, Amboy.
HYANN1S—Ar 29th, sch Hattie Godfrey, Strout,

Machias bound west.
Sid 28th, barque Annie Lewis.
BOSTON—Ar 29th. schs F L Richardson, Belano,
Brunswick; Annie T Bailey, Baltimore; Helen H
Benedict, Mauson, and Yale. Hodgdon, do; James
Warren, Drisko, Amboy; Ernest T Lee, Thomas,
Hoboken; Chas E Mooay, Hodgins, New York.
Sid 29th, brig John 11 Crandon.
Ar 30th, barque Annie Lewis. Lewis, from Bueno
Ayres 65 days; brig Kabboui, Craig. New York;
scbs Annie Bailey, Barker, Philadelphia: Thayer
Kimball, Peterson, Amboy; Elizabeth DeHart, McIlntyre, do; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, and Jane
L Newton, Stover, Hoboken; Helen, Baker, from
New York.
Cld 30 tb, brig Carrie PuringtOD, Rhynes, Haiti.
SALEM—In port 29tb. schs N V RokcS, Thompson, Belfast for Jacksonville; Julia E Pratt, Calais
for New York; Saarbruck. Smith, Machias for do;
Sammy Ford, Allen. Eastpoit fordo; Eliza Ann,
Jameson, Rockland for do; H H Have£, Bickford,
Boston for Sullivan; Oriental, Osmore, Calais for
Boston; F A Pike, Norwood, do for New York;
Olio, Johnson, Bangor for New York ; Minetta,
Morton, do for Winterport; Odell,Wade, do for Bel
fast; Clio Chillcott, Fulleron, fm Clark’s Island for
New York,
Also in port, schs E Arcuiarius, from Rockland
for Wilmington, NC: Charlie & Willie, do for Providence; M E Jones, Baltimore for Portsmouth; E M
Sawyor, St John, NB, for New York; W A Dubosk,
Bangor for Plymouth; F l* Porter, Frankfort for
New York; Nellie Treat, Fox Island fordo; Allie
Oakes, Rockland for do; Stephen G Pinkham, fm
Boothbay for do; Frank M McGear, Vinalhaven for
do; Sarah Louise, Calais for New Bedford.
GLOUCESTER—In port 29tb, sch Belle, Hodgdon
Wiscasset ; Frank Norton, Cole, Beverly for Kockport; Charlie & Willie, Weed, Rockland for Providence; Allie Oakes, Kent. Rockland for New York.
Ar 29th, -ch E R Nickerson, from Monhegan,
with herring.
PORTSMOUTH-Sid 29th, sch Granville, Strout,
Rockland.
Below 28th, schs Dolly Varden, Machiasport for
New York; Julia Ma<tha, Calais for Boston; Mary
Eliza, Belfast for do: Cordova, Deer Isle fer do;
Lucy Baker, Camden for do; Ariosto, and Ruth
Hodgdon, Pock land for do; Pemaquid, and Ellie P
Rogers, Boothbay for do; Periue, do for do; Caroline, Rockland for New York; Matilda, Wiscasset
for Boston; Lake. Rockland for do; Ripley, and
Laura T Chester, Rookport for do; John Geard, do
Northern Light,
for do; A Hooper, Calais for do;
eastern port for do.
BOOTHBAY -Sid 26th, scbs Lookout, (from Boston) for Eastport; Rienzi, Portland for Sedgwick;
Ella Eudora, do for Mt Desert; J C Jameson, Portland for Deer Isle; Gon Kali, Boston for Thomas
ton.
aid 28th, schfe Walter M Young, for Rockland;
Annie W Akers, from Portland for St John. NB;
Romeo, Portland for Bucksport: Cordova, Boston
for Bluehill; Henry Chase, Harpswell for Rockland
Jennie Greenbank, for do.
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Free

70 beds for infants and

admitted

into

wom-

cases

not

admitted.

THE INFANT’S HOME

employ no wet
fondlings, which all
we

as

being the

worst class known

recogpro-

are

to

the

fession.

With such infants, in four mouths, by the use of 5
drops Liquid Food in their milk at each feed
ing they are restored to health, as all admit that
see them, and it is oon rmed by the fact that our
to 20

mortality

July

in

other infant

August

and

is

less than that of

hospitals in the winter months, and all

homes in Boston take only infants from married parents and employ wet nurses, and they are
obliged to shut their houses up for three or four
months annually on account of iheir great mortality.
other

When a babe does not thrive, do not
change its food, but add Li u id Food, ONE
SHOW
WEEK’S TRIAL WILL
RE
S(JLT8.
IN! THE WOMEN’S HOUSE we illustrate the
value of iNutrition) Liquid Food, and it is the only
raw

HARMLESS,

condensed food known.

as

it is

condensed Beef, Mutton and Fruits, free of insolu-

hla lnatfp.r and can ha ratainad hv t.ha stomach
when so weak as to refuse water, and will make
blood faster than all foods or preparations known.
One table spoonful four times daily will make teu
pounds blood in thirty days.

The body contains 25 to 30 lbs* blood,
that on the blood the life depends
and that new blood will cleanse the system
of disease and restore lost vitality, otherwise we could not treat with success in 60
90 days abandoned cases of

shewing

PARALYTICS,

RHEUMATICS,

INFLAMMATORY RHEUMATISM.
The following being a few of many cases, are now
in the hospital, and we shall be happy to show them
to the staff of any hospital or members of any
medical society, (Office, No. 15 Causeway street,)
and all of our cases are equally as chronic, and of
all classes of diseases.

“Bitters;”

perfectly cured. I keep it
“All the time!” respectfully, B. F. Booth,
Saulsbury, Tenn.—May 4, 1883.
And I am

Bradford, Pa., May 8,1875.
diseases, such as ner.
the stomach,monthly troubles,
a sick day in a year, since I
took Hop Bitters. All my neighbors use them.

ANY PHYSICIAN having

of several

would like to have

vousness, sickness at
etc. 1 have not Been

have

they

a
so

bed

enter onr

assigned

and

can

that he

a case

hospital
treat

can

desire.

R. M., Auburn. N. Y.

So. Booming ville, O., May 1, *79.

Sirs—I have been suffering ten years, and I tried
your Hop Bitters, and it done me more good than all
tbe doctors.
Miss S. S. Boone.

Baby Naved.
thankful to say that our nursing baby
was permanently cured of a dangerous and proand irregularity of the bowels
tracted
by the use of Hop Bitters by its mother, which at
tbe same time restored her to perfeot health and
are so

constipation

els; rarely

parents, koc ties ter, n. y.

jgT’None genuine without a hunch of green Hone

once a

the whitelabel. Shun all the vile, poisonous
stuff with “Hop” or “Hops” in their name.
MW&F&wlmnrm
dec22
on

use enema.

day.

Oct. 1.

naftlna

excellent condition, appetite

ctrnnnai1

avarv

iliv

Vlamiw

trail

©ct. 8. Is able to sit up.in bed two or three hours
a time; requires assistance in getting out of bed.
Swellings very much reduced.
Oct. 15. Sits in a chair every day; can stand on
feet; good appetite; crochets a little.

without the use of knife or ligature bj
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully, with
out detention from business.
Seven years expert
once and hundreds of cases cured in different parte
of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those re
terrud to, which will convince the most skeptical:

CURED

Oct. 29. Walks with some assistance.
Nov. 6. Able to get out of bed alone, and walks
from her ward to the next and sits at a table to eat;
has a good color, eyes bright, is full of fun and frolic and enjoys everything.
Ask for pamphlets. For sale by all Druggists,
12 oz., $1.00, 6 oz., 55 cents.
nov24
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Portland, Dec. 1,1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successful^
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him tc
the confidence of the public. His method is simple
almost painless, and requires no detention from bus
iness.
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St.,
RICH’D K. GATLEY, 59 & 61 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland,
D. F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland
JOHN F. MERRILL, CO Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place. Portld
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.

JENNINGS’ CAFE,

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. A Tioket Agt.
Portland Pet. 16.1884.oclSdtf

Double Tract Stone Ballast
Express Trains
trains
Room Cars on all

WONDERFUL
CURES OF

Be

aurr

I. bay tickets (at any railroad
boat offloe In New England) via

KIDNEY DISEASES

a. m. t<

4 p. m.

'Oy
Ci

FARE

Washington Street, Boston.

ail

0. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.
0. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pate. & Tiek. Agt.. Philadelphia.
H
yE A f ,n w
Gen. Eastern Pas*. Agt., 118 Liberty Street, New
oov26dtf
York.
STEAS1EBS.

Boston

-v.

Portland

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BOSTON

Every Wednesday and

ui., for all stations on
and Swanton,
through line as far as
Rivconnecting at Wing Koad for
and
at
St.
er, Plymouth, Montpelier,
Johnsbury
for all points on Passumpsic R. R.

Every Tnesday

Leaves Porilaad 3.00 p. m.,
far as Bartlett.

for all stations

as

ARRIFAL8 IN PORTLAND.
10.60 a. m. from Bartlett and Intermediate stam. from
all stations on

Round Trig SIS.
Mea's and Room Included.
or passage apply to
E. U. NAMPMON, Agent,
TO l ong Wharf, Boston

Fop Hew Fork.

sep21_
1884.

Winter Arrangements. 1886.

oclStf

Liverpool

Kumford Falls & Buckiield
RAILROAD.

From
via.

A Portland

Liverpool!

Connections via Grand Trunk Railway leave Portland for Buckfield and
Canton at 7.35 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 a m.

with p.

4
18
.Jan. 1

restoring the normal power to throw off disease.
THOUSANDS OF CASES
of the worst forms of these terrible diseases
have been quickly relieved, and in a short time

PERFECTLY CURED.
PRICE, $1. LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
Dry

can

be sent by

mail.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Burlington, Vt.
3
Send stamp for Diary Almanac for 1884.

and Scalds,
Bruises, Frosted Feet A Ears,
and all other Fains and Aches.

A safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Scrat'.ies, Sores, Ac., on Horses.
One trial will prove its merit).
Its effects are instantaneous.
Price 25c. and 50c. Sold everywhere.

deow#weowly

From

mhlglAmVialskit
UhHhHMNEiiiMu9HBbftENHHEyRUH9

***

mhlO

cod&wly

DIRIGO MINERAL WATER.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water improve
it; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing from the spring
Our improved cans will keep the water cool fror
36 to 48 hours; use of cans tree; water per gallo:
10 cents.

RtINUtETT BROS.,

r.Drieton.
t028

Hi Core Kifen
CUX

via. Halifax.

THURSDAY,
Deo. 25
Jan. 8
22

Sardinian“

Glasgow.J

CONNECTIONS

STEAMER.

| Fro°“0rP°^<1

Nestor 1 an

Dec. 17
26
Jan. 9

m.

For passage

Jan.

IAubtrjan

I

|Prussian

I

"

8
13

27

apply to LEVE & AI.DKN, General

Portland andWorcesterLine.

WALDRON. 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN*
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A* ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov20
dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.

Arrangement

at 7.30 a. m., and
"12.55 p. to., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.15 p. m. and 5.40

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, nud flapping at 7.30 a. in, and 12.55 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, ft/
12.55.
For RoclicHter, Npringvale, Alfred, Waterboro aud Maco River, 7.30 a.
m.,
12.55 p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Returning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. in..
11.10 a. m. and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9,40 a. m.t 1.16 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Maccarappa, Ouuiberland
Mill*, Went brook and Woodford’** at
7.30 a. xu., 12.55, 0.20 and (mixed) *0.30
p. ui.
The 12.55 p.

from

m.

Portland

the largest, fastest and best passenger and
mall steamers between America and Europe.
Rates: First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prej»aid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $2o. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.
Jelddtf

BY

of Trains.

„_^On and after Monday, Dec. *>th
Passenger Trains will leave

connects

at

Ayer Junct. with llooaac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and all rail, via
Npringfleld, also with N. Y. Sc N. E. R. K-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Wnwhiugton, and the Nonth and
with KoMton A Albany K. R. for the Went.

DOMINION
1884.

WINTER

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

CIIAMQ-E~

TIME.

OE

On and after MONDAY, Kept. Sth, 1884,
Train** will run n*« follows :
DEPARTURES!
For Auburn and

m.f 1.15

ft.

iu.

[i.

•ua

Lewiston, 7.15

For Gorham, 7.35 ». m. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.
AKBIV.t LM
From Leahloi and Auburn, 8.35 a. m,,
3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.45 a. m. and 8.30 p.m. mixed.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
13.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Can on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Montreal.

Exchange Street, and Depot
Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD

aFrEDUCED

RATES

—TO—

Canada, Detrait, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mt. Louis, Omaha, Magiaaw, Hi. Paul, Malt Cake City,
Denver, Man Francisco
and all points in the

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
EDGAR. G. P. A.

J. STfiPHEKSCN, »n*K*rintendent.

sep8dtf

BOSTON

R. R.

&J1E

PASSENGER

SERVICE

la Effect Mouday, December IS, 1884.

DIRECT

SERVICE.

From Liverpool
Direct.

From Portland
Direct.

Thursday, Nov. 27. MONTREAL Thursday,
••

TRAINM LEAVE PORTLAND
A. HI.— Way Trains

for

Old

Orch-

ard, Maco. Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Kennebunkporl, threat Fall**, Dover,
Exeter, Manchewter and Concord, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Lnwrence, Dowell
aud llouton, arriving at Bouton 10.45 a.
AT S.45 A. HI.—Way Trains for Old Orchard,
Maco. Biddeford. Kennebunk, Kennebunkporl, Dover, i.reiit Falls, Kocheater, Altou Bay, Exeter, Lnwrence,
Manchester and Concord, (via. Lawrence,)
l«owell and Boston, arriving at Boston,
1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. HI.-Express Train for Maco, Bid-

deford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkporl,
Dover, t*reat Full**, Koche-ier, Alton
Bay, Exeter, Lnwrence Dowell and
Bohiou, arriving at Boston 5.00 p. m.
AT 3.30 P. HI.—Way Train for Maco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkporl,
Dover. Cerent Fall**, Rorhenter, Altou
Kay, Manchenter and C oncord, (via. New
Market
Junction) Exeter,
Dnwrence,
Dowell and Bouton, arriving at Boston,
mi.

BOSTON FOR PORT

mm
Steamers.
FARE 31.00
The Favorite Steamer

Elegant New Steamer
JOHN BROOKS and
TREMONT
will
alternately leave FRANKIJN WHaRF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

secure a

night.

at

Through Tickets to New York, 7ia the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. t'OYLG, Jr., General
Agent.
sepS

TO P A T.ITAnVI A

Eastern Division.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
AT £.00 A. Hl.i Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Riildeford, Kitiery, Portsmouth,
New bur* port. Salem, JLyau aud Bostou, arriving at 0 30 a. m.
AT S.43 A. 111.: For Pape Elizabeth, Scarboro. Saco, Biddrfnrd.
Kenuebuuk,
Wells, North and South Berwick, Conway Junction, (connecting for all station!
on Conway Division), Kilter*. Portsmouth.
Newbnr* port, Salem, Bloucester, Rock
port, I.vuu, e helsea and Boston, arrivBiddeford.

nebuuk, Conway Junction,

-*

f^B.

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

Ialandu, New Zealand
and
Aumralia,
Steamers sail from New York for A spinwall on
the lxt, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran*

cisco.

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly or
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and fnrtber

information, apply to or
Agents.

address the General

East-

ern

€.

BARTLETT A CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad Mt., Hoaiou.

feb8_
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INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me. Calais, Me.. St. John, N.
B., Halifax, N. S. Ac.
IALL AND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Not. 3, 1S84.

2

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

OE THIN
WILE
LEAVE
RAILROAD WHARF,
toot of State Street, every
Monday and Ihursday at 6 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Robbinston. St. Andrews,
NTEAMERM

---"--imf*

LINE

Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst. Picton,
Shediac. Bathurst, Dalhousle, Charlottetown, Port
Fairtielu, Grand Falls and other stations on th«
New Brunswick and Canada, Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail
Roads,
and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets Issued and Baggage cheeked to

destination,

B3F"*Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may he had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket.,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, First National Bank Rulldlng,
corner Middle and Exchange Sti.
T. 0. HEKSEY, President and Manager.
ot

Portland, Bangor, Mt, Desert
Machias Steamboat Company

&

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Maine Central Railroad.

lions at 1.00 p. in. Leave Boston for
Portlund at 0.00 p. in. Leave Portland
for Dover and Way Stations 1.00 and
3.00 p. in.

Saco,

dtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. Co

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Leave Portland for Boston and Wav Sin

ing at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. HI : For

Deo.18

Dec. 11. BROOKLYN
Jan. 1
••
Dec. 26. TORONTO
Jan. 15
CABIN—*50.00. *60 OO.
IN RETURN—*90.00, *110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for *16.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dec9
dtf

Western Division.
AT O.I5

1885.

Liverpool and Portland.

TICKET OFFICES

74

LINE.

ARRANGEMENTS.

Close connections made at Wentbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Truuk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
*IX*es not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS.
y26tf

Ken-

Kitiery.

V- oriMinouth,
Salem.
Newburypor’,
L,yu» aud Boston, arriving at 5.00 p. m.
for
Bo*ton
anc
M
A1 O.CO P.
(Express)
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

9 30 p.

Sciatica, Burns

|

Glasgow A Pottlnnd Fortnightly Ncrricc.

a. m.

train for Turner, Chase Mills, West Sumner, Britton’s Mills, Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and
liumford Falls
1 )23dtf
L. L LINCOLN. Supt

| From Portland

Parisian
Polynesian

Dec.

8umuier Arrancemrnt in Effect Meat. Oth.
1884.

Fortnightly Service.

ktk'am«'u
S1KAMKR-

I

Halifax.

THURSDAY,

—-j

dtf

ALLAN^LINE,

Burliogton and ^wanton, and
through line.
^CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Oct. 11, 1884.

A

By causing FREE ACTION of all the organs
and functions, thereby

Friday.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 88
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Sate r
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag't.
days at 4p.m.

ons.

5.60 p.

Because it oleansos the system of the poisonthat develops in Kidney and Urinary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Constipation, Piles, or in Kneumatism, Neuralgia, Ner%s
vous Disorders and all Female Complaints. ^
tWSOLID PROOF OF THIS.

CONSTIPATION, PILES,
and RHEUMATISM,

and

Prom Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p, in. Prom Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. tn.
Insurance one-halt the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by conneating linea, forwarded free of commission.

Burlington
Littleton,Wells

oua humors

y

Saturday

From PHILADELPHIA

a*

SUNDAY TRAINS

IT WILL SURELY CURE

—

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Commencing Monday, Oct. 13,1884.

Because

,

AJTD

—

31dtf

a. m., I£.30 and 3.30 p. tu.
Morning
Meuuebunk for Portland
trains leave
7. J5 a. m. and Dover for Portland N.OO

o
it acts on the LITER, BOWELS and
KIDNEYS at the same time/

steam-

(One Way. $11.90.
New York and Philadelphia, ( Excursion, 4.00.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

y

AND
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

or

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

For freight

9.00

'ri

on

Passage Ten Dwllars.

LAND

//

day
night trains.

Drawing

and Sleeping Cars

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R.

TRAINS LEAVE

HOTEL, ROOM 18,

dec8eod3m

;dec2U

Stations In Philadelphia
NINTH AND GKEEN STREETS.
AND THIRD AND BERKS STB.

Far-

m.j

days included.
Limited Tickets, first and second clasa, for
St. John and Halifax an s ale at reduced
ratea.

M p.

room.

toui of the most

guesti
State

a.

STATION IN NEW TOUR FOOT LIBERTY ST.

AT 5.30 P. HI—Way Train for Kennebunk,
Kennebunkporl, and all intermediate eta-

Names of many ladies;treated UPPortland will b

and

is now opened for the accommodation of
The Neatest and Best Dining Hall iu the

7.00

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

a. m.j

m.

Biwelsin

nnni< anil ia

CLEANSING the BLOOD

JENNINGS’ CAFE

Phillips,

Wiuthrop, 10.13 a. m.,
PortUnd as follows:
The
from Augusta and Bath 8.36
tho day trains from
a. m.j Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.j
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m.j the afternoon trains from Waterville, Angusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p. m.jj the
night Pull man Express train at 1.50 a.m.
The 7.45 p. m. train from Bangor run daily, Son-

Appetite increasing somehas lain in a perfectly help-

at

Every Saturday, from 9

11.20 p. m.j

at

mington, 8.20
being dne in
morning train*

Bound Brook Route.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCT,

Halifax, 7.00 a. m., 6.60 p. m.j St. John,
8.10 a. m., 8.30 p. m.j UouIiob, 9.10 a. m„
8 10 p. m.j St. Stephen, 10.10 a. m., 9.10 p.
1.30 p. m.j
m.j Vnnceboro, 1.36 a. ra
Becksport, 6.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m,; Bar
Ell.worth, 5.30 a.
Harbor, 1.00 p. m.j
m., 2.50 p, m.j Bangor, 7.15 a. in., 7.45 p.
m,; Dexter, 7.00 a. m., 6.10 p. m.j Belfast, 6.30 a. m., 3.06 p. m.j Nkovshegan.
8.20 a. in., 3.15 p. m.j Waterville, 6.15, 9.16
а. m.. 1.65, 10.00 p. m.j Augusta 8.00,
10.00 a. m., 2.45, 10.55 D. m.; Uardiaer,
б. 17, 10.18 a. m., 3.07, 11.14 P. m.; Bath,
7.00,11.05 a. m. 4.00 p. in., and Saturdays only
at 11.66 p. m.; Brunswick, 7.25,11.30 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., and 12.85 a. m., (night); Bockland, 8.16 a. m., 1.16 p. m.j Lewiston, 7.20,
11.10 a. m., 4.16 b. m., and from Lower Station

what. For six weeks
less condition, but can now turn in bed if the
clothes are lifted; can move limbs.
Swelling of
joints slightly diminished. Takes a little solid food

strength.

AT U. S.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Miss V. Entered Aug. 20. Has been treated at
one of our leading hospitals three months for acute
rheumatism. Gives history of several very severe
attacks of rheumatism of father, sister and self.
Condition upon arriving—Entirely prostrated, not
able to sit up. Face of an almost deathlike pallor,
eyes very much sunken with dark circles surrounding them. No appetite, extreme constipation for
months; no movement of bowels without enema.
She is much fatigued and is very ill. Entirely helpless; only able to move her bead a little; every joint
swollen to twice its usual size. Is taking teaspoon
doses of Liquid Food; cannot move iaws sufficiently
to chew anything solid. It is a very severe ease of
articular rheumatism, aud there seems little hope
of recovery.
Sept. 24. Have been giving Liquid food; four
table spoonfuls daily, with excellent results on bow-

“A tour to Europe that cost me $3,000, done me
“less good than one bottle of Hop Bitters; th*y also
“cured my wife of fifteen years’ nervous weakness,
“sleeplessness and dyspepsia.”

the Dr’s

Sunday mornings.

Prom

them if

PARALYTICS.

Fannie Green.

JLost.

Grand Three month* Trips

COa,i-c.a

of

nised

“For twelve years:”
After trying all the doctors and patent
medicines I could hear of, 1 used two bottles of Hop

given at

on

For

nurses, and the infants are all
admit must be diseased, and the diseases

kidney and urinary

consult
advantage
EXCURSION GOUTY'

arranged, whereby the

when

Hospital

IN

Irregularities and obstructions of your
system, are relieved at once while tbe special cause
of periodical pain are permanently removed.; ..None
receive so much benefit, and none are so profoundly
grateful, and show such an interest in recommending Hop Bitters as women.
A Postal Card Story.

the

popular resorts in the State can be
made at an exceedingly low rate.
circulate
with full particulars and
Descriptive
references can be had by addressing
FLORIDA EXCURSION CO.
Care of Boston Home Journal.
403 & 403 U'uMhingion St., llonton.
nov8
S&W8w

interesting

chronic

Contagions

Bitters.

—me

8.16 a. m„ 1.25,5.05 p. m.; V.ewislon via
FarB rnnswicb, 7.00 a. m., tll.16 p. m.;
mington, Olesmsa tb, VYinthrop, Oahlaad
and North Anson. 1.26 p. m.j Farmington. via Brunswick, 7.CO a. m.
tTho 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included bat not through to Skowbegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or

m.

en.

Suffering and Belief.
Those languid, tiresome sensations, causing you
to feel ecarcely able to be on your feet; that constant drain that is taking from your system all its
former elacticity; driving tbe bloom from your
cheeks; that continual strain upon your vital forces,
rendering you irritable and fretful, can easily be removed by the use of that marvelous remedy, Hop

We

Liquid

Wish to how the physicians of the United
States the class of patients that they call

Woman'*

$3,000

Food Co.,

BOSTON,

#

Mrs.

Leave Portland for Bangor, FI I* worth,
IIl. Desert Ferry, Vnnceboro, St. John,
Halifax and the
Provinces, SI. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook County, and »U stations on B. 4c Piscataquis K. K., 1.26, 1.30, tll.15 p. m.;
(or Bar Harbor, tll.15 p. m.; (or Skowhegan, Belfast and Dexter, 1.25,1.30, tll-15
p. m.; Waeerviile, 7.00 a. m., 1.26,1.30, 6.16,
tll.15 p. m.jfor Augusta, liallowell, (iat
diner sad Bruatswirk, 7.00 a. m.. 1,30,6.15,
tll.16 p. m.; Baib, 7.00 a.m., 1.30, 6.16 p.
m„ and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.; Boekland, and Unox A Lincoln K. B., 7.00 a.
m., 1.30 p. m.; Anbnrn and Lewiston at

beyond Bangor,

Philadelphia HEADING R. H.

follows:

1

Boston.
Kilby Street. eod&w3wnrm

me

JOSIAH CHASE, Socretery.

The Murdock

SOLE PROPRIETORS,

cured

run as

S?”":v3**®rlland

UU.,

FLORIDA
to

dec25dtd

only,

Persons contemplating A Visit to
it to their

by-laws of the company, reducing the number of
directors to five.
To see if the stockholders will vote to issue additional stock of the company.
To elect a board of directors for the year ensuing.
To act on any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.

Chemist,

J (iJLJjAKIi &

will

and 9.45

Annual

THE

THE OXFORD is put up in cases
containing twelve good size bottles, each bottle bearing
a fac-simile of our signature, together with the certificate of our State Assayer, which warrants its
coutents.
We have caused our brand ‘‘THE OXFORD”
to be registered Jn the Patent Office at Washington,
and propose to p» .'tect it if used by unscrupulous
dealers.
Be sure you get THE OXFORD when you
ask your Grocer or Druggist for it—TAKE NO
OTHER—Put up in bottles only.

It has

UQIU

Meeting of tbe stockholders of the
Diamond Wrench Manufacturing Company will
be held at the office of the company. 224 Newbury
street, Portland, on WEDNESDAY, the fourteenth
day of January, 1885, at four o’clock in the afternoon for the following purposes, to wit:
To see if the stockholders will vote to change the

BABCOCK.

I was affected with
Trouble—

UO

1884,

STAGE

Pharmacy.)

a eel

niu

MEETING.

4 STATE STREET,
Boston, June 16,1883.
WOOD. POLLARD & CO..
Gentlemen:—I have made a chemical analysis of
a sample of “THE OXFORD RYE WHISKEY” and
And the same to be of excellent quality and fre$
from any adulteration. It is of full proof strength,
contains no artificial flavor or coloring, and is in
all respects pure.
JAMES F. BABCOCK.
Respectfully,

57

IUUU,

Refinery Office, Fore St., Portland, on Tues
13th day of January, 1885, at 3 o’clock p.
JOS. P. THOMPSON,
dec27dtd
Clerk.

(State Assayer and Inspector of Liq uors; late
Professor of Chemistry in Boston University and Massachusetts College of

WUUD,

UC1U1 U

WUiC

m.

Established 1803.

Analytical

UJUJ

MONDAY, Oct. 20,
Passenger Trains

On and after

at the

and the signal success attending our venture in
these particular goods leads us to call the attention
more forcibly to consumers who have not tried
THE OXFORD, that in order to appreciate a
really good, pure article, either for medicinal purposes or otherwise, should lose no time, or spend any
more money, until sat if fled by their own personal
experience by giving THE OXFORD one trial,
to prove what we say is absolutely true in every
particular. Prof. Jas. F. Babcock, our State Assayer, writes as follows:

JAMES F.

Directors, and action upon any other

KUOU

day, the

RYE

Kennebec

APALACHICOLA—Ar 29th, barque Levi S Andrews, Watts, Buenos Ayres.
MOBILE—Ar 29th, barque Onaway, Anderson,
Dem&rara.
Ar 29th, schs Lizzie B Willey,
PENSACOLA
Willey, Wood’s Holl; Jacob M Haskell, Allen, New
York.
KEY WEST—Ar 29th, sch Cyrus Hall, Coombs,

UIUIUWO

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Leaves

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank of Portland, will
be held at their Banking rooms on Tuesday the
thirteenth
of January, 1885, at 10 o’clock A.
M for the following purposes:
1st. For the choice of Directors for the ensuing

OXFORD

Callao Dec 27, ship Empire, Snow, from

cord, Fayal.

annual meeting of the stockholders of *‘The
Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the
election of seven Directors, and for the transaction

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

New York.
Sid 18th, seh Isaac Orboton, Trim, New York.
Ar at Baracoa Dec 6 th, sch Frank M Noyes, Col-

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

<»

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEAVARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
[>NLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
ll ways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

Sch John H Converse, Leighton, Sagua—Nutter,
Kimball & Co.
Sch A R Weeks, Henley, Cardenas—Isaac Emery.
Sch Stella Lee, Treat, Wiscasset, to load for Gloucester—J Nickerson & Son.

Cardiff.
Sid fm Manila Dec 25, ship Leonora, Peterson,
New York.
Sid fm Yokohama Nov 21, ship Vigilant, Gould,
for San Franoisco.
Ar at Curacoa Dec 27. sch Mary Bradford. Oliver,

Cashier.

WASmG^BLEACHDra THE

Cleared*

Ar at

GOULD,

Portland, Dec. 13,1884.declSeodtd

J G Craig, Webber, Boston—oil to J Conley

t*u

Chicago. Dec. 80.—Flour market is unchanged;
Southern Illinois and Missuri Wintei Wheat 3 7o@
4 26; Michigan Winter Wheat at 3 2o@3 76; low
grades Winter at 2 76 <£3 00; fancy Western Spring
extra at 3 26&3 60; good to choioe Spring extras at
8 00@3 26; Minn. bakers at 3 66@4 00; common
to good Minn. 3 00 a,3 60; new to choice Spring Supertine 2 00@3 00; good to faney Minn, patent at
4 00@6 00. Wheat higher; December at 76%@
70%c. No 2 Spring at 76%@76%c; No 3 at 66c;
Corn firmer
No 2 lied at 7v>Vac No 3 at 63@64c.
at S5y8@‘35%c. Oats steady. January at 25%c.
2
at
is
No
No 3 at
02ygc.
firm;
Burley
Kye higher;
46@58c. Fork steady at lO 85@10 87yg. Lard is
firm at 6 50@6 67%. Boxed Meats in fair request;
shoulders at 4 62ya@4 66; short rib at 6 6u@6 66;
short clear at 6 10,0,6 16. Whiskey steady at 1 13.
tieoelp'3 -Flour 18,000 1 bli-% wheat 168,000 bu,
corn 101,000 bum oat* 62 000 hush, rje 4,000
bu, barley 38,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbis, wheat 15 000 bu.
c.?u 106,000bush, oats 40,000 bush, rye 2000 bu,
barley 21,000 busn.

THE

passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamer New Brunswick, Lai com, St John, NB,
vi oi Eaatport for Boston.
Sch Mary E Morse, Coloord, Baltimore—coal to
Boston & Maine RR.
Sch Ralph Sinnett, Pinkham, Baltimore-coal to
Sargent. Dennison & Co.
Sch Frank Maria. Woodward, Rondout—cement
to L C Cummings & Co.
Sch Delhi. Falker, Boston, to dock for repairs.
Soh Margie, Gulliver, Boston, to lay up.
Sch Harvest Home, straiton, Boston.
Sch Duroc, Johnson, Boston—oil to J Conley &
Sch

on

11
o’clocka. m., to choose fire Directors for the ensuto
advise
on
the
of
ing year. Also,
apexpediency
plying for an extension of the corporate existence of
the bank, which expires in August next.
EDWARDGOULD, Cashier.
Dec. 12th, 1884.
deol2dtd

TUESDAY, Dec. 30.
Arrived*
Steamship Polinesian, (Br) Brown, Liverpool—

& Son.

shareholders of the National Traders Bank,
of Portland, are hereby notified that their an-

THE

dlyr

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Son.

CHAS. PAYSON,
Cashier.
dtd

Portland, Dee. 12.1884.

decl2

MINIATURE ALMANAC... .{DECEMBER 31.
Bun rises.7.17 I H1-h watar I ..10.10 AM
f .10.38 PM
Bun sets..4 12 I

—

16 octaves wine

Aec30d3t»_WALTER

Puebla.New York.. Hav&V Crux Jan 1
Brooklyn.Portland... Liverpool... .Jan 1
Circassian.Halifax,. ...Liverpool....•*)an 3

City

Annual

THE

DaYS OP STEAMSHIPS.

(By Telegraph.)
vkw York, Dec. 30.—Floor market—receipts
20,283 bbls;exports 4000 bbls; very firm and 6®10
bbl higher with a moderate export and fair jobFOREIGN FORTH.
bing trade demand; sales 23,200 bbls.
Ar at Yokohama 25th inst, ship Wm H Lincoln,
Flour, No 2 at 2 20®2 76; Snp.Western and State
Daily, New York.
at 2 60®2 90; common to good extra Western and
Sid fm Hong Kong Oct 31, ship L J More, Veazie,
State 2 8o@3 40; good to choice do at 3 60@6 10: j
New; York; Nov 19, Undaunted, Hamilton. Victoria
good to choice White Wheat Western extra at
Sid fm Calcutta Nov 26, barque Adolph Obrig
4 75®4 90; fancy do 6 00® 5 20; common to good
Staples, New York.
extra Ohio at 2 86®6 16; common to choice extra
Ar at Lisbon Dec 19th, barque Stephen G Hart.
St. Louis at 2 85(®5 76: Paten Minnesota extra
Pearson, New Orleans.
good to prime 4 76®4 85: choice to double extra
Passed Gibraltar Dec 12, barque A C Bean, Fosdo *at 4 90®6 36, including 4900 bbls City Mill
ter. from Trieste for America.
extra at 4 40@4 60;1200 bbl'a tine 2 20@2 75;1600
Ar at Honolulu 4th iust, barque C O Whitmore,
bbls Superfine at 2 50®2 90; 4000 bbls extra No 2
Calhoun, Port Blakely.
at 2 86 0/3 40; 430‘» bbls Winter Wheat extra at
Sid Dec 2, barque Abble Carver, Pendleton, for
2 85®6 20; 6,600 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 8* ®
Hong Hong.
6 25; Southern flour stronger; common to fair extra
at rurnainuuco j>ov 41, narque Atioe, uuriug,
3 10i®3 90; good to choice 3 96@5 40. Rye flour
Johb It Stauhope, DcWinter; Bonny Boon, Cole;
firm at 3 2fc@3 60. Wheal—receipts 16,275 bush;
sch Fred A Carle, Jones, ldg.
exports 42,822 bush; %@l%c higher, closing Arm
Ar at Jeremie 1st inst, sch Mary E Douglas, Perer with moderate export demand, sales 198,000 bu
kins. New York.
ot> spot; No 2 Spring at 87c; No 1 hard 94 7-16c;
Sid Dec 4, Bch Lizzie Major, Foster, Gonaives, to
No 3 Red 81@821/4c; No 2 Red 87@87%cin elev.
load logwood.
No 1 Red State at 93c; No 1 White State at 88. Rye
Sid fm Barbadoes Not 30, barque Bessie Simpson,
nominal. Barley dull. i:«rn excited and irregular;
Bradford, Calais.
receipts 66,102 bush; exports 66,933 bush; sales
In port Dec 10, sch G H Holden, Pinkbam, from
DJ-VU,
Tuyj IJIll 7, t, HU ^
1UU,UVU
Georgetown, SC, ar 6tb.
at 7o@77c; No 2 for December 66,a80c.closing 76.
At Port Spain Dec 0, brig Fannie B Tucker, Syl
Oat* opened trifle better, afterwards weakened and
vaster, from Philadelphia, ar 4tb; sch Isaiah rf
closed shade lower with less doing; receipts 20,900
Stetson, Trasa, wtg.
bush: sales 92,000 bu on spot; No 3
bu; exports
Ar at Demarara Dec 3d, Mignon, Colcord, Boston
at 34c; do White 36c; No 2 at 34%,<a36c elev; No 2
Ar at Havana Dec 26, barques Havana, Rice, New
White at 36@36yee; No 1 at 36c; do White at 88c;
York; Georgietta, Wallace, Machiae.
Mixed Western 34a 3;tc; Whit do at 35@39o; White
Sid 20th, barque Allan Wilde, Newmou, Dela
State at 30@38%e. Coffee is dull. Nugar dull and
ware Breakwater via Cardenas;
sell Geo Walker
unchanged; refined quiet; C at 4%@4%c;Ex C 4%
Caibarien.
Wright,
@4% c, White do 5@5y8;Yellow 4%@4%; off A at
Ar at Matanzas Dec 21, sch Mabel Hooper, Sta
5%@6%c; standard A at 6%c; G >nlec A at 5% c;
pies, Alexandria.
powdered at 6%@6%: granulated 6Vsc; Cubes at
Sid fm Nassau, NP, 22d, sch Minnie Smith, Arey
6i4@6 6-J6c; cut loai and crushed at 0%c. Peto load cedar and mahogany for New
Caibarien,
troleum—united at/4c. Tnliow steady. Pork
York.
firm; mess 6pot at 12 25@12 60; family mess 12 26
@12 76. Beef quiet. L<ard opened 2@4 points lowSPOKEN.
er,later recovered, closing steady; Western steam
Nov 4, lat 4 S. Ion 31 W, brig Leonora, Munroe
gpot at 6 96@7 00; refined quoted at 7 26 for contifrom New York for Mazatlan.
neut; S. A. 7 60. Butter is firmer. State 16@28c;
Western 9a33e. Cheese steady ;Eastern 9@! 2% c.
When
to
Liverpool
steam
6d.
weak,
Freights
V/U

Brig St. Francais, Portland to River Plate,lumb

private

4

c.

Dec. 30.—Cattle market

Market Beef—Extra at 8 00®9 00; first quality
at 7 00@7 50; second
quality 6 00@6 60: third
quality at 4 00@4 50.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen Ip pair at $100®$225;
Milch Cows and Calves $20®$48; Farrow Cows at
$16®$30; fancy $50®$8U; Yearlings at *10@820;
two years old $14®$30; three years at $24@$42;
receipts of cattle 864|head. $
Swine—Receipts 12,261 head; Western fat Swine
live, 4V2®5c; Northern dressed 6%.3
Sheep and Lambs—sales Sheep In lots at 1 60@
4 00 each; extra at 4 50@o 00; Receipts 4215;
Veal Calves 2% @7%.

...

heads 2-

76; Pip@1Ha
Cl

Provisions.

iSutter.

PoilocK.1

—

:nnn,n.nn

Eggs—Fresh

\

Haddock...
Ha e...

a

Eastern 28®29c; fancy 30c; held
stock 18®25c; Northern 2<J@27o; New York 25®
26c;Vermont 27®28c,Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 26@27c; Islands 26®27c; West 24@26c;
limed East 20@31o: Canada ao 20c; West do 19%
20c.
Potatoes—Northern and Eastern 60®53c; Houlton 66@67c -p bush at the roads; prolifles 48@60c;
Eastern ao 60®53c.

PorkCranberries—
Cape Codl6 00.®17 001 Backs. ..16 eoaie 0<
Maine.. 12 00® 13 00
Clear.... 14 50@J 6 O'
Pea Beane.... 1 90@2 00
Mqfs.13 00@13 6 )
Meolum8....1 *55,3,1 75 Mess Beef.. 11 60@11 O' >
Ex Mess..11 60@12 O' >
German modi 7632 00
Yellow Eyee2 00(32 16
Plate.12 60@13 O' )
Ex Plate.14 00® 14 6' >
Onions ^bbl. 2 00®2 25
Irish Potatoes 45®60c Hams.
ll@HMi 5
9c Hams,covered 13
doa.... 25
Sgga
@14
17:320 Lard—
Turkeys
Geese,
15@17| Tub, ft... 7Va@ 7fy ,
Chickens,
12® 151 Tierces..
7Ms® 7®/i
7% @8“/
Fowl.10®12c Pail.

N Y

Apples—We quote good Greenings
Cn.au*- Anrvtuc
4- 1

Baldwin* 1 66@1 86 & bbl, fancy 2 00; Hubbards
ton at 2 00®2 25 <£> bbl. Evaporated Apples at 6®
8c p lb.
Hay—Choice prime bay quoted 17 00@$18$’ ton
medium to good hay at $16 0Q@$17 00; Eastern
fine $15 00@$17 00; poor at $12@$14; Eastern
swale 10@$11. Rye straw, choice, $19 00®$20;
oat straw $9@$il$’ton.
xttttter—Wo quote Northern creamery at 27®28c;
New York and
Vermont
dairy at 24®25o;
Franklin County at—®26c; fair to good 22@24c;
long dairies at 36@20c, fancy higher; choice Westorn fresh-made creamery at 27®28c; June creameries at 24®26c: Western dairy at )7@18c; ladle
packed at 16@18c; do fair to good |10®16c; imitation creamery, choice, at 3§20e. Jobbing prices
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 12%@12%o, fancy
13c; lower grades according to quality; West 11®

ll%c.

Winter Wheat
Hide,car lota.$20&>23 0<
do Dag lots 21@£24 CX
atents.5 00®5 75
Produce*

80. —The following were to-day’s
Butter. Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Pork-Long cuts, 15 50®16 00; short cuts 15 00
@16 60: backs $16 00@16 60; light backs 15 00@
$16 60; lean ends 16 60®$16 00 prime mesB $14®
$ 16; extra prime $12@12 50; mess, 13 00@13 60;
pork tongues $16 00®16 60.
Lard at 7%®7%c F lb for tierees; 8&8%c for
10-tb pails: 8%@8%c for 6-lb pails; 8%@8»/4C
for 3-ft pails.
Fresh Beef—Fair steers at 8@9c
ft; choice at
9@9%c; light steers at 7f®7%c; fancy heavy
hinds ll@12d; good do at 10®llc; light 8%@10c;
good heavy fores 6% ®7; sec quality 6@6%c: rattles at 5@6c; ribs at 6@8c; rumps at 10@131/ac;
rounds at 'i@8%c; rump loins at ll@16c: loins at
16®18c; light 12® 16c.
oeans—choice large hand picked pea at 1 65@
1 60 ^ bush; choice New York small hand-picked
at do J 60® 1 65; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
at 1 75@1 80; common to good at $1 40@1 60;
cfioice screened do
@1 40; hand-picked med
1 60®1 65, and choice screened do 1 35® 1 40;commoD (To;l 25@1 30; choice improved yellow-eyes at
2 00®2 06; old-fashioned yellow-eyes 1 80@1 95;
red kidneys 2 30®2 40.
Boston,' Dec.

quotations o

•

Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Stroudwater Hall Co., will be held in their
on
Hall,
Saturday, Jan. 3d, 1885, at 7.30 p. m., to
choose officers fi r the ensuing year, and to transact
other
business that may come before them.
any
FICKETT, Clerk.

Bunpesn Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
DONOON.Dec. 30.—U. S. 4%s, 116%; 4s. 126%.
Liykkpool, Deo. 30 -12.30 P M.-Cotton market
dull; uplands at 6d; Orleans at 6%d; sales 8,000
bales; speculation and export 600 bales.
Liverpool, December 30.—Winter wheat 6s 9dig
7s Id; spring wheat at 6s 9d@7s d; California average at 6s 9d@7s; club at 7s@7s 3d; Corn 6s 6%d;
peas 6s 9d. Provisions, etc.,—Pork at 67s 6d; bacon at 32s 6d for short clear; 31 6d for long clear;
lard, prime vvestern 36s 6d; cheese 62s 6d; tallow

—

jRodton market*

<

PorUant!

on

—

!

rnHHrnciA!

of 6 cents; later months opened
closing a shade lower; Wo 2 spot was 17c

Con.
Chollar. 2%
XeUow Jacket...
1%
Onion

;

19 cents

1%

Navajo
|

Stroud water Hall Company.

__

..

Mexican....

In this city, Dec. 30, Mrs. Ursula S. Millikeu
aged 73 years. [Boston papers copy.]
[Funeral on Tharsday forenoon at 10.30 o’clk.
In Deering, Dec. 30. John B Coyle, aged 79 year
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock, a
his lase residence.
In Deering, Dec. 29, Elezur B. Forbes, aged T.
year a 0 months.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk
at his late residence. Hartford papers copy.]
At Boston Highlands, Mass., Dec. 28, Mrs. Hai
riet Cnild, widow of the late Chas. W. Child, age<
74 years 18 days.
[Funeral service this afternoon at 2 o’clock, a
her son’s residence, No. 847 Congress street. Kela
tives and friends are invited to attend.

A

....

...

In Deering, Dee. 28, by Rev. F. M. Houghton
John D. Langdon and Mips Mary F. Wooubury
both of Portland.
In Bath, Dec. 25, C. Fred Eaton of Brocton, Maas
and Miss Fannie Webber.
In Bath, Dec. 17. Chas. L. Powers and Miss Alia 1

STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held in the Li*
brary Room, Mechanics Building on THURSDAY
EVENING. Jan. 1st, at 7.30 o’clock.
dec30*d3tR. B. SWIFT, Secretary.

Sayaenah, Deo. 30.—Cotton quiet; Middling upland! 10 E-16o.
Charleston, Dec. 30.—Cotton.steady; Middling
uplands 10% o.
Memphis, Dec. 30.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands 10% o.,

34s.

...

....

because he was a doubter, yet a

hoars

A Georgia man has paid for a farm with tin
melons off it, to say nothing of the strugglin;
young doctors he has firmly established ii 1

Do roller... * 7 6®6 00

Why is Athlophoros a specific for rheumatism and neuralgia? This is important. BeHow natural?
cause it is a natural remedy.

goes

lies the relief you seek. It is easily appliei 1
with the finger. Price 50 cents at druggists
60 cents by mail. Ely Bros., Owego, N. Y.

L

The inventor of a new medicine advertises
for a man to act as agent and undertake its
•ale, adding that it will prove “highly lncra4itta

To rkstobb sense of taste, smell or hearin,
Ely’s Cream Balm. It cures all cases o E
Catarrh, Hay Fever, Colds in the Head, Head
ache and Deafness. It is doing wonderfu I
work. Do not fail to procure a bottle, as in i t
use

soon

Batting.8@9@10@10%@11%|(18%

A. T.f S. F.. 76%
Boston ft Maine.166
Flint ft Pere Marquette preferred. 84
do common
17
New York ft New Eng.... 1... 12%
Mexican Coutral 7s.
42%
L. K. ft Ft Smith. 18

me. Si:
The firBt
doses put me on my feet, it has now entire! 1
cured me and I hare had no trouble since.”

healing salve, and the finger

••

M, O. M. A.

land! 10 7-16o.

ItAILUOABS.

KAII.ltO.4DN.

HEETIflOR.

New Oelsaks, Deo. 80.—Cotton flrmi Middling
upland! royac.
Mobile, Dec. 30.—Cotton is easy; (Middling up-

...

__

a

Fancy 11%@14

BOSTON STOCKS.

Dolt.
Don’t suffer any longer with the pains am I
aches of Rheumatism, which make life a but
den to you. Relief, speedy and permanen
can be procured at the nearest drug store, ii t
the form of Kidney-Wort. Elbridge Malcoln
of West Bath Maine, says: “I was complete
ly prostrated with Rheumatism and Kidne;

Three cups of light dough; work in one
cup of butter, oue cup of sugar, two eggs,
three
one teaspoouful of soda dissolved iD
one teacup of
tablespoonfuis of milk,
the
and
let it
taste,
ekopped raisins; spice.to
get quite light before baking,

with

els. Brown
7«14%
Bleached, 8@16%

Cotton Flam

Block market.

Don’t You

CAKE.

CURRANT

Silesias.10%@18

tollowing quotations
daily bv telegraph:

Domestic Receipts.

EGGS FOE

f

Batteens. @
Cambrics. 6@ 6%

The

“It is claimed that the fine rootlets of tur
nips stretch out east and west.” The turui >
knows no North and no Sonth.

AGRICULTURAL.

«W

Best.14
Medium... 10%@13%
7
@9
Denims,best 13%@16%
Ducks. 9 @13%

light.

Upper Lisle, Broome Co., N. Y.

Rockland, 0. S. Ar drew*,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, If. B. Kendrick & CO.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Robert*.
Waldoboro. G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, A. H. Seabury.

LOAF

TICKINGS,KTO.
Drills...,. 80 9
8%
@16% Corset Joans.. 6%

Tickings,

in.

SUNDAYS AT J.OOP. HI.* Express for Bos
ton and principal Way Stations, arriving in
Boston at 5.30 p. m.
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON.FOR PORT-

Steamers of this Company run as
follows:
STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
leaves Portland every THURSDAY at ] 1.00p.m. for
Hocklnud, Coniine, Deer lair, Medgwick,
Mouth Weal Harbor, Bar llarhor and Ml.
Deaerl Ferry, and leave Mt. Desert herry every
SATURDAY at 10.00 a. in., alter arrival of trains
leaving Portland Fridays at 11.00 p. m., for Millbridge, JoneapoiI, Machinaporl and Fuel
port; or parties for these points desiring to do so
can take the iteamer at Portland.
STEAMER LOKGPKLLOW
leaves Mt. Desert Ferry every TUESDAY at 9.10 p
after
arrival of day train from Itostonand Portm.,
land, for Eaatport, Rigby and Aannpalia and

9.10
every FRIDAY at
tor
p. m.
Digby
and Annapolis direct;
connecting at Iiigwith
weetern
Counties
by
Rwy. for Ynrand
at
uionih.
with Windsor A
Annapolis Rwy. for Halifax and Wav Stations
The Direct Route for Freight and
Passengers to
and from all points on the coast of Mains and
Nova

Annapolis

Scotia.
For
otlice.

further information inquire at Company’s

PAYSON TUCKER, Qen’l Manager
E. CUSHI NO, Uon’l Supt.
declTdtf

LAND
AT 7.30,9.00 a. m., 1J.30 and 7.00 p.
week rlays, and 7.00 p. ua. Sundays.
Parlor cars
and Pullman
ern

division.

through trains
sleeping cars on night
on

Through tickets

of

ua.

both divisions
trains of East

to all points South and West, a
depot ticket offices, and at Union Tick
OAlce, 40 Exchange St., Portland.
JAS. T. FUJRBEK, Gcn’l Manager.
dtf
deol$

Dr. REM’S
OFFICE,

Portland
et

No. 4 TOLMAN PLACE.
Open from Jun. 1 lb lo Jan. Hlk.
olb
dU

«•»

MUMiHiirriWBB——————

THK
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THE INNOCENTS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING. DEC. 81.

Their Annual Christmas Dinner at
City Hall.

CITY AND VICINITY.
HEW ADVERTINEMENTt* TODAI.

CHILDREN’S

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Lecture—Pine Street Church.
Portland Skating Itlnk.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Notice—Owen, Moore & Co.
Tne Portland Trust

Da- Free

C.

n.

Hereby Given.

Metapbyrical f reatment—Dr. F. E. Baiter.
Lost—Money
Wanted Ladies and Gentlemen.
M. C. M. Association.
AUCTION SALES.
Furs, Buffalo and Wolf Robes, Ac.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

r

Easels, Andirons,

Fire

Fenders,

&e.

The balance of fire fenders, andirous brass
easels, &c., left over from F. O. Bailey & Co’s
auction Bale yesteiday will be (disposed of at
private sale this morning.
Advice to mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should always be used when children are catting te6th.
It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet Bleep by relieving the
child from pain, and the little cbernb awakes
as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to
taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums,
allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowbls, and is the,best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or ether
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
declO

WS&M&wlyr
Hlanicipitl
BEFORE

'*'rnp-.«T>
—John
and costs.
XuwuAchB Melody,
days in ilie comity
Thomiu Melody,

jail.

Marks

GOULD.

Xocktdb, intoxication; Jfined $3
intoxication; second offence; 60
jail.
assault; 30 days in the county

Bernstein, assault; continued fer sentence.
Vniliru..
tl.r.mnnc
iln.
.w.d

Williom V

$3 and

cos.s.

Joseph W. Stetson, cruelty to animals; fined $10
and costs and 60 days iu county jail.
£. S. Bidlon.
D. A. Mealier.
JediagMi
The
Bright and spring-like yesterday.
mereury stooe at 41° at sunrise, 49° at noon and
45° at sunset; wind southwest.
C. D. B. Fisk will keep his store under the
Falmouth open nutil the 10th o( January.
We are glad to bear that Mr. Charles
Hartshorn, the popular conductor on the
Ogdensburg, is improving in health.
Rev. 8. W. * driance, late of Deering, will
be Installed pastor of the New Highland Congregational church iu Lowell to-morrow.
It is thought that Mr. Stevens, who was inUriel

jured

at

the Grand Trank rouud-hous9 Mon.

day night, will recover.
Rev. F M. Houghton has received

unanimous invitation to continue pastor of the First
Universalist church in Deering another year.
We have received calendars for 1885 from
the New England Mutual Life
Insurance
a

Company.
The Dominion and Allan Line steamers bad
flags at half mast for Capt. Coyle yes-

their

terday.
The Willis

Chatauqua

Wednesday evening

Circle will meet
with Mrs. B. M. East-

man, No. 91 Emery street.
The Portl .nd Wheel Club will give an exhibition drill at the Alameda, Bath, Jan. 22d.
A ball or fancy skating party will be given
after the drill.
The Bricklayer’s Union of this city held a
meeting yesterday and adopted resolutions of
respect io the memory of the late Charles H.
Jordan, a member of the Union.
The working of the pumps in Biddeford’s
new waier works was tested
yesterday in the
presence of Hon. Geo. P. Wesoott of this city
and others. Everything was satisfactory.
Flags were at half mast on the steamers of
the International and Portland Steam Packet
Company yesterday ont of respect to the
memory of the late Capt. Coyle.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merrill, as printed in

yesterday’s Pbe^s, shoo Id have read Mr. and
Mrs. Charles S. Morrill. They left for California yesterday.
At the adjourned meeting of the First Free

Baptist Society

Monday evening the

name

“Plymouth First Baptist Church”j was decided
upon for the new chnrch.
A Finnish clergyman, Rev. F. G. Nikander,
U in town on his way to Michigan where 3,000 of his people propose to settle. He is of
the Reformed faith.
The Garfield Cold Water Battalion will
have a Christmas entertainment at the Reform School to-night. Lunch will be served
at 6 p.m., and exercises by the battalion will
take place at 7 p. m.
Mrs. Oren Ring accidentally
misstepp6^
while going down the cellar stairs at her residence on Congress street, Monday, and braised
herself very badly. It is feared she fraotared
a

rib.
Mr.

Greeley, who was injured at the etable
at the transfer station in this city some time
ago, received a benefit concert from the Cumberland Band at Cumberland Centre Monday
night,

which was well patronized.
A horse attached to a light sleigh

ran

away

Congress
yesterday afternoon, and
smashed the sleigh to pieces.
He ran into
Foss and Deering’s team and was thrown
down when be was cangbt.
The Polynesian, Cant. Ritchie, arrived from
Liverpool via Halifax, yesterday. She brought
8 cabin, 7 intermediate and 19 steerage passengers. Her trip from Liverpool to Halifax
was made in eight days and her passage was
street

on

delightful one.
Capt. R'tchie, Steamship Polynesian, Allan
Line; S. D. Leavitt of Eastporc, Chas E. Galacar of Boston, Edmund Wilson of Thomaston,
J. C. Williard of Hartford, Ct., L. Weiseopp
of Syracuse, N. Y., N. S. Myrick of Boston,
and Geo. C. Sargent of Boston were at the
Falmouth Hotel last night.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Fob Sale, To Let,
Boabd and Rooms and Lost and Found, not
exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Pees* one week, for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of the Press makes it the

a

best medium for these advertisements.
The managers of
the charity ball, upon
balancing their acoounts, find that they have
realized for the object of the bail about four
cular obligation fcr generous assistance to
Messrs. Owen, Moore & Co., Walter Corey &
Co., Charles E. Jose & Co., the gentlemen
who arranged the decorations, and
many
others who contributed to the enjoyment and
■ncce8s of the occasion.
We wish to call special attention to the lecture advertised t> be given at Pine street
charch on Saturday evening by President
Smith of Kent’s Hill Seminary. The Lewiston Journal in commenting on this lecture
attar it had bean given in that city says:
The lecture was no dry recital of detail, bnt
a most interesting description of several historical castles and crags, together with amusing and initructive incidents of travel.
Mew Year’s

Mails,

The "Little Women’’ will give a very pretty
fancy dress party at City Hall tonight, in aid
of the "Old Men’s Home.” The “court minuet,” of which we have before spoken, will be a
prominent feature of the evening. Tbe Portland Wheel Clnb drill squad will give aa exhibition of their skill on the bicycle, and tbe
young ladiee of the "annex” will bare charge
There will be an
of tbe refreshment rooms.
attractive order of dances and good music.
The “Knightly Six” will give a New Year's
ball at Army & Navy Hall tonight, which will
be well patronized by all lovers of dancing.

Waltzing and “tbe German” will be in order at Gilbert’s this evening, and as nsnal on
these occasions there will be a handsome party
present.

and to tell the names of donors would take np
all onr space.
Among the thanks that should
be awarded are those dne Mrs. Gilson and her
able corps of assistants in the refreshment

happy idea to make children the officers of the
club, as was done after the last dinner, and
teach them those habits of method and system

room; to Mrs. J. W. Deering and her assistants in the dining room, and to Misses Glark,
Spring, Pajsou, Sparrow and Milliken, who
had charge of the decorations of the tree.

which will be of such value to them in atter
years. In conse quence of this plan, the children, some 1200 in number, have met quarterly
and made preparations for wbat has been
known as Innocents’ Day, because the first
Christmas Club dinner was given on the date
ef that church feast. But it was during the
past few days that the most active and efficient
work has been done, and pages could be filled
with the doings of different child members to
add to the pleasure of their little guests. It is
delightful to see the habit of giving thus early
inculcated in the breasts of these, our future
meu and
women. It is astonishing, too, to
note from whence contributions came.
Not
only from Portland, but Bister cities ail over
the Union added their
if nnlv in iha

shape of

THE BELIUIUN

perhaps chiefly, the result of the profound impression made by outward nature npon the inward mind of man. Thera is, indeed, another
great factor- the influence of God anon great
Bat this influence lies largely in the
leaders.
It is not easily measured.
realm of mystery.
The influence of Nature on man is clearly
manifested.
In the religion of India we saw

a

preparing the food for the banquet. In the
hall proper Mr. Frank B. Knapp performed
herculean work in the short time be occupied
in putting the tables up and the club owes
him a great deal ol praise for the interest he
has taken and the labor performed in its behalf. All the various departments were in
shape in much quicker time this year than

man

before and when the hour arrived for the
dinner it was remarkable to see the rapidity
with which the
great hosts of guests wag
marshaled and handled without a particle of

confusion.
Before twelve o’clock the sidewalks in front
of the City Buildiug were filled with children,
and soon the lower corridor was crowded not
only with the guests of the Club, who were all
under thirteen years of age, but by many less
fortunate children who hoped they too might
have a share; but this was impossible, and the

Truant officer, with several policemen firmly,
but gently, soon had order out of turmoil and
the children gathered in lines, ticket in hand,
ready to pass the ticket takers. Up stairs the
olub members, with their badges worn on the
breast, stood ready to usher the little ones into
their places as seon as the order should be
given. All of this marshaling and directing

by Mr.

M. B. Gilbert,(whose skill in
this direction is notorious.
Prior to the sections, of twenty-two children each, being
taken in hand by a member of the club acting

marshal, their outside garments were left
in the cloak room and Mrs. Atwood, who had
charge of this department must have a wonderful head for she not only took charge of
every garment of the G50 guests but knew just
what belonged to each when the day’s enteras

tainment was concluded.
At 1.30 p.m. to the musio of Chandler’s
Band the little folks marched in and took their
places at the thirty tables, at each of which
seats for 22 had been provided. Little Paulina Madison, a Swede, a tiny tot of three
years led off, and her iDfant mind could hardly grasp the glorieB that greeted her eyes. The
lone tables, set off bv the hrivht entered naner

napkins

every hue; the Christmas tree on
the stage, resplendent in its gold and silver
trimmings and festoons of red, white and bine;
the ocean of toys that decorated the stage; the
crowds of gaily dressed spectators in the galleot

ries, conspicuous among whom were the yellow caps of the “Little Bees;” and added to
all these, the music of the band, ceased the
child to continually stop and stare, with bated
breath, causing many a pause to the army advancing from the rear.
Seats had been provided for 220 of the chilwas all that conld be thus accommodated. The reBt had to stand, bat evidently
considered it no deprivation.
They all were
as neat as wax and over 400 of them had been

dren, which

provided with comfortab.e garments by the
committee over which Mrs. Henry Taylor presided. On each plate was placed a biscuit,
pieces of turkey and chicken, and a piece of
pie. Beside each plate was placed a cap of
water.
There were dishes in the centre of the
table holding a bountiful extra supply of food,
The amount of food sent in was so generous
that every child had all that he or she conld
eat, and the large corps of children waiters
were unsparing in their attention.
When the children were all in place Mr.
Elliott C. Mitchell, the president of the clnb—
who with eight other officers of the institution were located ou the stage—called them to
order and spoke as follows:
president’s address.
My Friends and Fellow Members of the
C. C. C.:
This being onr third Christmas anniversary
dinner, I think our club may now be regarded
no longer as an experiment or as an incidental
visitor, bat as an institution which has come
here » stay. Its success on this occasion will
prove, I trust, at 1'eaBt equal to that of the two
preceding years. Tbo members of the club
have certainly done their part to make it so.
But to the mauy ladies and gentlemen who
have so kindly and generously assisted ns, its
Bnccess is, of coarse, chiefly due, and T am
sure the members of the club
would not forgive me if 1 should fail to give them cordial
thanks.
But my chief duty at this moment, as I
understand it, is to extend to our 600 guests a
hearty welcome to the Christmas feast provided for them. Instead, therefore, of con*
sumiug yonr precious time by (rying to make a
s; etch, let me beg yon, after the Rev. Dr.
Small has asked God’s blessing, to consume
the good things before yon with a hearty good
will. And when tj-night yon shall have all
gone to yonr beds, let no bad dreams or horrid
nightmare dare to drive from yonr minds the
pleasant memories of these Christmas joys.
At the close of Mr. Mitchell’s remarks, Rev.
Dr. Small of the First Baptist Church made a
few remarks ou the origin of Christmas, after
which he invoked the Divine blessing, At
the close of the prayer the children were told
to “go in.”
And they did.
The play of
knife, fork, and spoon continned for a good
hoar withoat any interruption.
Alter me uuuureu were

saubiiea,

me

liuies

quickly removed under Mr. Knapp’s supervision, the boys’ broom brigade swept np
the crnmbs in no time, amidst the cheers of
the small guests, and then Mrs. Purington,
the director of entertainments, came forward
and the f in began.
First, Mrs. Susan Fobes
of Baltimore, a lady who a few years ago was
one of the best amateur
actresses in Portland,
recited
with
and expression
great taste
were

“Mother Goose and Santa Clans.”
Then the
children all saug in nnison with great sweetness and expression the carol, "Carol, Sweetly
Carol,” under the direction of Mrs. Merrill,
masic instructor of the public schools, in
which she bad drilled them with great cars
lor several weeks and which they were unexpectedly called upon to sipg upon this occasion
Next eight young ladies gave the retrograde
march and quadrille which elicited shouts of
laughter from the children, and were followed
by little Master Skillings, the youthful cadet
in his wonderful "silent manual.”

Elegant

Christmas cards,

bad been contributed,

were

snhiapatad hv Natara.

Greece,

ever

done

GREECE.

The Rev. Henry Blanchard delivered the
sixth lecture in his course on "The Great Religions of the World” last evening in the
veBtry of the Congress square church, to a
large audience, the subject being "The Religion of Greece.”
Mr. Blanchard began by saying that the
series of lectures already delivered clearly
showed the fact that all religions were largely,

Europe

waB

0F

Bev, Mr. Blmichard’a Lecture Last Evening.

simple toy, and friends of the club
forwarded novel gifts.
From and after ten o’clock yesterday City
Hall, aod its ante-rooms, was a scene of er
tr^ordir ary bustle. In the Reception Hall
the carvers were at work dissecting fowl, and

in
Oust.

JUDGE

task,—and so every child bad a suitable present provided.
Many of the gifts were very
handsome.
A magnificent doll, dressed in
light plash, is to be sent to a girl too sick to go
to the festival. A little girl of 7 i years of age
eent a baby’s night drets, every stitch of
which was Be wed by her, and every button held
made by her, and all the trimming put on by
her.
Miss Mamie Fletcher sent in a singing
doll that chants the “3weet bye and bye,” and
some of the boys made very handsome babyhonsss and famished them.
Quantities of
presents of every description were provided,

fortuaate

Found—Wallet.

Brass

CHRISTMAS

Portland to their guests, the children not so
as themselves, and whose Christmas
cheer is that with which the club provides
them. The columns of this paper, for several
days past, have been full of the preliminary
details of the affair, the appointment of committees, of waiters, carvers, and, in short, the
organization which has made this year’s festival a much more emphatio success, even,
than its predecessors. Then again it was a

Lockwood.

Maiue Mutual Accident Association.
For wale- Ck-stnut Mare.
Notice is

THE

Yesterday marked the third annual dinner
given by the Children’s Christmas Club of

Company.

amt F. W.

BV

of which many
presented to the

cbiicuen by Harry Jocelyn, George Deake,
Will Adie and Jack Brown. Then all tk«
children sang "Marching Through Georgia,”
and the great hall re-echoed with the childish
voices. A great feature of the afternoon was

little Miss Carpenter as Mother Goose on the
Hobby Horse, and she not only managed her
steed with great graoe, bat the whole "get-ap
was Very artistic. Then all the ebarao era ap-

Tn t.ha raliainn

nf

shall see man exhiarated by Nature. We soon see that tbe religion is without
the feeling of awe—that we may say its gods
are made in the image of men.
Here theD in this bright land of Greece we
have the spectacle of a joyous religion endurdnring for centuries and, at last, collapsing in
scepticism and gloom.
Hook at one of its festivals to sea its j yousnesi-; then listen to the words of Euripides
and Plato us they sueer at or condemn tbe reThen hear Epicnrns in
ligion of their land.
his Atheism.
The lecturer here described the
festival of the goddess Minerva at Athens and
then quoted from|P!ato.
The periods clearly marked in the religion
of Greece are the time anterior to Homer—
the centuries succeeding till the rise of the
drama and philosophy—the days of decadence
as dramatist and philosopher treated with contempt the myths of Homer. In the first period
we see a simple, joyons natnre worship.
To
npderstand it we need only to study the conand
climate of Greece.
figuration
By studying onr maps we can see how great is the sea
coast of Greece. Its peninsular form, its many
bays, give it a sea line of very great extent in
comparison with its square miles of inland territory. Now the sea always brightens tbe wits
of men. Then the climate was delightfal and
favored bodily perfection.
The Olympian
games aided this. The Greeks became a magnificent race of physically developed men.
They exalted in their abounding vitality.
so
They felt themselves
thoroughly
it
alive
that
was
for
them to
easy
all
feel
that
natnre
was
also
alive.
Hence their faith in gods and goddesses of
and
woods
streams and sea. It is impossible to
enter into
details of this early iperiod. In
tbe second, the religion is practically tbe religion of tbe gods of Olympus. For now we
see the influence cf the two great poets—Homer and Hesiod, and
especially of Homer
Greece had no priestly caste—it had no sacred
books. Homer’s poems served Greece as Bibles
have served other lands. Bat he merely .nude
use of long accepted stories of the gods. Gradually,without doubt,the nature worship under
went a change, so that the gods became separate from nature—personalities of themselves
instead oijpowers or life of woods or streams er
Homer accepted these, and made them
sea.
still more real by his Iliad and Odyssey. Very
hnmau indeed, were these gods.
Their wotshippers did not stand in awe of them. They
were not a
As the
terror, but a delight.
Greeks in Athens or Suarta thought cf these
gods of Olympus, the |celieved that the gods
feasted, talked, made love, made war, deceived
one auother, became angry and wero
recnneiied. There was a story that Jupiter hung his
wife up in mid-heaveu with anvils tied to her
heels—that Vulcan untied them, and, therefore wag pitched from Olympus down into the
island ot Lemnos and so was made lame. There
was no guidance from such
god.
They allowed the worshippers to think what they
to
do
what
and
would,
they chose. No wonder Heraclitus said “Men are mortal gods aud
the gods are immortal men.”
The third period is of decadence because the
great dramatists Sophocles and .iH’chylus and
great Socrates and Plato teach that men are to
be virtuous, that a Power above the gods of
Olympus brings punishment to sin. Ife cau
easily see how such a religion must decline
the mcment the teachings of a materialist, for
Homer was this, one criticised by believers in
a God who loves righteousness.
Socrates and
Plato, Sophocles and iUscbylns were apostles
of righteousness.
The masses opposed the
teachers and the teachings, but the religion
was doomed. The lesson of that doom is clear.
No religion can endure which has not awe for
its gods and righteousness for its end. The
student sees the deficiencies of the religion of
Greece in these particulars—first, it had no
fittiug idea of God; secondly, it bad no inspiring hope of immortality; thirdly, it ,had po
satisfying ouswer ta the problems of life;
fourthly, it could not reconcile itself with the
progress of philosophy.
However mnch, therefore, we may rejoice in
the splendid physical development of
the
Greeks, in their love cf beauty, in their culture and intellectual greatness; however much
we may feel the
world’s immense indebtedness to her architecture and art and literature,
aud declare most earnestly that these
are
simply incomparable, still ibe teaching of its
is
clear
and awful—religion died ont
history
of Greece because it lacked awe of th* Power
that made the uuiverse, because it made its
gods in the image of sinful, selfish men, because its
aim
was
enjoyment and not
we

concentration of means

tain even

one

in order to main-

that will b> a credit to the city.

Harsh Trentinent.
who were frost-oitten on the
schooner Florence and taken to the Marine
Charles
Hospital last week, are improving.
Mitchell, one of the men, says there wore only
two men aboard who could steer—himself and
• Spaniard.
He states farther that be was
•compelled to worn after his feet bad swollen.

Alleged
men

the floor, with bluff old Santa Clans,
and JJr. Cock illuminated the tree with an
electric light, a! a red hoe, which flashed from

peared

the

on

gilded

ornaments

on

the branches

in

every

The other man, Saunders, says the captain
made him work and gave him the rope’s end
after his baud was frtzsn.
Capt. Holmes is
BOt here, bat in explanation it may be said

conceivable prismatic color, and produced a
long drawn MAb!” from the children.
When this point had been reached, Mr. Gilbert led Miss Ell* S. dargenn forward,—the
lady to whose energy and activity the Christmas Clnb owes so mnch of its success,— and
Mr. H. Frank Furbish called for three cheers,

that be was deceived by tbe shipping master,
and having but two men who could steer was
compelled for the safet of all to keep them

which the little ones gave with all the power
Miss Sargent thanked the
of vigorous lungs.
children; told them Sant* Clans had brongbt

both at the wheel until

a

harbor was reached.

them presents,

and the distribution of gifts

Pordand Spiritual Temple.
The Portland Spiritual Temple will

give

a

grand entertainment

tomorrow night, in the
new hall of Tbatffier Post, G. A, B., corner
of Elm and Congress streets. Mrs. Maud E.

Lord of Boston, the celebrated medium, will
give tests, Mrs, T. P. Beals will read, and
there will be mnsic by Mrs. Ella Littlefield,
Misses
Leila Farrell, Annie Libby, Cora
Woodman and Mr.

George Thomas.

Ifatal Accident.
dosepu kjt*nu, a brakeman on
Trunk road, was instantly killed

the Grand
near

fsiaud

Pond, Monday. He was at work on the alarm
line, between Island Pond and Goibam, and
fell between two cars.

FURS,
Buffalo and Wolf Robes, &c,

F^CAKRUTHERS.

FOR

NOTICE.

Last night the fine set ot building’, consistof house, shed and stable, all oumected to-

on Spring street,
iu Saccaabout half a mile from the village,
were tjtally consumed by fire.
The buildings
were owned by Mr. Freeman Brown and were
built by Mr. John Best aboat ten years ago at
a cost of same 83500.
They have lately been

Mr. Brown’s son Ern-

est.

Last night about ten o’clock, a young man
the stable with a lamp for some
purpose, and while there the lamp exploded,
scattering the burning oil about and quickly
setting the whole interior in a blaze. He
rushed out and gave the alarm, but the (Saints
went out to

gained suoh headway that it
do

aught hut

was

impossible

day Thursday, January 1st, on
account of Annual Stock Taking.

Bmoking ruins, including the cements of all
those of the house.
In the stable were twenty tons of hay, two
hogs and some tools; in the shed, five tons of
coals, 25 cords of wood; and in the cellar of
the huuse some 300 bushels of potatoes—all of
which were burned.
The insurance on the buildings ran out a few

days ago, and the elder Mr. Brown came into
town to renew his policy, but was unable to
make satisfactory terms, so postponed a renewal till too late. The total less will be nearly
84.000.
The building of Mr. Bean, on the opposite
sid of the street, caught fire several times, hut

by great exertions it was saved.
The wind
was blowing direotly toward them.
Abandoned und Belt

to

Uie.

Mondav afternoon Chas. F. Ren,tail nf Woat
Falmouth came in town after a load of dresting. While loading his team on Qreeulief
street he ascertained that James S. Went-

worth, the colored lamp lighter, living near
by, had an old horse unlit for service and he
wanted him killed. Wentworth let Kendall
have the horse to take out to his place to
kill,
and Kendal! stated he wanted him to feed his

Owen,
dec31

care

possible.

Kailrond Notts.
Notice has been issued ot a reduction of
wages on the Knox and Lincoln Railroad of
ten percent., to take effect January 1st.
Portlaud Trust Company.
The doors of this institution will be opened
for business this morning, and it being the
first Trust Company in Marne, we propose to
readers

general idea of the busioess
of such companies as distinguished from
our

banks.
To the

a

question,

What is a Trust Company,
reply it is a bank and something more; it is
authorized to do a general banking business
but has
powers granted embracing other
branches of finance, more or less directly conwe

nected with banking. A bank, whether private, State or national, is an institution which
receives deposits and loans money. This is the

esseential.
A Trust

are

FORTUM

gage is made out to the trust company for the
benefit of the bondholders, and the company
testifies by its signature on each bond that all
the provisions of the mortgage, Bach as recording and the like, have been complied with, and
in the event of default or any trouble, acts in
the interest of the bondholders.
Fur these
services as agent and trustee it receives compensation. The company can also be appointed by yon, executor of your will, or, by the
court, administrator of your estate, or guardian of your children,
or become receiver of a
railroad; for all of wuioh services it is paid
like a private person, but offers its paid in capital, its double iiaoility of stockholders and
the standing of its board of trustees as a guarantee for its acts.
In this respect if is similar
to companies, instead ol individuals, acting as
sureties on bonds.
The company oau, in like
manuer, act as agent for the care of property
during absence, etc., the great advantage possessed by it over individuals in all tliese cases
being its corpora e, and not private existence.
From this brief outline it will readily bo seen
that these special features of tra-t companies
are entirely without
the province of national
banks.
One word with reference to interest on deposits. An ordinary business account will not
usually receive interest on balances,—in fact
such an account is not desired. But a low rate,
graduated by the amount, time, etc., will he
paid to persons or corporations whose accounts
are not liable to frequent
and sudden fluctuations; for money, in other words, too Urge in
amonnt for savings banks, and for which national banks allow no compensation. Thus the
depositor is better off, and by proper management the company is perfectly secure, making
money by the operation.
The management of Trust Companies is in
the bands of a Board of Traatees and an Executive Committee, the latter meeting more
frequently than the Trustees and corresponding to the directors of a National Bank. Their
charters are drawn with great care, embodying
all the essential features of the national banking laws, and, in the strongest comoauies, requiring larger reserves and greater security to
depositors than National Banks are obliged to

COMPANY
day opened for business. Accounts of Individuals, Corporations ami Savings Banks received.

This Company is a legal depository for Administrators, Assignees, Guardians, Trustees, and Courts

of Law or Kquity, Probate and Insolvency; is authorized to accept and execute legal trusts,*as Executor, Admiuistiator, Trustee, Gu odian or Receiver;
acts as Trustee under in or gages to countersign
bends, and as Agent for the registry and transfer of
stocks.

Interest Allowed on Deposits
may be made payable on demand, or at speci-

which
fic'll dates. Interest hearing certificates of deposit
issued. Current accounts opened, subject to check,
as in National Banks.

H. J. LIBBY, President.
WM. E. GOULD, Vioe President.
H. BUTLER, Secretary.
TBl's I KES
Harrison J. Libby, Portland,
William G. Davis, Portland,
Mark P. Emery, Portland,
Frederick Kobie Gorham,
Samuel a. Hoi brook. Freeport,
K. B SHEPHERD, Skowllegan,
Andrew P. Wisivell Ellsworth,
Philip Henry Brown, Portland,
Charles F Libby, Portland,

Frederick N Dow, Portland,

Joseph s. Wheelwright, Bangor,
Henry S. Osgood, Augusta,
Leonard Williams, Yarmouth,
William W. Brown, Portland,
William E. Gould, Portland.

Portland, Me.,
act r v

Dec.

miiia

81,1884.
a

«.

of stock towill be clos-

account

morrrw, consequently their store
ed all day.

Hood's Sarsanariifa

dec31dlm
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muArniolUftMntAlffltNI.

Foieclosure

of

of Mort-

of

City
Portland, a municipal corporation in
the County of Cumb r and, State of vt&ine, by
Henry W. Hersey. its Treasurer, hereby give notice
that Frederick A. Clark, of said Portland, on the
twenty first day of February, A. D., 1881, by his
mortgage deed of that date recorded in Cumberland
Registry of Deeds. lko<*k 470, page 125. conveyed to
said city the two fallowing described pieces or parcels of land situated on tbe easterly siee line of Sr.
John Street in said Portlai d, and bounded as fol
lows: Beginning at a stake on tbe taflter]} • de li •
of St. John Street, distant fifty (50) leet southerly

THE

snid street line from the houttieasterly corner of
St. John and “C” Streets; tbcuce running southerly
on said line of St. Johu Street, a distance of fifty
(60) feet, to a stake; thence easterly at right angles
with St. John Street, one hundred (100) leet, to a
stake, thence northerly parallel with St. John
Street, fifty (50) leet, to a stake; thence westerly
one hundred (100) feet, to point of beginDiug; containing 5000 square feet, beiug lot numbered 41 on
plan of
lands, recorded in Cumberland Registry ol Deeds. Plan Book 4, page 21.
Also one other lot of land in said Portland, bounded as follows: Beginning at a stake on the easterly side line of St. John Street distant one hundred and fifty (150) feet southerly on said Street
line from the southeaster y comer of St. John and
“C” Streets thence running southerly ou said street
line fifty .'60) feet to a stake; thence easterly at
right angles with St. John Street, one hundred
(100) feet to a stake; thence northerly parallel with
St.John street, titty (5u) feet to a stake; thence
westerly one hundred (100) feet to point of beginning; containing 6000 square feet, being lot numbered 45 on plan of Ci y lands recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Plan Book 4, page 21.
Both of said lots of land beli.g the same couveyed
by said city of Portland to said Clark by warranty
deed of even date with said mortgage.
The condition of which mortgage is broken;
by
reason whereof said City of Portland claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
CITY OF PORTLAND,
by Henry W. Hersey. Treasurer,

on

City

hereunto duly authorized.
88 4.
dec3JdlawW3w

Portland, December

Purifies

the Blood

Hood's Sarsaparilla Is characterized by
fiiree peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, tbs proportion, 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualit ies. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evid-ncQ
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my blood, sharpens niy appetite, and
seems to make me over.’’ ,1.1'.
Thompson,
Begister of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all oti "rs, and
Is wortli its weight in gold." I. BAltBla "’TON.
Vso Bank Street, New York City.

food’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. *i; six for $5. Mad?
jnty by C. I, HOOD a CO., Lowell, Mass.

(00 Dose§_ One Dollar.

of Furniture and General Mercia*
Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a*

Consign men to solicited.

Instruction in English aud
leal Studies

WANTS.

book-keeper
WANTED—A
wholesale business in village
city;
as

J. W,

a

in

have

or

13

COLCORD,

Koyd Street.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

I»R. F. E. BAXTER,
—-

OF

—

GARDINER,
has removed from No. 379^1 Congress St. to

No. 8 15rowu

room

Block, Congress Street,

where he will be happy to wait upon anv who desire his treatment. The system by which he treats
and heals the sick is purely a mental one.
No
faith is required.
Dr. Baxter has had nearly two years
almost miraculous success.
He gives special attention to chronic diseases such as are considered
iucurabte by the faculty as well as mental troubles
in which his success li »s been marked.
The very best of references given.
By request will visit patients at their hemes between office hours.
The elevator is at the service of all patients. Office hours
to

a.

dec31

4 and 7 is 8 p. in.
Consultation Free.
eodtf
m.,

2 to

wrn
We will give gas free
of charge to any one having 2 or more Teeth extooth is extracted 60 cents

tracted. When only one
will be charged.
Wo still continue to make
WHiTE’S Gum Teeth for

the

best (S.

S.

tate of

at
to

filling.
E. B. & F. W. LOCKWOOD,
!M8 I-'A Middles'.
dec31

Portland, [Tie.
eodlrn

Muiuc mutual Accident Association.
Annual

of the Maine Mutual

quired

stamp, J. FOWLER & CO.. Boston, Mass

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

5H7.__dec31-3
Saturday and Mood&y
TOST—Between
J money, three ten and four five dollar
bills;
a

finder will receive ten dollars reward
same at HOOPER BROS.’
office, 19%

of
the

Exchange

for

thiu

wallet containing
FOUND—On
valuable
a

small

of money and
paper. The owner can have the same by
at 71 Pleasant street,
proving property and
for this advertisement.
deo31-l
a

sum

SATE.- Chestnut
FOR
years oid, sound and kind;
15.02

a

Lady Lyons, 11
1000 lbs;

mare

about

roll of bills which the
have by calling at 006 CONGRESS
FOUND—A
tween 8
and

owner

4. p.

a. m.

m.

can

ST., bedec31-l

WANTED—By

Dissolution of

WANTED—Ladies
country;
furnish, light,
or

youDg

in

men

city

ers.

49

between
and

name

style

Deane Bros. & Sanborn

is hereby dissolved by mutual consent. The
payment of the debts of the ti r.n, and the collection of
accounts due said firm will be made by David W.
Deane, who ts authorized to sign the firm’s name in

liquidation.

D. W. DEANE,
S. B. DEANE,
W. H. SANBORN.
Dec.

you

want nice

19,1884.

dec22tf

fitting and easy Boots.

you want serricoable Boots,

BUY DOXGOLA,
If you want

you want

Boots that don’t turn purple,

S3

PRENTISS~LORING, Agt.,

we
simple work at
homes; you can make $2 to $.1 a day; no
no misrepresentation; we have a good
demand for our work, and furnish steady employment. Address, with stamp, J. FOWLEK & CO.,
de«8 G
Boston, Mass., Box 6117.

MEN

this head
advance

common sense

Boots,

inserted uuder
Hi cents, paid in

If you want fashionable Boots,

LET-One

or

two

in house

rooms

with small

TO family; will furnish board if desired, or give
privilege of doing light housekeeping. For particulars, address (with real name,) A. B., Press office.
I.ET—2 rooms, 97 GREEN ST., right hand
TObell.dec27-l

Rooms. to Let.
rooms, single or In suites,furnished

DESIRABLE
unfurnished at 173 STATE ST.
no27
or

Donsola

or

other Boots,

any

G.

PAIiMER,

The only authorized Agent for Doagoln in
this City.

Unscrupulous manufacturers

names as

ine

inferior

are

trying

to

palm

boots under similar sounding

Gondola, Donga, Vongola, &c.

All genu-

Dongola Boots bave the word 4‘DON GO LA,”
printed upon the lining and other parties do not
axe use this name as it is copyrighted.

AS THEY

8AI.E-A good secoud hand
FOR
cheap; nicely trimmed; may be
F.

North St.

sleigh,
seen

very

at

35

TUKKY._dec30-l
City._dec21>-l

FOR WALE—A first-class sleigh,
been used but a few times; will be sold very
seen
be
at K. KENT A SUN’S, 311 Fore
may

SLKI6U

low;
street.dec27-l

FOR

WALE.—Sorrel

10 years

mare

old,'sound,

kind, will work anywhere, sold for no tanlt.
Enquire THOMPSON &;HALL, 245 Commercial

Street._

dec27.i

WALE—First class brick house
FOR
ing St., second from State St. Apply
JERRiS.

on

Deerto W.

dec26-3

H.

WALE—I have
fine
sleighs for
FOR
_sale. GEO. B. MARCH. 6a Oak St. dec25-l
some

new

IJfOR WALE—A Kimball jump seat sleigh; full
1.
trimmed; can be used as a single sleigh or with
*25; lor sale by 0. K. HAWES.

two seals
Prloe
177 Middle St.

dec24-l

WALE—The ’’Excelsior” American Corners endorsed by the best local musicians, for
sale by C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St,
dec24-l

FOR

ns

WALE—4dining
IjlOR
business, 1 employment

chance.

lunch rooms, 2 cigar

office;

now

is

your

Direct all letters G. D. s., this office.
dec!3-3

AND

on Grant
Woodfords Cor-

WITH
St., at head of Lincoln SL,
PERKINS,

489

Congrees street,
oct25dtf

For Sale.
GORDON, owned by Harpswell
Steamboat Co., now running on tho route he*
tween Portlaud and Harpswell.
touching at Long,
Little and Great Chebeagua and Orr’s Island, ie In

STEAMER

good condition,

*4M)0 has been expend»d on
hull and machinery during past three years, is
light
on fuel, has good machinery and large cabin accom
modations, has a regular passenger and freight
traffic besides the excursion business in summer
which is increasing each year; has special U. S.
license in summer for 22o passengers.
Will sell
for cash or exchange for other property.
over

Apply

decl6

to GEO. K. WEST, Manager,
33 Plum St., Portland
dim

Parties,

whether

thej

wish to buy or not, are in
riled to call at our ofliee a,
above and keep informet
of the state of the grea
MARKETS of the UNITEI

STATES.

We give you tin

prices

if yon wen
where you could watch tin
“STOCK TICKERS.”
W<
buy and sell outright or on

same

as

margin.

T. Brigham

Bishop & Co.

Portland, Boston and New Vorb

Aug. P. Fuller & Co.,

LOWT.—Taken
nesday Eve,

LET—The
f|IO
X No. 6 Park

a

Manager Portland Office,
35 & 37 MILK STREET
001

very desirable

brick

traemcM

Place; baa just become vacant;
$20 per month, and water tax. (Key at office
of M. P. Frank. Esq
199 Middle St.)
For particulars, address GEO. M. HARDING, Architect 257
Washington St., Boston._
dec27-l
f|ls» LET—Store Nos. 122 and 124 Commercial
X street. In the Thomas Block. BENJAMIN
SHAW, 48Vi Exchange street.
dec27-l
I.ET—House by Itself, rear No. 265 Daufor: h street; upper rent No. 29 Lincoln streetupper rent No. Ill Brackett street: two rents No
67 Han.-ver street.
Inquire of ELIAS THOMAS
A CO. Nos. 114 to 120 commercial St.
deo26-l

■

TO

TAOR KENT—A few choice rooms at 639 Con1
greis street; house heated euttrely by ste -m
avoiding fire risks; excellent bath looms;
in every particular. Telephone No. 667X d< c26-l
we

are

always engaged

Linen and Silk Handker*
chiefs, Real Laces,
in great Variety, at lower price
than ever.

They Make Acceptable Presents
BEST ASSORTMENT

493
1an26

cuius

& ,co,

Congress St

dtl

I hereby give notice that I have sold my entire Inter* st in the

STOVE

AND

FURNACE

BUSINESS,

«tc., ££ market Square,Portland,me.,to

A. It. ALEXANDER.
Mr. Alexander has been In

my

past seve« years, and 1 can
mm to all of my customers.
All who are indebted to me

employ for the

cheerfully

recommend

will please call and
make prompt payment to A. R. Alexander, and all
holding demands against me, will present the same
to him for settlement.
Am V N.
IV.
Dee. 9,1884.
decl7d2w

For Sale.
A. HIGGINS,

of Wellfleet, 89
48 100 tonB, new measurement; built in
1859;
suitable for banking or coasting business.
Apply to JOHN H, R\DER.
oct25eodt/
Wellfleet, Mass.

SCHR.BMMA

—

Holiday Goods!
select from, at

lteduced Prices to Close
Them Out.

J.M.DYER&CO.,
511 Congress St.
d*>23__*rj

lElflM]!!
Owing

to the dull

weather,

the sale of

PIANO COVERS

TOILET.

AT COST,

the Thompson block, Nos. 117 lift
STORES
121 and 123 Middle street,
few di ors belo-w
the
fitted
in

a

suitable for wholesale or retail
post office;
with light, finished, airy basements
Kent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON. No. 184
Brackett street Portland, Me.
1aul4dtf

WILL CONTINUE THROUGH

business,

NOTICE 1

eodlm

OF

rilO LET.—Brick House, No. 2 Park Place, 9
X
rooms, rent low to a good tenant
W
IT
WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

_deo23-3

CHARLES

Tans,

french

first-class’

(lire you orders early, as
time ahead.

eod3m

Store Open Evenings lilt Christmas

rent

Portland, iUe.

Photographer,

FRANK 6. STEVENS,

FOUND.

TO LET.

Pung

we will make prices far below
cost* Parties in want of good serviceable
feJLUKjiHft will do well to call and
examine.

Fins Portrait) a specialty,

OCCUR.

_

___

House and Stable,
good garden for sale or to lot

doo27-l

some

decl2

,

run-

will hold 2 O eggs;
also direct!
for making an ariifloial mother or brooder.
The cost of material for the above incub.tor will
not exceed *7.00. Send for circular of testimonials.
BOX 203, Woodford's Me.
dec24-l
an
>ns

LOWT AND

and handsomely

SXjEI C3r$3CS,

438 Fore Street,

—

WALE—Book of twenty pages containing
direct!
FOcomplete
for constructing and
incubator that

ning

D

County, Manager

close them out,

i

—

EVERY PAIR WARRANT

A GOOD IBM IN SLEIGHS.

To

THE

ITIABKETS

HALF.

Brief advertisements are inserted under
ibis head one week for 23 cents, paid in
advance.

of L. J
Portland.

PERRY,

r

OB

CHICAGO,
lew York & Bostoi

dec27 1

Enquire

Bur of

dSv

CO.,

Runne

—

_dec291

_

References:—Hon. J. H. Drummond, Hon. C.
W. Goddard, Hon. A. A. Strout, Hon. Nathan
Cleaves, lion. H. B. Cleaves, Hon. S. C. Strout, F.
O. Bailey & Co., Portland, Me.
decoeodlm*

Traverse

the only Broker
furnisl

are

in this State who
all the changes

are

week lor

one

Bri- f nilvcriiunraia are i Married uudrr
this head oue week for 23 ceuia, paid in
nd ranee.

One

BY PRIVATE WIRE.

We

All legitimate DetectiveWork promptly and faithfully attended to. Special attention paid to looking
up evidence in Civil or Criminal Cases. Merchandise watched in Stores, on the Docks, or in Transit.
Personal attention given to all bueiuess. All communications strictly confidential.

—

NOS. 35 & 37 MILK STREET

Canvasser Wanted.

Portland, Me.

finished

CITY,

WANTED.

from Haven’s candy store Wedpackage of a gentleman’s pock
et diary for 1885, and a magic
lantern; will the
return
to same and oblige.
person please

new, well made

ar

Office*

IN THIS

and women, to start a new business at
their homes, easily learned in an hour; no
peddling; 10c. to 50c. an hour made daytime or evening. Send 10c. for 20 samples and a package of
goods to commence work on.

547 Congress Srteet.
nor8
dtf

few

made

received at our

Branch

day. Address M. A. WATEKHOUSE, 216 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
dec3-4*

Krirf advertisements nrr inserted under
this head one week for 'AS cents, paid in
advance.

a

being

as

canvassing,

M. G. PALMER

We have

now

fast

as

own

your

and

BUY DONGOBA.

off very

31 1-2 Exchange St., (Stanton Block),

EBEN N.

quotations

or

Bobs

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existing
the undersigned under the firm
THEof

M.
33

Ex-Sheriff Cumberland

All

_dec24-l

FOR SALE—A pair of bob sleds for
coasting; have foot rests, brake, cushion, etc.,
all in good order; will be sold low for cash.
(Jail at
262 MIDDLE S1REKT,

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE*

If you waul

oliAiTns.$1,184,688
as

Office, 45 Exchange St.,

GRAIN.

graduate of Portland Busi
ness College, who has had experience as a
teacher in public schools for the past year, a chance
as book-keeper in a store; first olass references
given. Address P. O. Box 3, N. Berwick, Me.
a

FOR

high, fast roadster and trotter, now in hands
of Mr. P. Woodbury, where she can be seen. HENRY H. DRESSER.decSl-1

1884:

Rozerva for reinsurance, losses adjusted but not due, and other

PERRY &

OIL,

been known to
dee 2 4-1

private family by a
children; (ages seven
and nine years,) where the children will be well
cared for and all will have the comforts of a home;
will furnish rooms; no other boarders.
Address
W. II. H., Box 1298, Portland.
dec24-l

dec31 1

Pleasant street, Monday afternoon

BUY DOXGOBA.

1 & 4 9

PORTLAND.

in

Instantaneous

rnmmlv

ever

sum

by leaving

street._

Capital, $1,000,000.

deelO

box

BUY DON GOB A.

ASSETS.$2,585^633

tafA

R

FIRE iO MARINE IRS. GO..

TOY Ala

uiwi

a

homes; can be done during leisure hours
or as steady employment; we
give constant work and
good salary; no canvassing; no humbug. Address,
with

If

1,400,945

Mrs. Aileu’s

a anra

WANTED—Board
gentleman with two

own

SPRINGFIELD

regards policy hold-

can be
Croun k«rr eriv if*

terriole disease. No child has
die where it was used.

or

their

BUY DO.VGOLA.

No Company represented at this Agency
has Assets of less lhan $1,000,000.

Net Surplus

brought.

cian

dec31d2t_
with board in
private famiand gentlemen at once, in
if desired. Address STATES!'., this ofTOlyI.ET—Rooms,
WANTED—Ladies
city, town
village to take pleasant work at fice.

If

1st,

VI7 ANTED—Parents to remember that Cronp
vf
chooses the night for its attacks on your
children, and that it is often fatal before a Physi-

Brief advertisements
R.B. SWIFT, Sec.

Portland,

PORTLAND.

JAN.

STOCKS

new

ROOMS TO LET.

Exchange St.,

STATEMENT,

A I.E—Two

m

sleighs by WOODMAN,
TRUE A
FOR
CO._dec29-l_

are

Loring, LADIES

OEG-A Nil ZIK X>

_dec29-l

Members of the Maine Charitable Mechanics
THEAssociation
respectfulbr invited to attend

If

of

man of exor in
best
of
and
references.
Adcountry
drug store;
city
dress W—20, for oue week, at Press office.

M. C. M. A.

AGENCY OF

Prentiss

ED.—Situation

by young
WAN
watchman
perience to work nights,

TO Solloit subscriptions for a dally and weekly
A newspaper. Address with references,
oct24dtf
A. B. Bo* 823, Portland. Me.

come

INSURANCE

Eaaghtnn,

graduate of the National School of Oratory, Ph }
adelphla, will receive pupils at
Margent>»
*
148 spring Street, after Sept. *5.
Miss Laughton refers by permission to Mos
True Brown, Prin. of Boston School of Oratory at
Prof, of Elocution at Tufts College. Henry 18m<
.Tones, Instructor of Elocution, Harvard Collet >
W. ,T. Corthull, Prin. Western Normal School
<jo-,
ham, and Thomas Tash, Supt. of Schools, Portland
sep6
tj*yi
A

dec3U-l

Address H. G. FAY, Rutland, Vermont.
dec6dim

Acci-

as may
before it, will be held at the office of
legally
the Association, 80 Exchange St., Portland. Me., on
Wednesday the seventh day of Janu ry. 1885, at
3 o’clock p. ra.
C H. BOOTHBY, Secretary.
dec31atd*
Portland, Dec. 30tb, 1884.

*

ANDJOCAL CULTUBE.

mime Surah E.

keeping, light
Address, F. Press

care.

EDWARD S. DUNHAM, of Hebron, Me., Adm’r.
Address 702 Congress St.. Portland, Me.
Scarborough, Dec. 20tb, 188k. dec31dlaw3wW*

Meeting
dent Association, for the choice of Directors
THE
and the transactiou of snch other business

311-2

es-

in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of^said deceased, are reto exhibit the same, and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to

calling
paying

$10.00,

[LOCUTION

his

e 17 AN TED—Situation
by an educated young
? f
man of 20, to le*rn some lucrative business;
the best of city references; good penman. Address
for one week, AMERICAN, Press office.
dec29-l

JOSEPH STURTEVANT, late of Scarborough,

a

and warrant them satisfactory.
G’heauer teeth, such as used by many'dentists,
a much less price.
Particular attention paid

TUESDAY*

The Winter Term will begin
Jan. 6. lftS.5. For circulars address
dec20dtd
J. F. WES I ON, Frr.ideui

in

practicejwith

9

WANTED—A
work and good

—

FEWALECOLLEGJE

Address *‘D.” P. O.
1
dec.HO l

Office.

AND

—

WANTED

for

dt,

jan24_

Situation as head book keeper.
Have had over twenty years experience in

horse

Class

gives to private pspils by the sabacrlb

had thirteen years experience in Portland in single
and double entry; good re'erences given. Address,
J. P. M., Box 60, No Raymond, Me.
dec30-i

wholesale grocery business.
Box 9•9, Portland.

ootdd

JK MlJCAUO^AIs.

iiekeby uivezv, that the
Agents and Canvassers in
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
WANTED.—Corset
every County In Maine. Pay $2 to $5 per

I

Combines, in a manner peculiar to itself, the
best blood-purifying and strengthening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find
this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines havo failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla did me great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
me up.’’
Mbs. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, N. Y.
I suffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured,'’ Mbs. M. J. Davis, Broekport, N. Y.

m.

ANTIS D—A job to tend a furnace or boiler,
or to act as night nurse; good references;
low. Apply by postal to E. HARDY, rear
22b Spring St.
dec30-I

upon himself the trust of Administrator of the

_

OweD, Moore & Co. take

■

TRUST

is tbi*

Company,

seif'tocertain specialties.
The latter are briefly as follows: A trust
company is authorized to act as agent for corporations m registering and transferring the
capital stock of the latter.
This, for rations
reasons, is largely done by such companies. It
is also authorized to countersign bonds of corporations as trustee. That is to say, the mort-

diae every

W

gage of ftteal Estate.

not

chartered by the Stats
Legislature, is authorized to receive deposits
and loan money. There is no reason why it
should not issue its bills, if there was any
profit in it. The 10 per cent, ijraeticaily prohibits this. Equally well canJt make collections and deal in exchange, but the nature of
its especial features, wmcu we are about to
explain, is such that little or none of this is
done by trust companies.
Thus far it is a bank in all its powers, although it may Choose not to exercise them all.
For the sake of devoting itself to business peculiar to such institutions, it gives up collection, exohange, and in most cases declines accounts strictly mercantile, with consequent demands for discounts. To offset this, it receives
the deposits of professional and retired men,
and those engaged in business of such a nature as to allow them to use collaterals in affecting loans. This iucludes dealers in flour,
grain, moiasseB, bonds, stocks, etc., etc. Such
deposits with those of banks, municipalities,
corporations, courts of law and equity, administrators and others acting in any official or
trust capacity, constitute the bulk of its deposits, and in loaning it makes a specialty of
loans secured by staple, marketable collaterals, rather than discounts of mercantile paper.
From the above statement our readers will see
that a trust company has practically ail the
powers of a bank, many of which it refuses to
exercise, not only from the desire not to compete with other banks, but also to devote it-

d«t

Notice

essential requisite of a bank. Whether or
net it issues circulating notes, makes collections, and buys and sells exchange is immate-

rial; for, although common, these

busMAN
iness in our goods alone. or in connection with
furniture or any class of house-furnisbing goods or
groceries; small capital and large profits. For particulars address “MANUFACTURING;” 91 Summer street, Boston, Mass.
dec8eod2m

WANTED-A

was

walk) where he received all
The horse was killed yesterday.

F.

s

Regular Sale

young lady of good education
and address, would like to read or write an
hour or more daily for an elderly person or invalid. For terms, Address “S.” Press Office. decdO 2

residence the horse gave out and fell in the
road.
Kendall abandoned him
and went
home leaving the poor old horse to die. Mr.
A. M. Sawyer, the ageDt of the S. P. C. A.,

to

O. BAILEY A
and Commission Merchant;
Snie*ro«Di IS Exchange tit.
0. W. Aluw
O. Baulky,
I

terms

hens on.
He tried to lead him oat to West
Falmouth.
When near Mr. E. M. Lang’s

telephoned to by parties living in the city
who drove by there and saw the horse by the
side of the road.
The agent immediately
drove ont and found the horse as stated, having laid theie four hours iu the ditch beside
the road. He employed Willard H. Cobb to
haul him to his stable (as the horse was unable

Moore & Co.

oi.

“d8^
R.,'

Auctioncei

Beaton,_dec31-l

situation

an.l

dec'll_,j7t

Business Chance.
in any live town can do a profitable

A

a. m

F.O.Blll.By&CO„ Aueil,«„h

E—One of the best wholesale and retail provision, poultry, small meats and produce markets in Bos* on, located near Quincy market;
g o 1 eliau<-e for a commission business; never changed hands; ill health is the sole cause of selling; low
rent; must be sold immediately. W. F. CAKKUTHERS, 24 i'remont Bow,

Brief ud vertUemeutn are iunerted under
thin head one week for 25 cents, paid in
ad eauce.

save

save

give

he closed all

to

the contents of the house.
There beiug no fire company in the village
it was useless work fighting the flames, and before midnight the entire set of buildings were

ON

FORMAL.

Our Store will

AUCTION,

WEDNESDAY. Jan. 7, at 10

p. m. wo fhall sell the stock In G
kraut’s store, 432 Middle street, coasistlna of
falo, Wolf and Fancy Rjbes and Mat* L*die«r
Sets, 1 Seal Sacque, 1 Perslauua Jacket, Far frlni
ming’s Ac., Ac.

_dec31-l

gether, situated
rappa,

occupied, however, by

BY

Boston._

SALK -Stock and fixtures of 1st class
Of
grocery and provision store located in city
Cambridge, doing a fine cash business of $450 per
week; low rent, good stable and teneu ent connected; one of the best chances in this state to secure a
safe and reliable business.
W, F. CARRUTHERS,
24 Tremont Row, Boston.

ing

Banc

ana

rooms,

gojrju

keep.

■

The two

lodging

west
furnished in

end Boston; very low rent; good lease;
black walnut furniture and tapestry carpet®; a
24
chance for somebody.
W.
decJJ-i
Tremont Row,

Freeman Brown's Bniltiog Burned Baal
Night.

prnwth and dunlin ft nf thw raHvinn nf

tention to do well in the future
Portland
will hardly be able to snpport two clubs of professional players and it is on all accounts desirable that there should be a anion of interest

ou

SAUCABAPPA.

manity.
In conclusion, Mr. Blanchard made an
earnest plea for the retention of the study of
Greece, in its literature, art, religion, as an
important part of the cirriculum of the college. In his judgment, the efforts of these
educators who would displace Greek with German land
French are unwise.
Better ways
of studying Gieefc history aud literature may
be fonod, bat there can be no fullness of et)u
cation without a knowledge of the origin,

agreement, and have shown us a paper signed
by a large number of onr prominent citizens
expressing satisfaction with their past management and confidence in their ability and in-

<»'h

*300to

BAI.E.-J800;
*40J>
FOU
down, balance
easy time, buys the fdrnitureoi
located at the
nice
house of 12
term.

seemed their doctrines.
Plato uttered maledictions ou Homer's stories of the gods The
great artists made their maguificent statues of
Jupiter and Apollo and Minerva, but Art
could not save Religion.
The drama slowly
utidermitied the goes of Olympus. Philosophy
di 1 her maguificeut work, and the “fair humaDiues" went down. VVe see now that no
religion against which Sciecce aud Philosophy utter protest, can long endure. Mr. Blanchard dwelt at length upon each of these
pt iuts of deficiency.
Greece could not say.
“The high and holy Oue who judges the nation in righteousness" as did Israel. It wished
to live on earth and not descend to Hades, for
the earth was so bright that it did not dream
of any alluring Heaven. It taught no condemnation of sin; it presented no Christ who
ponld inspire to noble living aud thus become
a baviour.
It could give no explanation of
the evils ef the world.
It could not obey the
prophet dramatist or the prophet philosopher
when he came. Its cosmo3, therefore, became
chaos. Health, strength, beauty could not
save.
Lovely Greece was doomed because its
religion could not look above Nature aud Hu-

tbai they have a letter from an officer of the
National
League denying that the proposed new plab has been admitted to thpt

AUCTION ft.A7.Kft

HFMINEMM CHAKCES.

CAUSES A BOSS OF A BOUT $4080 IN

righteousness.
The poet can never be the prophet nDless
he is filled with reverence for God. Homer
oannot save from sin.
Sophocles failed, although a prophet, because Homer had so debibed the people.
Pythagoras located both
Hesiod and Homer in
bell, so detestable

Ball.
The proprietors of the base ball dab which
afforded oar citizens, who enjoy that game,
their best opportunities of witnessing it last
Beason, are somewhat nettled by the representations made concerning their efforts to
afford entertainment by persons active in the
attempt to establish a new club.
They report

ADVERTINEHENTN.

NEW

AN EXPLODING LAMP

The

age, residence, parents’ same, school attended,
needs, etc., and this blank was numbered.
Mrs. Fallon copied all these names and statistics into the registry book—a tremendous

CLUB.

W. F. Carrutbers A Co.—3.
Found—nod of Bills.
Notice of Foreclosure.

THE GOOD WORK DONE

in order.

system couldn’t be improved. Every principal ol a public school
bad a blank, which they filled out with the
name of a deserving child in the school, its
was

To Let.
Free St., formerly oeeupled by

Satudray,
ing

126

Dr. Weeks.
HOUSE_No,

nov4dtf_No.

12

F.N. DOW,
Market Square.

Nov. 1st, clos-

at 6.30 p.,m.

To Let.
No. 237 Commercial street,
the corner
<4 Union street,now occupied by A. E. Stevens
STORE
A
after Dec.
on

Co.,

1, 1884. A1.-o second story of
store No. 246 Middle street, corner of Cross street
over Horatio Staples’.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN’
61 Vi Exchange street.
nol2dtf

Notice,
Distillot OF Maine.
Portland, Dec. 29 1884 i

Samuel Thurston
* Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

0031

dtr

S T

oil
—

FOR

*

AGE
—

ANT ta the rules of the Circuit Court of
PURSU
the U nited States for the District of Maine
Carriages, Sleighs, Fnrniture, &c.v
notice ia hereby given that Henry St. John Smith of
THE
In

Portland.

sai l District, has applied to the unadmission to practice as an attorney
J
counsellor of this court.

dersigned for
and

A. H.

dec20d3t*

DAVIS,

Clerk of U, S. Ciiouit Court.

—

IN

—

Old Casco Street Church.

Inquire

ol

l$3,NDALL&’WHITNEY
d2w

